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Conducting gestures and facial expressions can be interpreted with wide variance 
by musicians, even within ensembles with a close range of technical mastery and 
experience. In this study, I examined the interpretations of a music conductor’s nonverbal 
communication to collegiate wind ensemble students and the accompanying pedagogical 
considerations when leading live performers. The conceptual framework of the study was 
kinesics, “the study of body movements, facial expressions, and gestures” (Ottenheimer, 
2009, p. 160), and more specifically, Ekman and Friesen’s (1969) categories of nonverbal 
communication. Within this framework, the two categories I used specifically were 
emblems- nonverbal signals from the body representing a verbal message, and affect 
displays- characterizations of an emotion or other message depicted primarily on the face. 
Utilizing gesture descriptions compiled by Sousa (1988), I created a video stimulus to 
interview students on their reactions to 21 gestures of the hands, arms, and torso, as well 
as 10 naturally occurring facial expressions while conducting. Using the conducting 
video as the stimulus, I interviewed 80 college students at nine college campuses. 
Students participated in an individual 30-minute interview where they watched each of 
 
 vi 
the 31 video excerpts and gave verbal feedback about what they perceived as the message 
of each of the gestures or facial expressions. Data were analyzed and compared to 
Sousa’s (1988) descriptions of each gesture from which the conductor attempted to 
demonstrate on the video. Utilizing Ekman and Friesen’s (1969) metric of 70% 
recognition to code a response as an emblem, 16 of the 21 gestures (76%) were 
discovered to be musical emblems, compared to 71% in Sousa’s (1988) study. Only 12 
out of 21 gestures were identified as emblems in both studies (57%). Categories of the 
strongest prevalence in the current study of emblems included dynamics and tempo 
changes. Results from the 10 videos of facial expression netted more than ten different 
themes per affect display, each with diverse descriptions of musical and emotional 
messages. Overall results showed the small muscle movements of the face are capable of 
multi-message and multi-signal semiotic functions (Ekman & Friesen, 1978) with robust 
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During the course of a rehearsal with a professional military band some time ago, 
an ensemble member raised their hand and posed a question to the group asking why the 
ensemble was not following my tempo. I was puzzled, because I had assumed up to that 
moment that the aural and visual feedback I was receiving from the group while 
conducting the musicians was the natural and universal response from the gestures I was 
providing. I did not think about a varying degree of people’s interpretation of a 
conductor’s gestures, let alone the beat. My educational and professional background had 
never prepared me to expect anything other than a unified response to any one particular 
movement or set of movements, so in my mind, if the ensemble was playing imprecisely, 
it was either because the performers were in error, or my gestures were imperfect. My 
conducting education to that point was a mixture of formal classes, textbooks, 
workshops, lessons, and on the job training in various groups. It was a new experience to 
hear this kind of perspective from within the group itself, and that it varied performer to 
performer. 
According to Birdwhistell (1970), at least 65% of human-to-human 
communication is nonverbal. The use of gestures as a means of nonverbal 
communication by the human race can be traced back at least as far as 100 A.D. 
(Kendon, 1981). Studying nonverbal movements in directing music, Sousa (1988) 
defined conducting as “nonverbal gestures used by an instrumental conductor to 




9). The conductor’s movements, intentional or not, transmit signals that are interpreted by 
the performers. Along with gestures of the hands, arms, and torso, the conductor’s face 
has influence on performing musicians. Facial expressions are in some degree absorbed 
by some if not all performers in an ensemble, affecting both musical and emotional 
communication (Kilburn, 2016).   
As a music educator, the conductor leads the relationships in an ensemble, 
providing details on notes, tempos, expression, and facilitates musical experiences. Wis 
(2008) defined the effective musical leader as one who engages and empowers students, 
develops administrative and organizational skills, vision, and continuously reevaluates 
personal techniques. These efforts include preparing and delivering nonverbal gestures to 
enable the individual thoughts and sounds of the performers to work together, fulfilling 
expectations of the composer of a particular work, and providing meaningful experiences 
for listeners. Amongst the many challenges in the diverse position of music educator is 
the is the lack of direct feedback about their conducting from ensemble members on 
specific movements or expressions and their level of effectiveness and intent. I argue that 
increasing a conductor’s introspection and physical awareness would increase their 
capacity to lead musicians in positive experiences. In this study, I have sought to discover 
how performers interpret gestures and facial expression, and to what level of 
effectiveness nonverbal communication enables directors to show musical ideas. Through 
the information research and data retrieved, my purpose has been to provide suggestions 
for instructors of future music educators on facilitating positive music-making with an 




process. Students of conducting likely receive their instruction from a professor in a 
class, workshop, or lessons setting with the rare opportunity to hear from performing 
musicians watching and receiving visual messages. Conductor-to-conductor instruction is 
necessary and helpful, but I believe acquiring the direct thoughts of ensemble members 
would help improve the effectiveness of developing music educators’ gestures and 
overall technique. The goal in this study was to gather data and analyze the feedback of 
how a conductor’s gestures and facial expressions are received and interpreted by 
ensemble members, and utilizing this perspective, help in the shaping and planning of the 
best conducting curricula in today’s classrooms.   
Research Problem 
Conductors of large ensembles rely on nonverbal communication as a means of 
effectively and efficiently conveying musical messages to performers. The presentation 
of visual signals is part of the conductor’s overarching role in defining and coordinating 
musical understanding in an ensemble. What a conductor intends to portray, however, 
may be different than an ensemble member’s interpretation. According to textbooks, such 
as Green's (2004) The Modern Conductor, Rudolf's (1985) The Grammar of Conducting, 
Hunsberger and Ernst's (1991) The Art of Conducting, and others, there are established 
gestures that convey meaning to musicians. However, world-renowned texts such as 
these focus in depth on topics such as beat pattern, fermatas, tempo changes, marking the 
score, and rehearsal technique, and few directly discuss how to communicate sound 
through gesture (Kilburn, 2016).   




left hand, with little attention paid to conducting as an artform and pedagogical tool. With 
a largely technical emphasis, authors of these texts often describe the motion patterns and 
mechanics of utilizing a baton but rarely touch on the relational aspects between 
conductor to performer and how expressive gestures and facial expressions play a key 
role. Wis (2008) stated the teacher’s role is to depict gestures that shape phrases and 
share stylistic ideas with the goal of inspiring musicians to achieve the highest possible 
level of performance. Despite the important role of nonverbal communication in this 
process, there are few mentions in conducting textbooks specifically on what students 
perceive of a conductor’s individual movements and how it influences their performance. 
The past research of Sousa (1988) is one exception. As part of his doctoral study, Sousa 
suggested one cannot take for granted the interpretation of a conductor’s gestures for 
effective and efficient nonverbal communications. Sousa researched five conducting 
textbooks vetted by experts in the field and derived 55 prescribed conducting 
gestures that he tested for recognition on junior high, high school, and collegiate level 
performers.  
To analyze the movements and messages of conducting gestures, Sousa applied 
one of the five categories of nonverbal communication developed by psychologists, Paul 
Ekman and Wallace Friesen. The category developed by Ekman and Friesen (1969) that 
Sousa applied directly to conducting gestures was emblems, intentional gestures that 
carry a direct verbal translation with the assumption of a uniform interpretation. Emblems 
are more often intentional than not, and more iconic than idiosyncratic or arbitrary 




(Johnson, et al., 1975). Consulting with conducting experts and textbooks, Sousa 
compiled a list of 55 commonly taught gestures. After producing a video of a 
professional conductor depicting these gestures, the segments were shown to 297 
students. Only 19 of the 55 gestures were discovered to be musical conducting emblems, 
and only seven had a 100% recognition rate from even the collegiate performers. From 
these results, Sousa determined that although there is not one universally understood 
system of communication from conductor to musician, there is evidence to support that 
emblems do exist, and performers improve at recognizing them with more years of 
ensemble experience. 
Ekman and Friesen’s (1969) taxonomy of nonverbal communication also included 
another category relevant to conducting, affect displays — emotive gestures primarily 
displayed by the face. Sousa (1988) did not analyze any movements or meaning 
portrayed through the conductor’s face, the study focused solely on emblems from the 
hands, arms, and torso. Harrigan (2008) proposed that the face carries commanding yet 
complicated nonverbal messages because of its constant visibility. Ekman and Friesen 
(1969) suggested affect displays are interpreted with more variance than emblems; 
nonetheless, they are commonly used in conducting. In the practice of conducting an 
ensemble, it is generally agreed upon that authentic facial expressions are necessary for 
the conductor to show an emotional connection to the music (Kilburn, 2016). There are 
developing conductors in the world that are aware of the importance of facial expression 
but are still unaware of how their own facial expressions are being depicted and received 




Student-performer feedback in this instance would help the educator develop and refine 
their skillsets, increasing self-awareness and empowering them with the best techniques 
to communicate musical ideas. 
My intent in gathering ensemble members’ interpretations of conductors’ 
nonverbal gestures utilizing Ekman and Friesen’s two categories independently was to 
provide greater meaning to Sousa’s (1988) findings and further inform music education. 
One of the duties of a conductor is to establish trust with ensemble members and mutual 
understanding in order to achieve shared musical goals. If there are barriers or 
misunderstanding from the conductor’s movements, trust from the ensemble will be 
limited and leadership will be hindered. To illuminate this problem, Sousa identified and 
described a number of emblems and provided some important results on their 
interpretation, but there remains an unresolved tension and continued confusion in 
musical ensembles on the meaning of a conductor’s movements. To investigate the 
meaning of gestures of the arms, hands, and torso in addition to the affect displays of the 
face, I replicated several methods of Sousa’s to gather information. My intent in this 
study was to analyze a quandary often over-looked or ignored by conductors in the 
practice of leading any age of musical ensemble, what do the players think of the 
movements I am creating? 
Purpose and Research Questions 
The purpose of this study was to examine the reception process and meaning of 
conductors' nonverbal communication through emblems and affect displays 




1. What meanings do collegiate wind ensemble members interpret from a 
conductor's emblematic gestures? 
2. What meanings do collegiate wind ensemble members interpret from a 
conductor's affect displays? 
3. To what extent are collegiate wind ensemble members’ interpretations of 
emblems similar? 
4. To what extent are collegiate wind ensemble members’ interpretations of 
affect displays similar? 
Rationale 
Personal Justification 
Throughout my life I have watched conductors of various experience levels 
interact with instrumental ensembles of different ages of performers on the podium. 
Some conductors were so practiced and refined in their technique and delivery of 
gestures and facial expression there was hardly a movement of their bodies that was 
unsupportive of character of the music. Performing musicians in ensembles led by a 
conductor like this were naturally drawn to watch that person’s movements and 
expressions and respond to their musical leadership. Other conductors I have observed 
have been strong musicians with brilliant ideas, but their inability to translate those ideas 
to physical conducting gestures from their own bodies to the ensemble inhibited their 
musical leadership. As a result, the members of the ensemble were forced to guess the 
conductor’s true intent or learn to ignore some or all their movements. Furthermore, the 




musician inside. Authenticity is the key in making genuine connections to other 
musicians, bringing energy and life, while inauthenticity brings exhaustion (Hendricks, 
2018). Hendricks described Suzuki’s belief in a “literal vibration” (p. 146) connecting 
individual musicians from soul to soul, in not just a physical or emotional way, but in a 
spiritual way. To facilitate the greatest connections from music educator to students, 
physical barriers in conducting technique need to come down or be overcome through 
practice, experience, and evaluation opportunities. 
As a conductor, I am interested to hear what performers think of certain gestures 
taught in traditional pedagogy, and to know how musical ideas transfer via visual signals 
that affect their concept and production of sound. As a future conducting teacher, I hope 
to be able to articulate important findings in the nonverbal communication process of 
conducting and provide students with the best practice environments for development 
along with a more global understanding of how to integrate both textbook principles and 
performing musicians’ perceptions into practice.   
Practical Justification 
Mayne (1992) called communication the responsibility of the conductor above all 
other duties. Educators, performers, and researchers have commented on the need for 
conductors to communicate in both effective and efficient ways nonverbally as well as 
verbally (Sousa, 1988). Kilburn (2016) listed some of the attributes of an effective 
conductor as one with a “complete presence, an ability to listen, respond, guide, catalyze, 
shape, lead, sometimes follow, and most of all, invite and inspire musicians” (p. 5). 




movement of the hands, torso, face, and eyes depicting an idea or emotion. Conversely, a 
conductor who exhibits unintentional movements, or gestures without clear musical 
conviction, often creates confusion amongst the performers, clouding the communication 
loop. Durrant (2009) stated conductors sometimes use gestures and facial expressions that 
prevent learning, as well as lessening confidence and even self-esteem of performers. 
Gestures can even be used to manipulate and impose a conductor’s will on performers, 
limiting the creativity and imagination of the ensemble (McCarthy, 2006). More and 
more research has continued to reveal the peril and debilitating effects of conductors 
acting as autocrats while on the podium, controlling the players and the environment. Wis 
(2008) described the danger of a leader using coercion, power, and authority with 
students in an ensemble because the effects can blind the conductor and stifle their long-
term abilities to lead. In the opposite fashion, an inclusive conductor “recognizes 
authority as an opportunity to lead, not as a license to rule others” (p. 9). The study of 
nonverbal communication gestures and facial expression, combined with positive and 
inclusive rehearsal instruction can empower a conductor to be more open, efficient, 
affective, and thereby welcome players in an ensemble to be more literate, open, and to 
genuinely enjoy the communal performance experience. 
In my experience, I have observed a number of conductors of school ensembles 
who lack the ability to nonverbally portray what they intend. To maximize the impact of 
any musical work, it behooves a conductor leading any age of performers to prepare and 
offer gestures with clear and precise meaning. A conductor who utilizes effective 




correction of their own movements and consequently be more efficient in rehearsal. 
An efficient conductor is one whose gestures describe a musical thought or idea 
that can readily be perceived and decoded by the performers. This conductor exhibits 
movements that require little or no verbal explanation. Gretchesky (1985) recommended 
that conductors should seek to develop a robust gestural vocabulary to save time from 
explanations in rehearsals. An inefficient conductor is one whose movements lack 
musical purpose or contradict verbal instruction, resulting in a mixed message. Lack of 
conductor clarity and mixed messages commonly skew ensemble synchronization and 
rhythmic unanimity (Brewer & Garnett, 2012). For example, if the conductor’s gestures 
are unintentionally behind the beat, or portrays the beat at two conflicting moments on 
the body, the ensemble will likely drag the tempo. The conductor then has to stop the 
group to verbally instruct them to play faster, and effectively ignore what they see. In 
another instance, a conductor may intend for the ensemble to play soft, yet their gestures 
may be unintentionally large and therefore solicit a forte interpretation from the players.     
Conductors who can show musically expressive ideas are typically more efficient 
in rehearsals. Researchers have suggested that most undergraduate conducting classes 
focus on the development of baton technique and familiarity with meter patterns, and 
much less time on expressive conducting technique (Mathers, 2009). Moreover, most 
conducting textbooks are bereft of information on facial expression and left-hand 
gestures (Chapman, 2008). Due to this nature of undergraduate pedagogy, there are many 
gesturally-deficient conductors (Berlioz, 1970) leading ensembles through “gestures with 




Performer/conductor communication is enhanced through improved eye contact, 
minimizing verbal instruction, maximizing facial affect, and utilizing expressive gestures 
(Whitaker, 2011). The face in particular can emphasize, clarify, or augment gestures of 
the hands, arms, and torso (Mayne, 1992). Codification of how and why gestures are 
effective and efficient in the face and body will help conductors and performers toward a 
unified musical vision, technical interpretation, temporal accuracy, and confidence in 
leading the music-making experience.  
This study explores the reception process of conducting gestures and aims to 
provide specific recommendations for music educators and instructors of conducting. 
Through this analysis I shall provide practical information for the conductor, illuminating 
solutions to common questions such as how to deliver a “clear” gesture, or a gesture 
without alternative, questionable meanings, or interference. My goal is to help music 
educators more deeply understand the reception process of nonverbal communication of 
conducting gestures; that is, how a performer observes, processes, and reacts to a visual 
stimulus from the conductor.   
Theoretical Justification 
To frame this study, I utilized aspects of kinesics, “the study of body movements, 
facial expressions, and gestures” (Ottenheimer, 2009, p. 160). Specifically, I centered my 
research questions on two of the five categories of nonverbal communication, emblems 
and affect displays, authored by Ekman and Friesen (1969), and the musical application 
by Sousa (1988). The purpose of Sousa’s (1988) study was to test how many of the 55 




students by seeing if the movements could be recognized universally by instrumental 
performers. After testing the 55 gestures through a conducting video shown to students 
responding on a multiple-choice test, Sousa concluded it can no longer be assumed that 
conducting gestures commonly taught and observed in the classroom have universal 
meaning to instrumentalists. However, Sousa also concluded that 19 of the 55 gestures 
were recognized by at least 70% of the surveyed population, providing evidence that 
amongst musicians there was at least one set of emblems commonly taught to wind 
ensembles reflecting gestures taught in conducting textbooks.   
Sousa’s (1988) purpose was “to investigate the use of musical conducting 
emblems by instrumental conductors and the interpretation of these gestures by 
instrumental performers” (p. 5). Sousa sought to understand which commonly taught 
conducting gestures could be designated as emblems from the perspective of performers 
not already sensitized to a personalized system of gestures. Even with the most 
recognizable gestures, however, ensemble members may have different interpretations 
that cause them to respond in myriad ways. Sousa’s study was very thorough in 
considering the most commonly taught gestures from textbooks and testing for emblems. 
I believe there was value in replicating some of the methods in the present study from 
Sousa’s to continue the discovery of the existence and meaning of conducting emblems 
in a different population. In the current study, however, I have sought to analyze 
performer interpretation by accessing their direct thoughts to maximize specificity of 
feedback.  




author advocated for the study of facial expressions in conjunction with the rest of the 
body. Gestures in Sousa’s study included movement of the torso, arms, hands, and 
fingers, but facial communication was not considered. Following that recommendation, I 
sought to discover the interpretations and effect of a conductor’s affect displays on 
ensemble members. My intent in this study was to take the next step forward from 
Sousa’s dissertation in reevaluating gestures and then extending to analysis of a 
conductor’s affect displays.  
The face is the primary region associated with the affect displays from human 
emotion (Mathers, 2009). Ekman and Friesen (1969) described one form of affect 
displays as communicative muscular movements where a sender attempts to send a 
message. Other affect displays may be idiosyncratic and unintentional. Regardless of 
what the sender intends, the face is always on display, and creates impressions for those 
observing the conductor. As part of the face, DeLong (2006) described eye contact as an 
“interactional gesture” that can be “a signal or social motivation, a response to either the 
music or to the musicians around, or a reaction to the surrounding environment” (p. 
17). The observation of affect displays, including a conductor’s eye contact with an 
ensemble, was a necessary step in building a comprehensive picture of what a 
conductor’s nonverbal communication portrays and achieves.   
Method 
The present study built on Sousa’s (1988) research, first by re-testing 21 of his 55 
originally derived gestures from five common and popular conducting texts and 




independently tested the responses of performers to 10 affect displays of a conductor’s 
face. I created a video of a professional conductor leading their ensemble through 
passages of Gustav Holst’s Second Suite in F and captured 21 segments depicting 
potential emblems and 10 segments of affect displays. The video was edited and shown 
without sound to 80 students from nine college campuses. Students were allowed 10 to 
15 seconds after each clip to verbalize what they interpreted from the individual gesture 
or facial expression. Results were compiled by hand, input into digital spreadsheets on a 
laptop, coded by similarity and accuracy of response to the conductor’s intended 
message, then compared across the population.   
To maximize the likelihood of gesture recognition, I surveyed 80 collegiate level 
participants in this study. This sample demographic supported Sousa’s (1988) conclusion 
that the ability to accurately interpret and respond to gestures increases with age and 
experience of performers. To achieve further clarity on gesture reception, I tested only 
the lowest scoring (less than 90% recognition) 21 of Sousa’s 55 prescribed gestures for 
musical emblems to confirm or refute his conclusions. I contend the 34 gestures scoring 
above 90% recognition in 1988 would have had a similar positive result in the present 
study, so they were not re-tested.   
Summary 
Through the framework of kinesics, specifically emblems and affect displays, I 
intended to build on Sousa’s (1988) research and assertion that conducting gestures exist 
and are recognizable by performing musicians, as well as provide additional insight to 




establish a bridge between conducting textbooks and actual performance, give clarity to 
some forms of a conductor’s nonverbal communication, and illuminate ways to be more 
efficient and effective in practice. An improved clarity in nonverbal communication will 
multiply the conductor’s leadership abilities in establishing relationships of trust and 
facilitate more meaningful music-making experiences with and within an ensemble.  
Trust is an essential component to teaching, requiring constant nurture and 
replenishment through the works of the teacher. Removing barriers to trust will enable a 
conductor to aptly communicate and engage ensemble members in rewarding musical 
experiences. In my personal experience as an educator, there were times when I 
discovered and had to overcome unintentional personal bias and other barriers that were 
manifest in my teaching. Vũ (2020) called music teaching and learning a journey, where 
the discussion of notes is not the goal, but the connecting and banding together of people 
through song. In 2021, unfortunately, social and racial injustice still occurs in schools and 
within communities. To help confront racism, sexism and other forms of prejudice, 
educators need to do more to be aware of their own biases, and develop inclusive 
behaviors with their students, whether it be through spoken, nonverbal, or any other form 
of communication. In the pursuit of serving others and becoming the best educators in the 
process, self-reflection, advocacy, and empowerment for people of color, people with 
disabilities, and others in the minority are key components.  
Through enhanced conducting education and tools for self-evaluation, future 
educators will be better equipped to deliver intelligible nonverbal communication and be 




what gestures mean and how to successfully prepare and display them will enable the 
educative goals of the music educator in all aspects of performance. Considering the 
conductor’s broad range of responsibilities of creating a vision, inspiring musical 
excellence and leading with passion (Wis, 2008), I am hopeful the information provided 
in this study will help current and future leaders of musical ensembles maximize the 






Review of Literature 
In this literature review, I present relevant sources from past and ongoing research 
in the field of nonverbal communication and conducting musical ensembles. To address 
specific aspects of the research problem, such as confusion or lack of clarity from a 
conductor’s movements and a dearth of developmental opportunities for preservice 
teachers in undergraduate music programs, I sought out research and analysis to inform 
the present study and help formulate recommendations for conducting pedagogy.  
The conceptual framework of the current study is kinesics, the study of 
communicative movements of the human body. I applied two of Ekman and Friesen’s 
(1969) categories of nonverbal communication; specifically, emblems- the iconic 
movements that can take the place of a verbal message, and affect displays- depictions of 
emotion and character from the face. These forms of visual communication carry the 
means of portraying, communicating, and leading performers’ musical understanding. As 
performers observe visual information from the conductor, they form judgments, from 
technical accuracy and aural awareness, to the aesthetic behind the music (Durrant, 
2009). Emblems have been utilized by researchers in the past to better understand the 
communication process between conductor and performer (Mayne, 1992; Sousa, 1988).   
The research of Mayne (1992) and Sousa (1988) examined the effects and 
interpretation of emblems from the ensemble members’ point of view. Sousa posited that 
to become a successful conductor, it is necessary to both effectively and efficiently 




Ekman and Friesen’s emblems, Sousa sought to discover which commonly taught 
gestures are consistently recognized. After the study of 101 junior high school students, 
102 high school students, and 94 university students, Sousa concluded that ensembles 
learn to respond individually to a conductor’s personalized system. Mayne’s (1992) 
research suggests that as instrumentalists become more mature and adept on their 
instruments, their abilities to interpret conducting gestures also grow. These two studies 
are often cited in scholarly research, and their conclusions have informed conducting 
pedagogy and practice.   
In addition to presenting research in the kinesics framework of this literature 
review, I will cite other theories and studies on current methods of conducting pedagogy 
in the undergraduate music environment. This research will illuminate possible avenues 
for growing the development of skills and experience of those entering the music 
education profession. These additional topics have informed the study but are not the lens 
affecting the research questions and overall analysis.  
Conducting requires an ability to synthesize knowledge and physical gestures in a 
way that communicates an interpretation of any given piece to ensemble members 
(Mayne, 1992). Many recent music education graduates struggle with their own under-
developed conducting technique, hindering efforts to effectively instruct student 
musicians from the podium (Berlioz, 1970; Chapman, 2008; Whitaker, 2011). An 
overemphasis on technical facets of conducting in undergraduate programs, combined 
with limited opportunities to lead live musicians produces teachers anchored mostly in 




educational effects and considerations from Ekman and Friesen’s nonverbal categories, I 
will explain relevant ancillary topics that contribute to the rehearsal and performance 
environment affecting communication and relationships between conductor and ensemble 
member. Some of these topics include the social-cultural contract between conductor and 
performer (Gallops, 2005), gestural modes (Koch, 2003), and Stuart Hall’s reception 
theory (1974). 
Finally, I will present research on the importance of how all these factors prepare 
and enable a conductor to be expressive, and how that ability positively affects the 
musical experiences of ensemble members and listeners. Research has shown music 
students prefer to watch conductors who utilize expressive gestures (Whitaker, 2011), 
making connections through facial expressions and eye contact. Furthermore, even the 
youngest of conductors can be taught to conduct and express music between beats 
(Snyder, 2016). Finally, I will show the importance of quality and comprehensive 
undergraduate conducting experiences to develop musical expression and effective 
musical leaders. These supplemental concepts further illuminate the musical applications 
for study of emblems and affect displays and the overall nonverbal communication 
process between conductor and performer. 
The essence and purpose of the modern wind ensemble conductor is the 
interaction with musicians through the visual transmission of musical messages with the 
hope of mutual understanding, emotional connection, and achievement of performance 
goals. Nolan (1991) cited the beliefs of famed wind band conductor, Fredrick Fennell, in 




I have confirmed that one of the best things that can happen to a young conductor 
is to secure a position conducting a first-class group in a country where he or she 
can hardly speak the language, where you have to work nonverbally and entirely 
as a conductor, where everything depends on your technique—your body 
language, your face and your knowledge of the score. That’s the nuts-and-bolts of 
being a conductor, either you communicate with them or you don’t. (p. 5)   
The conductor’s ability to communicate through nonverbal means, specifically through 
gestures and facial expressions, is essential to inspiring ensemble members’ growth, 
confidence, and connection to the music. Conductors who develop these tools will be 
better prepared to meet the challenge of leading large ensembles.  
Ekman and Friesen’s Nonverbal Behavior Categories 
Ekman and Friesen (1969) sought to discover any connection between human 
movement and behavior as a reflection of a person’s judgments, attitudes, and 
personality. The various nonverbal movements of an individual’s “repertoire” (p. 49) 
include the communication of specific information, diffuse information, movements 
intended to transmit messages, movements intended not to communicate messages, 
information about emotion, as well as movements conveying information on attitudes, 
traits, or interpersonal styles. The researchers developed five categories of nonverbal 
communication, including emblems, affect displays, illustrators, regulators, and adaptors. 
Ekman and Friesen’s five categories are the most frequently cited theoretical framework 
in the field of nonverbal communication compared to any other coding strategy, 
especially for hand movements (Harrigan, 2008). For the purpose of this study, I have 
narrowed my research focus to the most relevant concepts for conducting, emblems and 
affect displays. The remaining nonverbal categories are less informative or relevant to 




physical movements, as well as illustrators and regulators, which are movement and 
behaviors tied directly to speech. These three categories were outside the scope of the 
research questions and were not included at all in the study.  
Emblems 
Ekman and Friesen (1969) described an emblem as an intentional communicative 
signal meant to convey a certain message from sender to receiver, one that can be 
repeated by the sender, and for which they can take responsibility for portraying. 
Emblems are “nonverbal acts which have a direct verbal translation, or dictionary 
definition, usually consisting of a word or two, or perhaps a phrase” (Ekman & Friesen, 
1969, p. 63). They posited that when a sender encodes a certain message, it does not 
guarantee a receiver will interpret it in the manner intended. Time and place of the 
performance of emblems are typically chosen with care, although there are also instances 
of emblematic slips or “leakage,” where an emblem is shown without awareness or 
intention by the sender (Ekman & Friesen, 1977, p. 39). In the practice of conducting 
music, there is opportunity for emblematic slips with a person constantly on display in 
front of a group and in motion. For example, if the conductor focuses on demonstrating 
one intentional emblem with one part of the body but then unintentionally sends a signal 
with another part of the body with a different meaning, that would be a slip that might 
counter or misdirect the intended message.    
Ekman and Friesen coopted the term emblem based on a description by 
sociologist and anthropologist, Dr. David Efron (1941), who studied and compared the 




highlighted major differences rooted in their individual cultures. Despite the little 
attention and follow-up it received in future studies, Efron’s research provided evidence 
linking culture to patterns of certain body movements (Ekman & Friesen, 1975). Efron 
provided analysis but no information about his method of surveying the two populations 
leaving Ekman and Friesen to develop their own methodology for surveying emblems. 
The pioneering research questions and methods that emerged from Ekman and Friesen 
over multiple decades of studies would directly influence the research of Sousa and his 
analysis of emblems in conducting music.   
Efron (1941) originally classified emblems as arbitrary movements that bear no 
resemblance to the message or object they describe. Ekman and Friesen, however, 
suggested emblems can also be iconic, carrying a clue to their decoding in their 
appearance. Ekman and Friesen (1969) called emblems the easiest of nonverbal behaviors 
to understand, usually exhibiting specific, agreed-upon meanings. Emblems are likely to 
be used in situations where speech is not possible due to a barrier or need for silence. For 
example, soldiers on wartime patrol or players on a baseball team often communicate 
through the use of silent gestures (Ekman & Friesen, 1969). In a musical performance or 
rehearsal setting, it is usually inappropriate for a conductor to utilize speech while 
conducting, because in so doing, the music would be disrupted, and performers may not 
even be able to hear the instruction. In recent centuries when ensembles have grown in 
number of performers and a conductor has become commonplace, nonverbal 
communication has been the method to lead musicians during performance.  




to be replaced by a word or short phrase without substantially altering the meaning. For 
instance, when a person holds out a straightened arm with the palm out, most would 
interpret the meaning as, “stop.” While performing in a musical context, most performers 
would interpret a conductor’s outward facing palm as “play softer.”  
In Ekman and Friesen’s (1977) study to determine what movements constitute 
emblems, the researchers followed a three-step process:  
(1) Obtain motor patterns from informants which may be emblems, (2) compare 
motor performance across the informants (visual analysis of encoding), and (3) 
solicit judgments from a different set of observers about the semantic meaning 
and usage of the observed emblem candidates. (p. 337)  
To be designated as an emblem, at least 70% of the informants had to agree on its 
interpretation. Later, Sousa (1988) used the same metric of 70% recognition from the 
sample population to validate a musical emblem. Utilizing a video with a demonstrator of 
138 different actions, Ekman and Friesen showed the video stimulus to informants who 
were asked to interpret the message conveyed by the possible emblem in question and 
assign each a rating from one to seven on the certainty of the message. The results 
showed 106 of the 138 movements were judged to be natural action patterns. These 
movements were then categorized into verified emblems, probable emblems, and 
ambiguous emblems. The sample population was limited to one location and 
demographic for the initial survey to decrease likelihood of emblem variance. Ekman and 
Friesen’s research results in this instance suggested there are in fact no universal 
emblems, but there are similarities in emblem performances, especially related to body 
function. Despite this determination, Ekman and Friesen’s work also emphasized that the 




categories and descriptions has done little justice to the high number of complexities and 
variety of body movements.   
The origin of any particular emblem is largely dependent on the context or 
experience of the culture of people exhibiting the behavior (Ekman & Friesen, 1969). 
Geertz (1973) cautioned about extracting and interpreting meaning from surface-level 
“thin descriptions” of stimuli such as nonverbal gestures, instead calling for “thick 
descriptions” that can be used to understand data within a study, and not generalize 
across outside studies and populations (p. 26). To show the importance of seeking context 
in ethnographic research, Geertz used the example of contracting movements of an 
eyelid, explaining while the appearance may be identical to the observer, there can be 
significant differences in the motivation and intentions of a twitch, a wink, a parodied 
wink, or a rehearsed parody of the wink. 
Throughout the world, musical ensembles exist in highly diverse cultures of 
people and traditions. The western music tradition with large ensembles has evolved 
distinctly from other idioms with a conductor serving as a nonverbal leader. In at least 
one aspect in this setting, performers are members of a common culture of musicians that 
are used to watching a conductor for symbolic information. Though the verbal and 
nonverbal languages may differ conductor to conductor and group to group, Sousa (1988) 
showed there are at least some movements a conductor exhibits that would be recognized 
by musicians participating in a large group instrumental ensemble. In a large music 
ensemble, the individual experiences of the musicians, interpersonal relationships, and 




Emblems can have multiple appearances, forms, and functions, and are just one form of 
communication in a musical ensemble.   
Affect Displays 
In the field of psychology, the term affect is a noun used to describe an emotion’s 
conscious yet subjective effect. An affect’s display and the response it stimulates from an 
interactant are essential components and contributors to nonverbal communication. The 
primary site for the display of such affects is the face (Ekman & Friesen, 1969). Though 
studies, methods, and theoretical interpretation have varied widely from researcher to 
researcher, many agree there is at least some universal uniformity to the displays of a few 
of the most primary affects including happiness, surprise, fear, sadness, anger, disgust, 
and interest.   
The face is an important subject for study in the field of conducting because it is 
the recipient of the most visual attention from observers for information (Ekman and 
Friesen, 1969). Meek (1988) defined facial expression as a conductor’s means of 
intensifying their own hand signals and clarifying every intent. Similar to the uniqueness 
of physical features of faces person to person, there is high diversity in facial expressions 
and interpretations within and across world populations. In a musical setting, variations in 
personality, emotions, and the theme of a piece influence a conductor’s distinctive 
repertoire of affect displays. Despite the diversity of physical facial features and displays, 
some studies have documented similarities in facial expression recognition in human 
populations. In the study of facial behaviors of subjects in California, Ekman, Sorenson, 




happiness, sadness, anger, and fear on the faces of surveyed individuals.   
Ekman and Friesen (1978) described affect displays as multi-message and multi-
signal semiotic systems capable of conveying more personal information than either 
emblems or illustrators. Movements of the face can either enhance the communication 
being carried out by the rest of the body or can send a completely different message 
entirely. An affect display can also serve as an emblem itself, acting as a recognized sign 
with explicit meaning that could be verbalized, such as the simple smile. Dan (2005) 
provided a musical example of how a simple look or smile from a conductor can have 
dramatic musical effects on an orchestra: 
With a smile, the orchestra may expect that they are approaching a pleasant 
melody, and they might perform this passage with a beautiful tone. On the other 
hand, if the same passage is accompanied by a serious look by the conductor, the 
orchestra may perceive the melody as thoughtful and deep. This may change the 
outcome of the performance: tone quality produced by the orchestra may become 
deeper and darker. Therefore, a conductor’s facial expression can influence the 
orchestra’s perception of the music and its outcome. (p. 5) 
Culture and Backgrounds. In the same regard to emblems, culture and context 
are indisputable considerations in the messages a person portrays on the face. Ekman and 
Friesen asserted that “while the facial muscles which move when a particular affect is 
aroused are the same across cultures, the evoking stimuli, the linked affects, the display 
rules and the behavioral consequences all can vary enormously from one culture to 
another” (1978, p. 73). Some external conditions contributing to affect displays are the 
individual culture, social class, and family definitions for what is deemed appropriate in a 
given circumstance. Even in a population without much diversity of ethnicity, socio-




experiences within a group may produce different interpretations to various facial 
expression stimuli. For performing musicians, individual perceptions of a conductor’s 
affect displays may be shaped by prior experience watching conductors, references from 
their own education, understanding and opinions on the purpose of conducting, and what 
they think movements of face and body should look like for a specific musical message. 
For example, a raised eyebrow might denote expression and lightness to one ensemble 
member from their experience but might send a message to raise the pitch to another 
member’s interpretation. 
Display Rules. Also contributing to affect displays and their interpretations are 
what Ekman and Friesen (1978) termed display rules. These socially-learned procedures 
manage human affect displays in various settings and roles including de-intensifying an 
appearance, over-intensifying an appearance, looking affectless or neutral, or masking the 
affect with another affect display. One example might be a person appearing happy in 
their face when they are actually scared. A conductor can exhibit any of the four display 
rules, for instance, by intentionally exaggerating the physical display of an emotion to 
enhance musical expression in the players or conversely, putting on a happy face for the 
ensemble despite true personal feelings of fear or discouragement during performance. 
Affects may also be blended together in their displays, signifying multiple emotions at 
one time. Affect displays may repeat, qualify, or even contradict another message being 
expressed physically by the body or in words. For instance, a conductor may show 
brilliant confidence through skillful arm gestures depicting a specific musical event but 




There is an interactive component to affect displays of the face as well. Ekman 
and Friesen (1969) stated that affect displays often produce interactive consequences as 
people attempt to either consciously or subconsciously modify their own behavior from 
what they observe of another person’s displays. This can certainly be the case in a 
performance environment as instrumentalists watch the conductor’s face not only for 
musical information, such as tempo, breathing, volume, intensity, articulation, note 
lengths, and other style considerations, but also for emotional and contextual inspiration 
connecting notes on the page with sounds on their instruments. After seeing the 
conductor’s face, performers decode the message and assign a judgment, informing their 
decision-making on how to respond.  
Message Judgment. In the process of nonverbal communication between 
conductor and ensemble members, performers judge and utilize what they see on the 
conductor’s face to influence how they play a musical passage and how they might feel. 
Through the technique of message judgment, inferences can be made about the 
underlying behaviors that activate a display, such as emotions, traits, and attitudes (Cohn 
& Ekman, 2008, p. 6). Cohn and Ekman (2008) described message judgments as an 
approach where an expert clinician assigns a judgment or diagnosis based on the 
perception of a subject being studied. The emphasis for a message judgment is "on the 
person observing the face and/or on the message obtained" (p. 6).  One example of this 
occurrence is a health practitioner being able to tell whether a person is schizophrenic, 
depressed, or normal based on observations of their face. These inferences, of which the 




communication being exhibited. A conductor’s affect displays reflect their thoughts and 
feelings as they listen and internalize the sounds being performed, respond to the players 
creating the stimuli, and project the character of not only what is happening in the 
moment musically but prepare to exhibit the emotion and character of what is shortly to 
come next. In a scenario like expressive conducting, when multiple messages are being 
communicated in short order, it can be a complicated process for recipients to interpret, 
judge, and respond in a uniform way across the ensemble.   
Authenticity. The importance of facial expression has received attention from 
researchers inside and outside the conducting world. Conductors experience affects or 
emotions differently and portray them in diverse ways on the face. Many displays are 
performed purposefully, while others are completely unintentional and even unnoticed by 
the conductor. Some displays are a direct response from the visual and aural stimuli the 
conductor receives from the ensemble, while other displays result as an outgrowth of the 
conductor’s planned visual representation and reflection of the musical score. In this 
judgment, it is fair to say that a conductor’s intentionally planned facial displays could be 
considered poses, or artificial expressions taken on by the face (Cohn & Ekman, 2008). 
In the pursuit of successful communication with an ensemble, however, most conductors 
would agree that authentic and natural affect displays, rather than poses, are the most 
successful technique in delivering musical performance. A lack of authentic facial 
expression, or those that conflict with the conductor’s true personality will usually be 
detected and disregarded by a group of performing musicians. However, the ability to 




developed to be a strong tool for conductors (Dan, 2005).   
Interpretation. The question of whether a universal interpretation exists in some 
facial expressions is important because it helps address the basic similarity and biological 
basis of human emotion and the relationship with display (Ekman & O’Sullivan, 1991). 
The results of Ekman and Friesen’s (1971) study of affect displays of people of New 
Guinea’s South Fore showed evidence of the universality of some facial expressions. 
Members of the South Fore’s local populace who participated in the study were asked to 
demonstrate facial expressions for various scenarios. Several displays were discovered to 
be similar to those of Western facial displays. Especially revealing from the study was 
the fact that the sample population of the South Fore had no past influence from mass 
media or even contact from the American world. Another study by Ekman and Friesen 
(1971) compared the spontaneous facial displays of Japanese college students living in 
Tokyo, Japan to American students living in Berkeley, California. The researchers found 
a 90% level of agreement in the responses between the two populations when presented 
with various emotional stimuli via video. With the added presence of an authority figure 
in the room, however, the Japanese students largely masked their affect displays by 
raising the corners of the lips in a social smile, concealing their natural and spontaneous 
displays. This evidence shows the power of cultural and social context affecting when 
and how people display certain facial expressions.   
When considering the universality of affect displays in the science and art of 
conducting, it is useful for a conductor not to assume definitively that ensemble members 




emotions of the face may not always translate from population to population, let alone the 
broad range of affect displays intentionally and unintentionally utilized by conductors. 
Despite these limitations, a musically expressive face can be a strong tool for a 
conductor. Kirchhoff (as cited in Thomson, 1994) called the face the most powerful 
medium for conveying emotions, more so than gestures from other parts of the body, 
even with the portrayal of a simple smile.   
The human smile is an example of how facial affect displays can vary in emotion, 
motivation, and intentionality. Ekman (1985) said there are at least 18 types of smiles, 
ranging from spontaneous smiles of enjoyment, to those that differ in morphology and 
timing, to deliberate voluntary smiles such as social, polite, or masking smiles. A 
conductor’s smile conveys a multitude of information to musicians, from assurance and 
affirmation, to inspiration and confidence. Conversely, Gretchesky (1985) found that 
disapproving facial expressions, such as a frown or condemnatory glance, had negative 
effects on the musicality of ensembles.   
In seeking to discover musical emblems, Sousa (1988) did not consider the 
variable of the face. In fact, Sousa recorded the conductor on his videotape exclusively 
exhibiting a “neutral face” (p. 28). In his follow-up to Sousa’s research, Mayne (1992) 
sought to discover if the component of the face would alter ensemble members’ 
familiarity and interpretation of musical emblems. While utilizing similar methods as 
Sousa, Mayne purposefully allowed the conductor to incorporate natural facial 
expressions to enrich the interpretation and effect of the emblems recognition test, and 




results showed that facial expression was not a significant contributor to the performer’s 
ability to interpret musical emblems from the hands, arms, and torso. He found that while 
the added variable of facial expression did not appear to contribute directly to emblem 
recognition, it did not lessen the importance of facial expression to communicate style 
and other performance factors. Mayne elaborated,  
Conductors may also be responsible for molding the inter- and intra-personal 
communications of the ensemble, which could involve such factors as the 
individual performer’s motivation to play, involvement, feelings of connection to 
the conductor, and degrees of expressiveness. These less tangible and more 
sociological aspects of a performance are perhaps key areas in which facial 
expression impacts an ensemble and are worthy of further study. (p. 89) 
Mayne (1992) argued that not only are conducting textbooks bereft of teaching 
about the meaning of musical emblems and the consideration of performer interpretation, 
but that facial expression is rarely discussed. Chapman (2008) stressed the importance of 
teaching expressive techniques to undergraduate conducting students, including the face 
and left hand, to enhance performers’ emotional connection and communication of the 
music and achieve the composer’s intent in a musical piece. With more guidance, student 
conductors can learn to express music naturally in the face enhancing the rest of their 
nonverbal communication from the body. Mathers (2009) called affect displays, such as 
the use of smiles or frowns, tools to communicate feelings and reactions to ensemble 
members’ performance. In fact, Mathers called facial expression and eye contact “the 
most powerful non-verbal communication signals available to conductors” (p. 150).   
Mathers argued further there is musical communication capacity in the other 
categories of Ekman and Friesen’s taxonomy, including illustrators, regulators, and 




language, where illustrators enhance the style and intent of thoughts and ideas, and 
regulators maintain the back-and-forth nature of conversation between parties. Most 
researchers, though, associate illustrators and regulators with actual human speech. In the 
definition of emblems for the present study, gestures that enhance the language of music 
fall under the umbrella term of emblems; however, there are certain gestures used to 
communicate music that defy translation into words. 
Durrant (2009) said a conductor’s expressive gestures through the face and other 
movements from the body enable the conductor to help unlock music’s enigmatic nature. 
Visual communication from conductor to performers is a modality that can unify the 
sounds and experiences of an ensemble, enable greater expression, and create powerful 
effects on listeners. In an effort to understand the influence of conducting affect displays, 
Whitaker (2011) observed six high school bands to assess the students’ and directors’ 
perceptions of verbal and nonverbal behaviors exhibited in rehearsal. In his observations, 
Whitaker noted how the perception of students improved when they used more 
expressive gestures, eye contact, and facial affect. Not only did facial expression improve 
the rehearsal and performance environment, but Whitaker concluded the utilization of 
these techniques can ultimately fortify and stimulate student retention in music programs 
over the long term.   
Eye Contact. The function and effect of a person’s gaze varies from culture to 
culture and individual to individual. As a component of facial expression, eye contact is 
an effective tool for conductors. Von Cranach (1971) called gaze a unique nonverbal 




and one that emits signals to other people. Kendon (1967) defined three primary 
functions of gaze: monitoring (gathering information such as feedback from an 
interactant), regulating (ordering and communicating one’s intentions), and expressing 
(revealing emotions and attitudes). These functions are plentiful in the act of conducting 
through visual and musical exchanges of information and feelings in various degrees. An 
example of a monitoring conductor is one who is actively engaged across the sections, 
receiving information, comparing it to an aural image, and formulating an assessment. An 
example of regulating is a conductor who establishes then maintains the style, tempo, or 
feel of a musical passage through facial expressions. A conductor who utilizes the 
expressing function actively displays the emotions behind the music through the eyes in 
nuanced communication meant to draw out musicality from performers. Chapman (2008) 
stated that consistent eye contact increases interaction between conductor and the 
ensemble strengthening communication and “an atmosphere of warmth” (p. 79). 
Conductor eye contact “can give the decoder a sense of trust in the encoder” (p. 50).   
DeLong (2006) sought to describe the frequency of eye contact between music 
students and their director and the reasons behind it. In DeLong’s observations, students 
looked up and interacted not only with the teacher, but also with other students, 
responding to the various aural qualities of the music. DeLong concluded music teachers 
too often focus their attention on the printed score and miss the nonverbal indicators of 
students’ experiences and emotions. Whitaker (2011) also commented that one of the 
greatest deterrents of teacher eye contact is an overreliance on the printed score due to 




do students miss out on a connection through gaze, but the conductor is much less likely 
convey effective facial expressions. Furthermore, the conductor who makes minimal eye 
contact with the ensemble is unable to form a connection with the performers.   
Harden (2000) examined four levels of conductor to student eye contact: constant, 
nearly constant but not present at significant points, moderate overall but present at 
significant points, and no contact. The significant points where students desired the most 
eye contact were defined as entrances, dynamic or tempo changes, and cadences. 
Harden’s hypothesis was proven that conducting in any of these categories will affect a 
conductor’s overall effectiveness. Students in the study gave the highest ratings to 
conductors making moderate or constant eye contact. The connection formed through 
direct eye contact with individuals in an ensemble has great potential to strengthen unity 
of sound and musical interpretation. Alternatively, ensembles led by a conductor who 
makes little or no eye contact are limited to the notes seen on the printed page and the 
verbal instructions they receive when the music has stopped.  
Reception Theory 
The encoding and decoding process of communication through various media 
from person to person and subject to subject has garnered much thought and research 
with direct application to music conducting. Though not the lens of the current study, 
Stuart Hall’s (1974) reception theory helps inform certain aspects of the subject matter. 
Hall suggested an author of a text or producer of a program communicates an intended 
meaning through mass media that can be interpreted through three different readings: 




responses possible to a conductor’s nonverbal movements. Cook (2009) defined a 
dominant reading as an interpretation of a form of media that is the same across a large 
section of a population. A negotiated reading is a meaning generated after being filtered 
through an individual’s social or historical context. Contrary readings occur when a 
reader’s interpretation subverts, fights against, or ignores the dominant reading. Hall’s 
reception theory emphasized that the reader of any particular text actually becomes the 
producer of its meaning (Cook, 2009). In this way, text is not “a container from which a 
reader extracts a message” (Fish, 1980, p. 23), but rather “an entity that is acted upon by 
the reader’s response to it” (Cook, 2009, p. 27). Viewed through this perspective, it is the 
reader of the text, or the musical performer who has observed the gesture, who 
determines the meaning of the message received. In Sousa’s (1988) study, the 19 gestures 
that were recognized above 70%, and thus deemed emblems, are comparable to a 
dominant reading. The majority of the population was able to recognize and interpret the 
gestures in the same way. For the other gestures tested in Sousa’s study, however, there 
were negotiated, or possibly contrary readings based on the lower levels of recognition 
and wider subjects of interpretation. An example of a contrary meaning would be a 
performer who decoded a diminuendo from a gesture when the conductor was actually 
intending to transmit a crescendo.   
An instrumentalist interprets meaning from a conductor’s gestures based on 
personal background and experiences—the same way a reader interprets words from 
book. McCarthy (2006) compared conducting to other complex constructs whose 




related to the negotiated readings occurring for the receivers of a text, the encoding and 
decoding of conducting gestures is “a continually evolving response” (p. 306) to 
preconceived or actual sounds. The receiver’s interpretation of constructs is based on 
their personal life experiences in musical environments or otherwise and affects not only 
the thoughts produced by the visual but also the emotions tied to senses involved. The 
visual and emotional relationship between conductor and ensemble member has great 
bearing on the level of musical connection and effect in performance. Similar to the work 
of an author, actor, or producer, a conductor can be the most effective by knowing how to 
prepare for and transmit messages that will elicit the desired response when decoded by 
the receiver.   
Social-Cultural Contract 
The interaction between conductor and ensemble members is affected not only by 
a conductor’s nonverbal movements, but by social expectations of participants. Gallops 
(2005) described the relationship between performer and director as a “social-cultural 
contract” (p. 68) where clear and meaningful gestures are the conductor’s part of the deal. 
Based on implicit rules that form a surface organization, this contract “enables 
performers and listeners to organize musical sounds in a meaningful way and collectively 
perceive nuance and interpret style” (p. 5). The goal of the conductor in this agreement is 
to energize performance to a heightened and consistent interpretation. A successful 
conductor is one who effectively transforms musical meaning into visual representation, 
utilizing an “unspoken vocabulary” (p. 69). Gallops studied the effect of conducting 




musicians, concluding that experienced instrumental conductors with a command of a 
variety of gestures were able to effectively communicate specific musical meanings.  
As the conductor fulfills their end of the social-cultural contract, the musical 
environment is nourished to increase musicians’ trust and ability to contribute to the 
overall music-making process. McCarthy called it a “communal sound concept” (2006, p. 
317) that conductors should seek to cultivate through the give and take musicmaking 
process with the ensemble, not the exclusive interpretation of the director alone. O’Toole 
(2005) addressed the tyranny of music directors who impose their will, interpretation, and 
expectations on performers in a highly disciplined state going after “quality product, not a 
quality experience” (p. 17). Describing her experiences in choir, O’Toole asserted, “It 
was more efficient for the director to use only institutionalized knowledge to deal with 
the singers as rigidly defined bodies rather than to address our messy, and not so easy-to-
discipline social histories” (p. 13). In lieu of seeking, recognizing, and utilizing the 
diversity of thoughts, interests, experiences, and needs of the individuals, conductors 
have the propensity to fit their ensembles into pre-formed molds, in essence holding 
hostage the individuality of their fellow musicians. Rather than imposing their will on the 
ensemble, conductors can consciously relinquish control wherever possible, and “enjoy 
the role as facilitator, guide, and enabler” (McCarthy, 2006, p. 309). McCarthy’s research 
focused on the experiences and perceptions of conductors and recommended further 
study on the perspectives of ensemble members and how they respond to gestures. 
Ensemble members no doubt have myriad expectations and opinions on the communal 




McCarthy (2006) called conducting “a multi-faceted phenomenon constructed of 
permeable and interactive components” (p. 9). More than just providing symbolic 
gestures and decorum, conductors should engage their ensembles in other facets with full 
commitment and emotional investment to be effective leaders. McCarthy’s (2006) 
communal sound concept can be achieved when conductors stimulate the imaginations, 
energize the bodies, and inspire the souls of musicians to foster creativity, respect, and 
engagement. Pertinent to creating a communal soundscape is a conductor’s multi-
directional communication with an ensemble, made up by a continuous evolution of the 
give and take process while music-making. The communication process is not limited to 
the visual depiction of musical messages. Conductors need to utilize multiple modes to 
help performers “understand the creative process from the inside out,” and enable 
students to move from being “musical for us, to being musical with us, to ultimately, 
being musical without us” (Wis, 2008, p. 14). Hendricks, et al. (2014) advocated the need 
for music teachers to be emotionally present, genuinely caring, and recognize the hard 
work and creative vulnerability of their students. A lack of emotional engagement 
between the conductor and ensemble may push performers to trust and listen solely to 
themselves, paying as little attention to the conductor as possible. To maximize student 
engagement and musical effect, it is pertinent for conductors to seek a communal 
environment and deliver their end of the social-cultural agreement by providing clear 





The development of nonverbal communication conducting technique is a process 
that is refined through the course of the conductor’s career. The more comprehensive 
opportunities for students to develop technique and musical leadership in college will 
more fully prepare them to be ready to effectively conduct others. Hart (2019) called the 
study of conducting and music leadership “an essential component of a preservice music 
teacher’s education” (p. 13), and Labuta (1965) said it was the most important of all 
competencies of music educators to learn and develop. However, not all music education 
professors share this philosophy and/or do not provide student conductors with authentic 
music leadership opportunities by conducting live musicians (Hart, 2019). In a survey of 
49 current conducting professors at NASM-accredited schools and analyzing values, 
curricula, content, and approaches, Hart discovered conducting instructors were leaving 
rehearsal methods and skills to be taught in other courses. Based on the responses, Hart 
found that the majority of activities in classrooms centered on the development of the 
technical aspects of conducting and music content knowledge, as opposed to 
opportunities for students to practice and develop pedagogical content knowledge, a term 
developed by Shulman (1986). In other words, instructors prioritized individual 
conducting technique over communicative teaching concepts and rehearsal strategy.   
In order to adequately prepare to become a conductor, students pursuing music 
education degrees should be provided with ample opportunities to practice in front of live 
musicians. Despite challenges for professors in scheduling time for students to conduct a 




experiences for an educator to be sufficiently prepared to lead musicians effectively. 
These opportunities allow prospective music educators to “develop effective teaching 
behaviors while fostering their individuality and unique styles of teaching” (Whitaker, 
2011, p. 305). 
The development of conducting technique has parallels to the development of 
skills and musicianship to a vocalist or instrumentalist. Chapman (2008) contrasted the 
thousands of hours spent in the development of mastery on a student’s instrument or 
voice to the one or two conducting courses a student will receive in their undergraduate 
education, citing this disconnect as the leading factor for ill-prepared young conductors in 
the field. Most conducting textbooks primarily focus on the development of right-hand 
technique, beat patterns, and cueing, with little mention of the importance of facial 
expression as a communication tool (Trevino, 2008). As an idea to better train expressive 
conductors, Chapman (2008) suggested the creation of a conducting lab ensemble where 
students have an earlier start to practice “their instrument” or the conducting craft, 
developing cognitive and motor skills with enough time to grow and diverge with greater 
confidence and emotive skills (p. 17). Chapman also suggested the use of modern 
technology, movement techniques such as Laban or mime, and in-depth score study to 
equip conductors with expressive tools and ideas. These tools can have direct bearing on 
the development and communication of dynamics, articulation, style, tempo, breathing, 
and other concepts.   
Wimmer (2018) conducted a case study of an undergraduate music student’s 




field observations, Wimmer surmised that while most music education students exhibit a 
strong work ethic and desire to grow as a conductor, there is a disparity between the 
student’s inner desires and musicality with their underdeveloped ability to successfully 
communicate expressively in a physical way. Simply put, the student conductor he 
observed did not have enough time and opportunity in conducting courses (and other 
music education classes) to effectively communicate musical ideas through nonverbal 
techniques. This finding supports the idea that until today the acquisition of conducting 
skills has not been given the same degree of intensity and time investment in the 
collegiate world when compared to expectations of individual mastery of a student’s 
instrument or voice, leaving pre-service teachers less-prepared to musically lead and 
communicate on the first day of teaching. 
Ericsson (1997) specified several components necessary in the development of 
student conductor: studying and internalizing the musical score, creating a goal image of 
the music from which to communicate musical expression, developing physical motor 
production, and the ability to self-analyze one’s own performance. Connecting 
performers in the ensemble with the goal image or imagined sound not printed in the 
score is the role of the conductor (Snyder, 2016). Techniques that develop a goal image 
include silent study, singing, and performance approximations on one’s instrument 
(Trevino, 2008). When practiced over a period of time, these techniques enable the 
student to develop nonverbal communication skills, as well as the ability to listen, reflect 
and respond to the performers.   




connected (Forrester, 2017). The combination of training with a baton and the application 
of pedagogical techniques creates a specialized knowledge enabling them to make “in-
the-moment” decisions and effectively communicate with student ensembles (p. 475). In 
a multiple-case study of four instrumental music teachers, Forrester discovered common 
sources of continued growth experiences for educators come from professional 
development and role models that blend with participants’ past experiences. The 
combination of ongoing development and past experiences created a “specialized 
knowledge” (p. 478) where teachers were able to use skills and insights to formulate 
rehearsal and instruction strategies, create concepts of sound through gesture, and 
respond to musicians in-the-moment of conducting through the combination of technical 
skills and kinesthetic awareness. This process enabled the teacher to have collaborative, 
creative, aesthetic, and emotion-laden learning experiences with students. 
Even when an undergraduate conducting instructor has integrated authentic 
conducting experiences for students in front of live ensembles, the maturing process for a 
conductor requires much personal work and time investment over the course of years. 
One method of introspection and self-improvement while teaching is taking rehearsal 
video and assessing personal behaviors and techniques (Whitaker, 2011). Other methods 
include attending conducting symposia, workshops, and other forms of professional 
education that promote the continued development of conducting skills. Chapman (2008) 
commented the greatest opportunities for conductor growth, and development of self-
assurance, are found in emulating role models and seasoned mentors. Watching practiced 




their ensembles can contribute to greater vocabulary growth and lifetime strategies for 
music educators to apply in continued practice.   
Expressive Gestures 
Trevino (2008) stated “the determining factor of success of the conductor should 
be expressive performance of the ensemble” (p. 15). Past research has shown student 
musicians prefer to see a conductor utilizing expressive gestures as opposed to strict 
conducting (Whitaker, 2011). Expressive conducting as a concept and set of actions has 
been called “a means and the end in effective music teaching” with some of the common 
components including, “sustained eye contact, varied and animated facial expression and 
gestures, movement on the podium” (Montemayor & Silvey, 2019, p. 134). Contrasted 
with mechanical precision function with actions such as beat point, entrance cues, and 
tempo gestures, expressive function consists of phrase peak and contour, emotional intent 
and response, and dynamic change (Gumm, 2018). The greater the conductor’s 
expressive facility, the more information can be provided nonverbally, the higher degrees 
of musical success a conductor may achieve, and the more time is ultimately saved in 
rehearsal (Chapman, 2008).    
Nápoles et al. (2020) surveyed 156 collegiate musicians for their evaluations of a 
conductor’s expression through the isolated components of the face versus conducting 
gestures from the rest of the body. Based on their findings from both quantitative 
strategies and qualitative analysis, results suggested that both elements are inextricably 
linked for the observing performers. From the student perspective, abundant expression 




vice versa. Nápoles et al. inferred from the data that communicating expression through 
conducting is a whole-body process. 
Many practitioners and researchers in the field agree with the premise that 
expressive conducting is important and irreplaceable (Chapman, 2008; Gretchesky, 1985; 
Yarbrough, 1975); however, there are mixed results in several studies testing expressivity 
of conducting and performance quality of an ensemble. Price and Chang (2001) studied 
the relationship between conducting expressivity and ensemble performance by 
comparing video and audio segments of festival performances. The researchers asked 27 
undergraduate music education students to evaluate conductor expression, first by 
showing a video of two university conductors leading an ensemble without the sound, 
followed by playing the audio only of the same performance. From the collected results, 
no relationship was demonstrated in the study between expressivity of conducting they 
watched to the expression of the ensemble sound. 
Though results such as those observed by Price and Chang (2001) do not directly 
support the belief that an expressive conductor makes a better sounding ensemble, other 
researchers have discovered evidence that ensemble quality and adjudication results are 
positively affected on the basis of a conductor’s expressive movements (Morrison et al., 
2009). Silvey (2011) studied the responses of 120 collegiate music students to determine 
if identical highly expressive conducting of two conductors’ performances would be 
observed differently with two ensembles with differing levels of technical abilities. In 
this case, the conductor’s expressive movements while leading the less-accomplished 




experienced ensemble even though both conductors were highly expressive. From the 
feedback after trying to conduct the poor-sounding group in the study, Silvey compared 
the experience to that of novice conductors who inherit poor-sounding ensembles in first 
year teaching positions. In these ensembles where students are less accustomed to 
watching and responding to a conductor, new teachers may have a greater challenge 
learning to conduct expressively and expand their nonverbal vocabularies and facility. 
This judgment falls in line that the more accomplished and experienced performing 
musicians become on their instruments, the more readily they respond and recognize 
nonverbal communication from a conductor (Sousa, 1988). Expressive techniques can be 
practiced and improved while working with a variety of skill levels of ensembles, but the 
greatest growth experiences will happen in situations where conductors have real-time 
interactions with musicians practiced in responding to expressive gestures on their 
instruments.    
Snyder (2016) presented several misconceptions and barriers to conductors’ 
effectiveness in expressive techniques. Tension and excess movement of arms and hands 
can block a conductor’s ability to show expression and emotion. To combat these 
barriers, Snyder advocated for conductors to first feel the flow of music before 
conducting, capturing the essence of what is happening in between the beats and allow 
themselves to “let go” and express speed, space, and weight freely. A conductor who is 
tense in any part of the body forces the ensemble to ignore and disassociate themselves 
from what they see so that message does not affect their personal technique. Snyder 




rather than tension to depict a clear and unrestricted sonic picture. If the conductor feels 
they are working hard physically, this is a sign they are probably showing tension and 
blocking musical flow. Ineffective conducting, as Snyder put it, can be difficult to detect 
and diagnose, because an ensemble will still produce sound despite a director’s lack of 
technique. If excess movement or extra emphasis on the beat or pulse continues, the 
performing musicians will not be able to perceive the conductor’s core musical feelings, 
forcing the conductor to try and explain the music verbally. 
Expressivity in conducting has been found to positively reinforce rehearsal 
instruction of directors. Montemayor and Silvey (2019) videotaped two versions of an 
expressive and unexpressive conductor who utilized identical verbal instructions in 
rehearsal. In the study, 134 college musicians watched the video excerpts and showed a 
significant preference in response to the effectiveness of the expressive conductor over 
the unexpressive one.  Montemayor and Silvey observed that participants were not even 
able to disassociate the director’s nonverbal communication from their verbal instructions 
upon later reflection. From results such as these, the reach, power, and effect of an 
expressive conductor is apparent over multiple domains and senses of performers.  
Gestural Modes 
To help define the purpose and function of expressive as well as more basic 
conducting gestures, Koch (2003) defined three gestural modes of communicative 
techniques: corrective, declamatory, and narrative. Within corrective mode, “the 
conductor attempts to correct (either reactively or preemptively) errors in the ensemble” 




corrective gestures may not resemble the sound and music of the passage at all, as the 
conductor attempts to restore order through larger or more angular gestures. Mathers 
(2009) described the corrective mode as the actions and behaviors of a conductor who is 
the most concerned with “performance accuracy and error prevention” (p. 147), leaving 
little room for communication of style and expression. Most conductors would probably 
agree there are times when this mode is appropriate to ensure a quality musical 
performance. Mather contested, however, that in a strict effort to define beats and 
rhythms with clarity and precision, conductors lose opportunities to inspire everything 
else in the music. More specifically, Mather stated “conductors who stay within this 
mode will find their ‘spur-of-the-moment’ influence on the ensemble to be limited,” and 
“the ensembles unable to recognize the role of the conductor to influence the sound or 
interpretation through gesture while the performance is in progress” (p. 148). The 
overemphasis on correction and precision which conductors have been taught to display 
and demand indelibly has the potential to negatively affect the musicality of any 
ensemble.   
The declarative and narrative gestural modes outlined by Koch (2003) foster 
greater opportunities for expressive conducting and communication than the corrective 
mode. Koch stated that within the declamatory mode “gesture refers to sound, a 
conception of which the conductor strives to demonstrate precisely and thoroughly” (p. 
136). The beat is clearly demonstrated, but the music director puts much more thought 
into telegraphing the style and texture of the music. While declarative mode conducting 




illuminating aspects of a piece’s overall architecture and meaning (Koch, 2003).   
Koch (2003) compared a conductor operating in the narrative mode to a fellow 
chamber musician performing in the ensemble. In this form, gestures are a discourse and 
illustration of the score granting greater autonomy to the performers to operate. Durrant 
(2009) described narrative gestures as the depiction of the “expressive character of the 
music,” connecting with sound quality, and “the expressive musical line and the elusive 
non-discursive element of musical interpretation” (p. 331). Durrant surveyed 21 school 
and student music teachers in a series of choral workshops who identified themselves as 
“less-than-confident” conductors (p. 332). The participants’ responses on the 
questionnaires showed they saw conducting to be essentially about beating time, and 
much less the about inspiring the aesthetic and expressive nature of the music. Reflecting 
the same challenge, Mathers (2009) sought to demystify the concept of “advanced 
conducting”, i.e. the declamatory and narrative modes, stating that the use of affect 
displays and other expressive techniques should be a part of the toolkit of conductors of 
all levels and experiences. It is up to teachers of conducting to focus less on the 
development of beat patterns in order to place greater emphasis on the development of 
expressive techniques. Conductors entering teaching with a willingness to depart from 
corrective mode will ultimately be more successful in their nonverbal communication and 
have the greatest success in leading students to high-level and fulfilling performance.   
Conclusion 
The goal in this literature review was to demystify the thoughts and opinions of 




learn to nonverbally communicate effectively. Throughout the review, I have outlined the 
complex and dynamic relationship between a conductor as the sender of visual 
information, and the performing musician who then receives, decodes, and acts on that 
information. The encoding and decoding of nonverbal behaviors between conductor and 
ensemble members are not easily explained nor universally understood. Some people 
wonder what purpose a conductor serves at all? Musicians know there is a purpose, but 
they have varying opinions on what constitutes effective conducting.  
When emblems are recognized by ensemble members as intended, they can be an 
efficient and effective tool for conductors by eliminating time needed to verbalize ideas 
in rehearsal and performance. Similarly, depictions of certain affect displays on the face 
are multi-message, multi-signal semiotic systems (Ekman & Friesen, 1978) that are 
powerful conveyers of human emotion and communication. Affect displays carry 
significant meaning in the field of conducting music, depending on the culture and 
backgrounds of participants. Therefore, it is important that conductors of all levels are 
aware of the power of their messages communicated through facial expressions and eye 
contact, and how these displays are decoded by musicians in the ensemble. The effective 
leader on the podium is one who understands the responsibility of using the power of 
nonverbal messages in effective ways to inspire positive interactional experiences and 
learning. 
Ancillary to the framework of kinesics for this study, research of Stuart Hall’s 
reception theory and Gallops’ (2005) social-cultural contract help illuminate the complex 




the conductor and the performer carry expectations of one another that can be lost or 
misjudged in the communicative process. In the creation and delivery of a nonverbal 
musical message, the conductor may not take into consideration the wide interpretations 
the ensemble can produce from any one gesture or expression. The conductor should be 
aware of Gallops’ social contract to fulfill performers’ expectations by predictable and 
comprehensible nonverbal communication.  Increasing awareness of a conductor’s own 
movements and developing their skills to depict gestures and facial expression most ably 
can help facilitate greater understanding and clarity in rehearsal and performance. 
Researchers have shown students prefer to watch conductors who utilize 
expressive techniques (Whitaker, 2011). Barriers to conductor expression include lack of 
score preparation, physical tension, and insufficient time spent developing a nonverbal 
vocabulary to depict musicality to an ensemble. Within conducting pedagogy today, there 
exists still an over-emphasis on technical instruction and lack of opportunity for students 
to adequately develop expression (Snyder, 2016; Wimmer, 2018). To prepare an 
ensemble for performance, the gestural modes of corrective, declamatory, and narrative 
are necessary tools to create a musical product focusing on all elements of music. 
However, an overemphasis on the corrective mode by educators restricts ensembles to 
playing the notes on the page and missing opportunities for expression and musicality 
that would be demonstrated through declamatory and narrative modes.  An expressive 
conductor has the power to connect with and touch people’s thoughts and emotions in the 
even the simplest musical lines.   




impact of their emblems, affect displays, and the totality of the visual information they 
convey to their ensembles. Research has shown that a conductor’s movements even affect 
the way an audience of listeners judge a musical performance (Kumar & Morrison, 
2016). A greater awareness of a conductor’s own nonverbal communication can not only 
enhance musical clarity and effectiveness, but also stimulate the buy-in and motivation of 
ensemble members watching and responding. In the present study, I have sought to 
illuminate the thought processes occurring in performing musicians’ minds in real-time, 
with the hope this knowledge will help inform and prepare conductors and conducting 







The purpose of this study was to examine students’ reception and interpretation of 
conductors' nonverbal communication. Through this qualitative study with quantitative 
strategies, I tested interpretations of two key aspects of nonverbal communication 
independent of one another through the conceptual framework of kinesics. The first 
category tested was the emblem— a gesture involving the hands, arms, and torso that 
carries a direct verbal translation with the assumption of a uniform interpretation. The 
second category was the affect display—a depiction of emotion and character primarily 
exhibited in the face, affecting the sound of the ensemble as well as contributing to the 
sociological environment between conductor and group (Mayne, 1992).   
I replicated some of the methods of Ekman and Friesen’s (1977) research and 
Sousa’s (1988) dissertation to find recognizability of common conducting gestures with 
the purpose to gather and analyze the interpretations of ensemble members and answer 
the research questions. Ekman and Friesen (1975) performed the following steps to 
identify potential emblems:  
(1) obtain motor patterns from informants which may be emblems, (2) compare 
motor pattern performance across the informants (visual analysis of encoding), 
and (3) solicit judgments from a different set of observers about the semantic 
meaning and usage of the observed emblem candidates. (p. 337)  
Sousa later followed similar steps, but in a musical setting by investigating 55 gestures 
(descriptions listed in Appendix A), compiled from textbooks and expert conductors for 
emblematic meaning. Student participants observed gestures demonstrated by a 




be the best written description of each gesture on a multiple-choice test. Participants in 
the study were 101 junior high school students, 102 high school students, and 94 
university students. In the analysis of the results, any gesture that was recognized by at 
least 70% of the population was deemed an emblem. Of the 55 gestures tested for 
recognition, only 19 were found to be emblems across the entire population of 297 
students. Affect displays were not tested as part of Sousa’s work, but were recommended 
for future study.   
The method I utilized in the study was voluntary sampling. The target population 
was collegiate instrumentalists participating in an audition-level ensemble. Based on 
Sousa’s (1988) observation that students with more ensemble experience have a greater 
likelihood of recognition of nonverbal gestures, I made the decision to survey only 
college-age students in this study to maximize the likelihood of descript responses. A mix 
of music majors and non-majors were interviewed, 80 students in all. My intention was to 
replicate a portion of Sousa’s process through the creation of a conducting video shown 
to collegiate wind ensemble musicians, but unlike his method of a multiple-choice test, I 
interviewed each participant about their recognition and response to individual gestures.  
With the added component of analyzing facial expressions, I wanted to seek the 
most data-rich interpretations in this setting. In lieu of a multiple-choice test with 
prefabricated answers as in Sousa’s study, students in the present study were asked to 
formulate their own verbal descriptions of what they perceived from the conducting 
video, fostering the most naturalistic environment and rich talk (Magnusson & Marecek, 




the gesture in no longer than 15 seconds for the purpose of counting and comparison 
across participants. The responses were organized by theme and categorized to show the 
breadth of interpretations and which answers occurred most frequently. Each gesture 
tested for emblematic meaning had a calculated percentage of recognition by the student 
population, along with an accounting of all synonyms verbalized in the interviews. Non-
match responses were also gathered and organized by secondary majority themes. 
In the video I prepared, the conductor demonstrated 26 preplanned gestures with 
the hands, arms, and torso, followed by 10 affect displays of the face. The music 
performed by the ensemble in the video was selected from Gustav Holst’s Second Suite in 
F. Holst’s work was chosen because of its wide array of styles, tempi, and textures that 
facilitated passages appropriate for each gesture to depict, as well as emotional contrasts 
for the face to express. Through a strict interview protocol, student responses to questions 
were gathered, counted, and analyzed for each interpretation of gesture and their accuracy 
to the conductor’s intended message.  
I created a script (Appendix B) to prepare for the interview process and used it in 
a pilot study with members of a collegiate wind ensemble. Members of the ensemble that 
participated in the pilot study, as well as musicians that performed during the recording 
of video, were not participants in the actual study. After revising the process from 
students’ feedback in the pilot study, I asked collegiate band directors at nine institutions 
to invite students to participate, and the interviews commenced. There was an average of 
nine student participants per college music program. The interview script was read 




sites. Responses were coded by theme and compared across all subjects for similarities 
and majority of interpretations per gesture and facial expression.   
While planning the study, I focused on prospective emblems from Sousa’s (1988) 
research of conducting textbooks. For use in musical passages of Holst’s Second Suite in 
F, I chose 26 of the 55 gestures in Sousa’s study with less than 90% recognition by 
collegiate performers. I decided to limit this testing to these gestures with the lowest 
scores of interpretation because I believe the remaining 29 gestures Sousa tested would 
have yielded similarly high results that codified them as emblems in his 1988 study. 
Mayne (1992) retested 53 of Sousa’s 55 gestures, one group watching a video of a 
conductor with facial expression and the second group watching the gestures without. 
Comparing the results of Mayne’s control group with Sousa’s results from the collegiate 
population, the percentages of gesture recognition were very similar. Only six of the 
gestures tested in Mayne’s had a less than 90% recognition, and the differences in the 
percentages were slight. 
The conductor’s affect displays on the video recordings in the present study were 
not planned ahead of time but were gathered from footage of the conductor exhibiting 
natural facial expressions while conducting the whole of Holst’s Second Suite in F. The 
conductor was not given any instructions on what to portray with the face, and student 
responses were not tested for accuracy on what the conductor was attempting to depict. 
Students answered each interview question after watching the videos about how they, as 





Setting and Participant Selection 
Before I contacted potential band directors and student participants, this study was 
validated and approved by the Institutional Review Board of Boston University 
(Appendix D). After receiving approval for the study, I began to contact local college 
band directors in the greater Northern California region. Striving for an ideal balance 
between volume of participants and detail of responses, 80 students from institutions of 
higher education were interviewed for their interpretation of gestures and affect displays 
within a 30-minute interview.  
Participants were selected through a targeted nomination approach (Magnusson & 
Marecek, 2015), with a sample of all volunteers. Beginning in the Fall of 2018, I sent 
invitations (Appendix G) to collegiate band directors within a 200-mile radius, asking for 
recommendations for volunteer participants to sample. I asked band directors to provide 
names of students they believed would provide informed feedback about conducting, 
based on performance experience and knowledge. I requested that directors nominate 
students with diverse musical experience, instrument type and major in order to obtain 
varied participant pool. Directors either provided the email address of the students for me 
to send an invitation or invited the students directly on my behalf. Another rationale for 
choosing collegiate-level performers exclusively for this study was that experienced 
musicians, who are less encumbered by technical challenges than younger players, are 
more likely to look up from the music to the conductor for visual information and 
inspiration. Having been selected to perform in an auditioned collegiate-level ensemble, 




conductor who regularly utilizes conducting gestures and affect displays.   
Data were collected from an adequate number of participants commensurate to 
produce sufficient breadth and depth of information, but not too many so that 
“penetrating observations” could still be achieved (Kvale, 1996, p. 102). I chose this 
number of participants to reflect the range of the population so “others outside might 
have chance to connect to the experiences of those in it” (Seidman, 2006, p. 58). At the 
same time, a total population of 80 students was few enough to avoid saturation in the 
results and gave me the ability garner the most detailed descriptions for comparison.   
Procedures 
I selected a collegiate wind ensemble conductor in the western United States 
region and requested him to serve as the demonstrator of conducting gestures in the 
video. The conductor was a male with a doctorate in wind band conducting and over 25 
years of professional experience. Several weeks prior to the study, the two of us reviewed 
Sousa’s list of musical gestures and descriptions and researched the score of Holst’s 
Second Suite in F. Together we prepared a map of the various passages of the music 
where examples of potential emblems could be demonstrated (Appendix F). Based on the 
piece’s musical features, we decided which portions of Holst’s Second Suite in F would 
be most conducive to demonstrate the 26 musical emblems. We also discussed running 
the whole of the suite with the camera exclusively centered on conductor’s face to 
capture both a wide variety of emotions and communicative movements with the face as 
they naturally occur in the music.   




conductor rehearsing his wind ensemble live through Holst’s Second Suite in F. For the 
first 26 excerpts, the camera angle was focused on the conductor’s upper body, including 
torso, arms, hands, and face. The video camera was placed on a tripod in the center-back 
of the 40-member ensemble. Each segment was recorded with the conductor standing in 
front of a black felt poster on the wall to isolate the movements with the hands and baton. 
The conductor was wearing a black turtleneck to give further clarity to movements of the 
baton. I told the conductor to exhibit a neutral face for the recording segments of the 
gestures of hands, arms, and torso, as done in the recording of Sousa’s (1988) video to 
focus the viewers’ attention specifically on the body. Following the conducting segment 
map (see Appendix F), the conductor rehearsed the wind ensemble chronologically 
through each movement of the piece, pausing after each segment for feedback from me 
and to make sure the gesture fit Sousa’s descriptions (see Appendix A). For the recording 
of the affect displays, the camera angle was readjusted to center on the conductor’s face. 
There was no pre-planning of where certain affect displays would appear in the music. 
Prior to taping, the conductor and I agreed that facial expressions are most sincere and 
effective when occurring in natural musical settings, rather than staged at certain points in 
the music.  
After editing the footage, I prepared a master recording of five to 10-second 
segments that demonstrated 26 emblems and 10 affect displays. Similar to Sousa’s (1988) 
method, the segments were prepared with no audio playing during the interview portion 
so that the interpretation of the instrumentalist would be stimulated solely by sight. Prior 




the gesture would depict on the video, i.e. tempo, phrasing, dynamic, style, etc., to 
provide them context on what to observe. For the selection of affect displays to show 
students, I reviewed all the video footage of the four movements Holst’s Second Suite in 
F and identified 10 facial expressions that clearly communicated both emotional and 
musical information to performers. All 36 video clips were combined and edited into one 
video file utilizing Movie Studio Platinum 15.0 on a Hewlett- Packard laptop. I placed 15 
seconds of a black screen between each of the video segments to allot for student 
verbalizations of each gesture or facial expression.    
Gesture Descriptions 
To find individual gestures and categories to test for student recognition, Sousa 
(1988) solicited three expert conductors for their opinions of the most definitive 
conducting pedagogy texts of the time. Narrowing the list to five texts, Sousa extracted 
eight categories of gestures from the judges’ recommendations: beat pattern, dynamics, 
style, preparations, releases, fermatas, tempo changes, and phrasing. Each category 
description was analyzed by the expert judge panel for consensus of accuracy. Fifty-five 
total gestures within the eight categories were derived from the texts. Since all the 
gestures tested by Sousa under the category of Beat Patterns revealed over 90% 
recognition by the population, I excluded the category from the present study. Narrowing 
Sousa’s list of descriptions to the 26 gestures recognized by less than 90% of the college 
population of his study, the conductor and I created a map of musical moments in Holst’s 
Second Suite in F with suitable material for visually displaying each gesture (See 




Reliability of Instrument 
To strengthen the reliability and validity of the survey instrument, I asked a panel 
of five conductors of professional United States military instrumental ensembles to rate 
how the video clips I captured matched Sousa’s original gesture descriptions and 
establish inter-judge consensus. The panel did not review the 10 affect displays since 
there was no prior data from which to compare them. The conducting video was uploaded 
to YouTube and each judge was provided with Sousa’s gesture descriptions and 
directions to offer written feedback. The panel reviewed each of the 26 gestures in the 
categories of dynamics, style, phrasing, preparations, fermatas/holds, and releases, tempo 
changes, as well as additional gestures contributed by Sousa’s (1988) judges (called 
Judges’ Descriptions). Each panel member assigned a rating of one through five (25 
points possible) for both clarity and effective communication of conductor’s intent in 
matching the gesture description. Results were tallied, and any gesture receiving a total of 
15 points or less was removed from the video for not being appropriately clear for 
collegiate musicians to decipher. Five gestures in total were removed from the master 
video (see Table 1), including Dynamics F-2, Style F-3, Style F-4, Preparations A-2, and 
Tempo Changes A-1. The total remaining video clips that were shown to students was 21 





Table 1  
Judges’ Ratings of Video Segments 
Gestures Judge 1 Judge 2 Judge 3 Judge 4 Judge 5 Total 
Dynamics A-1 5 4 3 4 5 21 
Dynamics A-2 4 4 5 5 5 23 
Dynamics B-2 4 3 3 5 5 20 
Dynamics E-2 3 2 4 4 4 17 
Dynamics F-2 2 3 4 4 2 15 
Styles C-2 4 5 5 3 2 18 
Styles D-1 4 5 1 3 3 16 
Styles F-2 3 4 4 4 2 17 
Styles F-3 3 2 1 3 1 10 
Styles F-4 3 3 2 2 2 12 
Preparations A-1 5 4 5 4 4 22 
Preparations A-2 2 3 3 2 2 12 
Preparations A-3 5 5 3 5 4 22 
Releases A 3 4 4 5 2 18 
Releases B 5 5 5 5 5 25 
Fermata A-1 4 5 5 5 2 21 
Fermata A-2 3 5 5 5 4 22 
Tempo Changes A-1 4 3 2 2 2 13 
Tempo Changes A-2 5 4 4 4 5 22 
Tempo Changes B-1 4 4 4 5 4 21 
Phrasing A-1 5 4 4 4 2 19 
Phrasing A-2 4 4 4 5 5 22 
Judges Description 1 3 4 4 3 2 16 
Judges Description 3 5 5 5 4 4 23 
Judges Description 5 4 3 4 4 4 19 
Judges Description 6 3 3.5 3 5 4 18.5 
Pilot Study 
After establishing acceptable inter-judge consensus for all appropriate segments, I 
initiated a pilot study of college instrumentalists not otherwise associated with the study 
at a four-year university in the western United States. Some purposes of the pilot study of 




response time, test the clarity and effectiveness of the segments in eliciting 
interpretations, and refine the written script for the analysis protocol instructing students 
during the interviews. The responses of pilot study members helped inform the predicted 
responses for each clip and gave an initial preview of various verbal descriptions of the 
gestures.   
After the pilot study, I omitted words within the interview protocol that were not 
applicable or superfluous to soliciting immediate verbal feedback from participants. 
Following the interview, I asked each student for extensive feedback on the content, as 
well as my own interviewing style, taking effort to avoid language that might influence 
the participants’ responses and to maintain neutrality (Magnusson & Marecek, 2015). 
The resulting standardized approach helped minimize variance in my behavior as the 
interviewer, reduced bias and opportunities to intrude upon or influence the respondent’s 
answer (Schaeffer & Maynard, 2002).  
Interview Protocol 
I conducted interviews in a formalized and structured approach (Trainor & Graue, 
2013), with the goal of an organized exchange of information based on predetermined 
questions. Questions posed in the interview were appropriate for a structured interview 
and mapped correspondingly to the research questions of the study. The script and 
questions of the 30-minute interview are included in Appendix B. In each interview, I 
sought to establish relationships of trust with student participants before and during the 
study through interactions of “respect, interest, attention, and good manners” (Seidman, 




Data Collection and Analysis 
I interviewed 80 students from nine different college campuses between October 
2018 and February 2019. I collected student responses through shorthand written notes 
during the interview process and captured their voices by a Sony Linear PCM Recorder 
PCM M10 for reference. When inputting the data into Microsoft Excel spreadsheets later 
on, I referred to the voice recordings as needed. Prior to the interview, each participant 
signed a participation agreement (see Appendix E) in which I promised to protect both 
their identity and keep their responses anonymous. Each student was assigned an alpha-
numeric designator for recording their responses to preserve anonymity of the process.   
During each interview, I asked four introductory questions before showing the 
video and gave some brief instructions from the script. I asked each student what 
instrument they played, what was their college major, what they saw as the role of the 
conductor, and what non-verbal movement they expected and appreciated most as a 
performer. Results of their short-answer responses are depicted in Tables 3 and 4. I then 
commenced the interview with some initial instructions to each participant to watch the 
31 video clips, verbalize the description of their interpretation of the gesture or affect 
display, and describe how they would respond on their instrument. The conducting video 
was programmed with 15 seconds in between each video clip for students to provide their 
responses to what they observed before the next sequence began. The video was shown 
on a Hewlett-Packard laptop placed on a desk one to two feet in front of the student 





There was a predicted response to each of the 31 video segments; however, even 
experienced musicians utilized a variety of terms to describe the same gesture. For 
example, the expected response to one gesture was “staccato.” Appropriate alternative 
responses also included “short,” “detached,” or “separated.” Prior to the study, I 
generated anticipated answers including several synonyms for each video segment, while 
knowing that I would hear many more responses of students describing their 
interpretation. If the participant’s response matched one of those anticipated answers, or 
another synonym, the segment was coded as a “match." If the response did not match an 
anticipated answer, it was transcribed and compared with other non-matches for 
additional resulting themes across participants.   
For the purpose of gathering responses to the conductor’s affect displays, I 
showed a three- to five-second clip of a passage of music, exclusively focused on the 
face. After the video segment concluded, I provided a still frame from the video the 
participant viewed of the moment I believed was the most pivotal, revealing, or 
consequential in the conductor’s face. Using the two pieces of information together, 
students formed a response to the conductor’s face and how they would react on their 
instrument if they had seen it in performance. 
Limitations 
Seeking natural, open-ended responses from students garnered rich data and 
descriptions. However, there was still a barrier in seeing the complete picture of the 




find words to describe what they recognized and felt as they watched the conductor. In a 
live ensemble setting, performers act and interpret a conductor’s movements immediately 
without the need to verbalize their experience. I found in several interviews from 
students’ body language that they knew exactly what a gesture or affect display was 
communicating but could not find the right words to describe it. This extra step in the 
interpretive process may have altered the results, as opposed to what they may have 
thought about or felt in an unspoken form. At the same time, though, the act of “talking it 
out” may have helped students form the best and most comprehensive summaries of what 
they experienced.   
In the gathering of student responses about the face, there was no control response 
from the conductor himself of which to compare the responses. I realized after having 
gone through the 80 interviews and analyzing the data, that if I had a second chance, I 
would go back and ask the conductor who demonstrated the facial expressions to watch 
the video with me and interpret his own affect displays before I interviewed the students. 
Having a reference from the conductor’s perspective would have provided more 
information to draw conclusions on the transmission process and what ensemble 
members think about from any particular affect display. A natural next step from this 
study would be to include a component for the conductor to provide feedback at the 
soonest opportunity on the messages of their own affect displays for comparison to 
students’ later interpretations.   
In the data collection process of the affect displays, I showed students two pieces 




to five-second video clip, participants observed a huge lexicon of minor facial 
movements depicted by the conductor. With the many muscle groups in the face, coupled 
with the variables of eye contact and gaze, there were many more affect displays in each 
video clip than what I attempted to isolate by showing them one still frame. This process 
was revealing to me how quickly visual information changes and can be processed by 
observers. I attempted to guide students to provide feedback on the most prominent of 
messages from the conductor’s affect displays through use of the still frame at the end of 
each segment, but there was still the possibility that others chose to focus on different 
moments and messages in the video to form an opinion. If students had a second chance 
to view the video of a particular gesture, there is also a chance some of their answers 
would have changed from their initial responses based on which movements stood out to 
them in the second pass. 
Finally, in the vetting process of comparing potential emblems, the elimination of 
five of 26 of the video segments of potential emblems due to low ratings from the judges 
felt like a waste of material that could have been tested in some way for student 
interpretation, even though the movements were not a match to the textbook description 
gathered by Sousa. There may have been some merit to listening to the students’ 
interpretation of the gestures, even if not specifically looking for the intended emblematic 
meaning. Students might have provided useful data and feedback on their thought 
processes and emotions from the stimuli. Another course of study might have provided 
alternative means of analyzing conducting movements, even if not tied specifically to 





Over the course of five months on nine different college campuses, I sought to 
discover more about the interpretive process of collegiate performing musicians 
watching, interpreting, and responding to movements and expressions of a conductor. 
Eighty students watched 21 video clips of a professional conductor demonstrating 
gestures of the hands, arms, and torso and 10 clips of facial expressions. Sousa’s (1988) 
research in determining descriptions of conducting categories and individual gestures 
were still an effective baseline to judge the movements in practice and pedagogy of 
college ensembles today. The results, presented in the next chapter, included findings that 







The purpose of this study was to investigate the interpretation process of 
conducting gestures and facial expressions from conductor to ensemble member. In the 
present study, 80 students were interviewed for their responses to 21 potential emblems—
intentional nonverbal movements of the body that carry a verbal message; as well as 10 
affect displays—communicative movements of emotion and character primarily depicted 
on the face (Ekman & Friesen, 1969). I utilized Ekman and Friesen’s categories of 
nonverbal communication as the conceptual framework within kinesics and replicated 
some of the methods of Sousa (1988).  
The goal of the present study was to revisit Sousa’s (1988) premise that 
conducting gestures with verbal meaning exist and are recognizable in the context of 
ensemble performance. I incorporated an analysis of a conductor’s affect displays that 
have been shown to significantly influence ensemble performance (Durrant, 2009; 
Gretchesky, 1985; Mathers, 2009; Whitaker, 2011). Results of this study address the 
following research questions and align epistemologically with Ekman and Friesen’s 
categories of nonverbal communication.   
1. What meaning do collegiate wind ensemble members interpret from a 
conductor's emblematic gestures? 
2. What meaning do collegiate wind ensemble members interpret from a 




3. To what extent are collegiate wind ensemble members’ interpretations of 
emblems similar? 
4. To what extent are collegiate wind ensemble members’ interpretations of 
affect displays similar? 
Unique from Sousa’s (1988) study, I evaluated the verbalized thoughts captured 
from responses of the participants. Rather than gather feedback from predetermined 
answers on written multiple-choice test as done by Sousa, I desired to gather innate ideas 
from student interpretations in as natural an environment and format as possible. Students 
who participated in the study viewed 21 video clips of potential emblems demonstrated 
by a conductor and 10 videos of affect displays. Participants were asked via strict 
interview protocol to provide their interpretation and response to each video within 15 
seconds from their observations, as if they were sitting in the ensemble. Results were 
tallied and compared across the sample population of 80 collegiate instrumentalists and 
are displayed in this chapter through descriptive statistics. 
Data Analysis 
After completing 80 interviews, I typed the individual responses for each gesture 
and affect displays from handwritten notes into Microsoft Excel spreadsheets on a 
Hewlett Packard laptop. I compared and coded the responses from participants for 
primary and secondary themes which generated both narrative responses and descriptive 
statistics. Potential emblems were assigned a total percentage of recognition from the 
population, along with a cataloguing of synonyms and non-matched terms. Affect 




responses were teamed into categories by theme and displayed by highest amount of 
responses.   
Student Demographics and Introductory Questions 
Interviews were conducted at six universities and three two-year community 
colleges in the greater northern California region. Of the 80 college students interviewed 
by suggestion of their band directors, 58 of them were music majors, or intended to 
become music majors. The participants represented a diverse cross section of wind 
ensemble instrument specialties, with the addition of three pianists and three violinists. 
The smallest representation of interviewees were the sections of oboe and bassoon. 
Specific instruments are depicted in Table 2. I did not ask directors beforehand to meter 
or balance the ratio of students’ different instrumental emphases but requested a good 
representation of instrumental specialties and majors for student volunteers interested in 
the study from their ensembles. In the results portion, I did not independently measure or 





Table 2  






Bass Clarinet 2 
Saxophone 12 
Trumpet 11 







At the beginning of each interview and prior to watching the video, students were 
asked two questions about their knowledge and expectations of a conductor:  
1. What do you see as the role of the conductor? 
2. What nonverbal communication do you expect or appreciate the most from a 
conductor? 
Student responses to these two introductory questions were collected via short-
hand notes, typed, and analyzed for major themes and are presented in Table 3. Top 




Table 3  
Introductory Question Responses- Major Theme Totals 
 Response Type  
Major Themes Role of Conductor  Most Appreciated Gesture  Total 
Dynamics 9 21 30 
Expression 10 13 23 
Cues 5 18 23 
Interpretation/Intent 18 1 19 
Time 12 7 19 
Keep Together/Unify 15 1 16 
Eye Contact 0 16 16 
Note. Responses to these verbalized questions were collected into major themes for each 
question then combined into a total between the two for an overall judgment on 
conductor expectations from an individual in the ensemble. Responses to the questions 
were informative to the thoughts that might influence a person’s interpretation of 
nonverbal communication but were not designed to inform the research questions. 
Table 4  
Introductory Question Responses- Top Three Themes by Category 
Rank Role of Conductor Most Appreciated Gesture Overall 
1 Interpretation/Intent Dynamics Dynamics 
2 Keep Together/Unify Cues Expression 
3 Time (Tempo) Eye Contact Cues 
Note. The top three responses were formed into the top three themes from each question 
to show what specific ideas and expectations performers have about their music director. 
The introductory questions were not a defining component of the study, nor were 
the responses meant to inform the four research questions; however, they do provide a 
little more context from the onset about how instrumentalists think and feel about the role 
of the conductor and their nonverbal communication. The results of the questions were a 




expectation for a conductor to display expressive elements of conducting: dynamics, 
balance, interpretation, and meeting composer’s intent. Other responses highlighted the 
expectation for the conductor to keep the ensemble together and synchronized in tempo. 
Cues were another strong theme that over one quarter of respondents mentioned 
specifically, as well as the desire to have eye contact from the conductor. Though it was 
not in the top three responses of either question, musical expression was the overall 
highest stated expectation of students in the survey. Of the 23 answers mentioning 
musical expression, 14 specified the importance of expression through features of the 
face.  
Coding Procedure 
In order to answer the first two research questions, my first step was to calculate 
the number and percentage of matches for each video segment of the 21 potential 
emblems and compare the results to Sousa’s (1988) study. Next, I looked for patterns of 
consistency among the unmatched answers for each segment, calculating the number and 
percentage of similar responses. Positive identifications of emblems were categorized 
based on the predetermined coding scheme, with the top responses depicted in Table 5.  
Responses that differed from predicted answers were notated, and the top three results per 
gesture were displayed by category.   
Student responses brought a flourish of descriptions from the gestures shown in 
each video clip. In the coding process, any identical use of Sousa’s original description of 
the gesture in question was counted as a match. Any synonyms provided with the same 




students provided not only the match but many other synonyms as they attempted to 
describe what they saw on the screen. All synonym responses were recorded in Microsoft 
Excel spreadsheets for comparison and extraction of alternate themes from the 
conductor’s message.  
Table 5  
Potential Emblem Recognition Rate 
 Current Study  Sousa (1988) 
Gesture Recognition (%) Emblem  Recognition (%) Emblem 
Dynamics A-1 98.8 X  89.4 X 
Dynamics A-2 92.5 X  79.8 X 
Dynamics B-2 86.3 X  87.2  
Dynamics E-2 90.0 X  85.1 X 
Styles C-2 75.0 X  86.2 X 
Styles D-1 77.5 X  85.1 X 
Styles F-4 15.0   14.8  
Preparations A-1 95.0 X  89.4 X 
Preparations A-3 3.8   85.1 X 
Releases A 97.5 X  88.3 X 
Releases B 93.8 X  73.4 X 
Fermata A-1 66.3   87.2 X 
Fermata A-2 37.5   83.0 X 
Tempo Changes A-2 83.8 X  43.6  
Tempo Changes B-1 82.5 X  33.0  
Phrasing A-1 80.0 X  86.2 X 
Phrasing A-2 92.5 X  80.9 X 
Judges Description 1 66.3   37.2  
Judges Description 3 96.3 X  70.2 X 
Judges Description 5 83.8 X  63.8 X 
Judges Description 6 72.5 X  56.4  





In the planning stage of this study, I reasoned that any gesture with greater than a 
90% recognition rate in Sousa’s 1988 study would most likely have positive recognition 
by at least 70% of a new population, even with a different video and data collection 
technique, so I decided to test the 26 gestures scoring less than that recognition threshold. 
Five gestures were removed from the video prior to the interview stage based on judges’ 
feedback for lack of clarity and inaccuracy to Sousa’s description from the conducting 
texts, leaving 21 total gestures for investigation (see Table 1).   
Overall percentages of emblem occurrence were similar between the present study 
compared to Sousa’s (1988) results. Of the 21 gestures I surveyed in this study, I 
determined five gestures not to be emblems: Style F-2, Preparations A-3, Fermata A-1, 
Fermata A-2, Judges’ Description 1. Only two gestures in both studies were concluded 
not to be emblems, Style F-2 and Judges’ Description 1. Of the total gestures of the 
college population Sousa surveyed, six of the gestures were determined not to be 
emblems (the descriptions of individual gestures and categories utilized by Sousa and me 
are included as Appendix A): Dynamics B-2, Style F-2, Tempo Changes A-2, Tempo 
Changes B-1, Judges’ Description 1, and Judges’ Description 6. 
From the same pool of gestures shared with Sousa’s results, 16 out of 21 in the 
present study were determined to be emblems, 76%. Considering the 21 potential 
emblems surveyed in Sousa’s (1988) study, 16 gestures were recognized at a rate over 
70%, showing evidence that 71% of the total gestures tested were emblems. With a 




the validity of the presence of emblems in this set of gesture descriptions gathered by 
Sousa (1988) from the five conducting texts and professional directors of the era.   
Tables 5 through 47 show a list of synonyms for each gesture, which were 
counted as matches based upon Sousa’s description, with the non-matched descriptions 
portrayed below. After each table of individual results, every non-matched category that 
received at least two responses is displayed in descending order to show how the majority 
of students portrayed the gesture besides the intended response. 
Dynamics 
Each of the four gestures portrayed in the category of dynamics were considered 
to be emblems. Of the respondents, 98.75% recognized the small beat pattern with the 
right hand of Dynamics A-1 and answered that the gesture provided on the video 
communicated “soft.” Similar, though not as overwhelmingly recognized, were the 
responses to the large beat pattern of Dynamics A-2 where 92.5% of students said it was 
a forte gesture. Dynamics B-2 depicted a gradual decrescendo in the right hand by 
shrinking the size of beat pattern over eight beats that 86.25% of interviewees interpreted 
as getting softer. One consideration for the lower recognition in the interviewed 
population of Dynamics B-2 was that the decrescendo was displayed about midway 
through the video clip, and students may have been visually fixated on other gestural 
features or were in the process of describing other thoughts in lieu of noticing and 
mentioning the decrescendo. Responses that were not matches for this gesture tended to 
focus on either the style and note length, or students articulated a static dynamic without 




a fist in the left hand was recognized by 90% of the students. However, it was unclear if 
the sudden appearance of the fist in the left hand or the size and intensity of the beat 
pattern in the right hand (or the combination of the two) convinced observers of the 
change in volume. Only one student specifically mentioned the fist in their response, so it 
was undetermined if the right or left hand by themselves would have stimulated the same 
responses. 
Table 6  
Dynamics A-1 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 79 (98.75%)  
Quiet Piano 
Ducked Down Volume  
Mezzo Piano  
Non-Matching Responses  
Espressivo Expressive 
Table 7  
Dynamics A-1 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Piano  79 (98.75) 




Table 8  
Dynamics A-2 Responses 
Response Category 




Mezzo Piano  
Non-Matching Responses  
March, Brass Part, Accent Accent 
More Accented, Fanfare-ish Accent 
Really Hit Every Note, Seriously Punch Accent 
March, John Williams, Gruff, Seriously Punch March 
Marcato, Accented, Stabby, Not so Tight Accent 
Table 9  
Dynamics A-2 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Piano  74 (92.50) 




Table 10  
Dynamics B-2 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 69 (86.25%)  
Tapered Decrescendo 
Cooled  
Loud to Soft  
Brought Down  
Non-Matching Responses  
Strong/Bouncy, Lighten so More Spread Out Strong Impact Beat Lighten 
Dynamic Contrast Dynamic Contrast 
Loud Sustained, Dynamic Contrast at End Dynamic Contrast 
Mezzo Forte at Minimum, Mezzo Piano Dynamic Contrast 
More Neutral, Bouncy Neutral 
Mezzo Piano, Up and Down, Sforzando Dynamic Contrast 
Close to Frog, Mezzo Forte, Not Loud Soft Dynamic 
Bouncy, Playfully, Slows at End Tempo Slowing 
Light Bouncy, Playful, Mezzo Forte Medium Dynamic 
Mezzo-Light, March, Lightly, Slowing Tempo Slowing 
Table 11  
Dynamics B-2 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Dynamic Contrast  69 (86.25) 
Dynamic Contrast  4 (5.00) 




Table 12  
Dynamics E-2 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 72 (90.00%) Suddenly soft to loud 
Part with “Oompf”  
Light to Heavy Approach  
Light to Punchy  
Play Out More  
Softer Then More Forceful  
Quiet to Quiet-Aggressive  
Soft Intense to Marcato  
Softer to Bright, Quiet then Loud Section  
Few Players then Whole Ensemble Playing  
Soft Part Suddenly Louder  
Low Then Suddenly Air/Power  
Cues New Section Brass/Bass  
Low Sound, Bring Out Melody  
Soft Then Fuller Playing  
Soft Then Beat Got Bigger  
Quiet Ramp up to Heavy  
Soft/Small Transition to Impact  
Non-Matching Responses  
Subtle, Quiet, Quick Soft 
Piano/no Diminuendo, Articulation Different Articulation Change 
Legato, Maybe Staccato Articulation Change 
Very Controlled Sound, Almost Not There Soft 
Small Sound, Almost Fermata, Really Quiet Soft 
Started Conservative, Then Accents Accent 
Start Over, Then Come in Entrances 
Table 13  
Dynamics E-2 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Suddenly soft to loud  72 (90.00) 
Soft  3 (3.75) 





Three potential emblems were tested in the category of styles in the conducting 
video, and two were determined to be emblems. Styles C-2 depicted a staccato style by 
exhibiting a small rebound by the conductor in the right hand and was recognized by 75% 
of interviewees. Some of the non-match responses of participants described other 
characteristics of the gesture such as dynamics or musical character without mention of 
staccato, while others said the exact opposite message than the conductor intended with 
legato or smooth. The conductor portrayed Styles D-1 as marcato style demonstrating a 
beat pattern with no rebound which 77.5% of observers recognized. “Accented” was one 
common synonym for the style verbalized by 23 student observers. Six students 
described Styles D-1 as “heavy” or “pesante” but made no mention of the articulation of 
the note as intended in Sousa’s description. Making a case-by-case judgment call on the 
terms and descriptions, I made the determination that if the student said  
“heavy” with one more relevant descriptor such as “stern” or “weighted,” I counted that 
as a match and a synonym for marcato. If they mentioned heavy alone, it was not coded 
as a match. This was only the case for five non-matches. The other non-matched terms 
described terms such as “roundness,” “force,” and “loudness.” Styles F-4 exhibited a 
plane change from light and bouncy to heavy legato. A majority of the sample population 
(87.5%) recognized the style, volume, and plane change from small to large gesture, 
however, only 14% of the observers specifically noticed the style change to a heavy 
legato. Several respondents mentioned “heavy” accompanied with “accented” or 




component.   
Table 14  
Style C-2 Responses 
Response Category 




Light/Soft Articulation  
Disconnected  
Pointy  
Jumpy   
Bouncy/Tight  
Nimble/Light  
Soft/Small Transition to Impact  
Non-Matching Responses  
Sustained to next beat Soft 
Quiet/Tenuto Articulation Change 
Lateral and Sustained Articulation Change 
Marcato Soft 
Tenuto Accent Soft 
Legato Legato/Smooth 
Gently Gentle/Soft 
Smooth, Mild Phrasing Legato/Smooth 
Delicate/Tenuto Tenuto/Sustained 
Lighter/Warm/Soft Gentle/Soft 
Accent Then Legato Marcato/Accent 
Staggered With Long-Held Tenuto Tenuto/Sustained 
Dainty, small chords Gentle/Soft 
Quiet/gentle/pianissimo Gentle/Soft 
Smooth, soft, quick Gentle/Soft 
Table 15  
Style C-2 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Staccato  60 (90.00) 
Tenuto/Sustained  6 (7.50) 
Gentle/Soft  5 (6.25) 
Legato/Smooth  2 (2.50) 




Table 16  
Style D-1 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 62 (77.50%) Marcato 
Accented/Full  
Heavy/Pesante  
Longer Staccato/Fat  
March-Like/Forceful  
Attack-ish/Emphasized  
Firmness of Downbeats  
Heavy/Stern   
Weighted  
Aggressive/To the Point Bouncy/Tight  
Robust/Umpf Sound  
Strong Articulation  
Non-Matching Responses  
Lower, Bold, Low Brass Broad/Bold/Low 
Staccato Then Legato Staccato, Legato 
Force Behind Note Force 
Fortissimo Loud 
With Energy/Forte Loud 
Moving/Driving Moving 
Precise Movements Precision 
Round/Oh Sound Roundness 
Open, Open Jaw Notes Roundness 
Heavy Heavy 
Dive in Dig 
Dig in Dig 
Powerful Force 
Smooth/Light Smooth/Light 
Table 17  
Style D-1 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Marcato  62 (90.00) 
Heavy  5 (6.25) 
Roundness  2 (2.50) 
Dig  2 (2.50) 
Force  2 (2.50) 




Table 18  
Style F-4 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 12 (15.00%) Heavy Legato 
Bouncy; Heavier/Brighter/Connected  
Short/Sweet; Louder Singing Notes  
Bouncy Staccato/Tenuto Staccato  
Legato to Staccato/Marcato  
Staccato; Bell-Tone Thing  
Legato and Full  
Soft/Bouncy; Fortissimo Held Out Longer  
Light/Nimble; Accented/Full-Length  
Light Then Heavier, Depth to all Notes  
Light/Bouncy; Fat/Broad  
Broadly, Deep, Warm Sound  
Slow/Keeping Smooth/No Punch at all  
Non-Matching Responses  
Delicate/Staccato; Booming Marcato Heavy/Weighted, Marcato/Accented 
Marcato/Over-Heavy/Demonic Heavy/Weighted, Marcato/Accented 
Light, Then Very Heavy Heavy/Weighted 
Started Light, Heavy Suddenly Heavy/Weighted 
Quick, Lighter to Heavy/Punch Heavy/Weighted, Marcato/Accented 
Elegant, Buoyant to Hard/Rough Marcato/Accented 
Short/Light, Then Heavy/Driving Heavy/Weighted 
Light, Then Heavier Section Heavy/Weighted 
Staccato to Martellato Bow, Off String Marcato/Accented 
Light/Quiet Collected; Loud/Thunderous Loud 
Clean/No Accent; Accent/Heavy Separated Marcato/Accented 
Light Tongue; Heavy Darker Sound Heavy/Weighted, Marcato/Accented 
Light/Bouncy; Heavy/Louder Heavy/Weighted, Loud 
Short/Soft/Staccato; Accent/Loud Marcato/Accented, Loud 
Bouncy Then Sharp Attacks Marcato/Accented 
Separated; Accented/More Separated Marcato/Accented 
Soften, Jolt Hand; Marcato/Forceful/Louder Marcato/Accented, Loud 
Growing Intensity; Articulated Strength Marcato/Accented, Loud 
Light/Fluttering; Heavy/Passionate Heavy/Weighted 
Soft With Energy; Bigger/Louder Loud 
Mezzo Forte; Staccato to Marcato/Martellato Marcato/Accented 
Staccato Small Movements; Sound Project Marcato/Accented 





Light/Bouncy, Then Footstomps Marcato/Accented 
Little Bounce; Then Piano to Forte Loud 
Non-Legato to Accented Marcato/Accented 
Crescendo Marcato/Accented 
Normal Note, Then Pushing Ahead Crescendo 
Lighter, Softer; Louder/More Weighted Accelerando 
Fast Notes; Tight/Fast/Short Notes Loud, Heavy/Weighted 
Staccato to Marcato/Accented Notes Staccato 
Accented, Then Moving Marcato/Accented 
Light/Airy; Intense/Heavy, Arms Move Marcato/Accented 
Simple/Light Marcato; Jabs/Marcato Notes Heavy/Weighted 
Short/Bouncy; Accented/Heavy Marcato/Accented 
Dance/Short/Soft; Heavy/Forceful Heavy/Weighted 
March, Bouncy, Firm Heavy/Weighted 
Staccato Then Bigger Section; Staccato Marcato/Accented 
Gently Until Sudden Crescendo; Roughly Staccato 
Bouncy, Then Heavier/March-Like Crescendo, Marcato/Accented 
In Two, March Heavy/Weighted, March-Like 
Light/Bouncy; Strong/Heavy March-Like 
Light Pizzicato; Sudden Power/Less Melodic Heavy/Weighted 
Overall Staccato Loud 
Light Then Accented Staccato 
Fast/Mezzo Forte; Brass/Crescendo Marcato/Accented 
Soft/Legato; Marcato/Accented/Powerful Instruments 
Light; Driving Forward/Heavy Marcato/Accented, Loud 
Soft/Staccato; Loud/Heavier Staccato Heavy/Weighted 
Very Detached Heavy/Weighted, Loud 
Playful Style; Strong/Heroic Staccato 
Short Notes; Bigger/Stronger Loud 
Very Small, Staccato; Bigger 
Dynamic/Staccato 
Loud 
Soft/Bouncy; Forte/Lively Loud, Staccato 
Dainty/Woodwinds; Bigger/Brass Loud 
Not Standing Out, Articulation/Style Change Loud, Instruments 
Quiet/Even; Big/Brassy Style 
Light Bounce; Aggressive With Notes Instruments, Loud 
Pizzicato to Heavy Round; Separated Aggressive 
Leggiero; Marcato Staccato 
Mozart-Like; Light Then Louder Marcato/Accented 
Quiet, Woodwinds; Lively/Powerful/Brass Loud 





Soft, Sforzando; Heavy March Loud, Marcato/Accented 
Bouncier/Happier; Aggressive Sound Aggressive 
Light; Heavier, More Uniform Dynamic Heavy/Weighted 
Light to Really Big Loud 
Table 19  
Style F-4 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Heavy Legato  12 (15.00) 
Marcato/Accented  27 (33.75) 
Heavy/Weighted  20 (25.00) 
Loud  20 (25.00) 
Staccato  5 (6.25) 
Instruments  4 (5.00) 
Aggressive  2 (2.50) 
Preparations 
Two gestures were shown to student participants in the category of preparations 
with only one obtaining enough responses to be classified as an emblem in this study. 
Preparations A-1 was a small two-count preparatory gesture signaling performers to 
begin playing on beat one in a fast tempo, staccato and soft. The conductor in the video 
gave two preparatory movements before the downbeat: a smaller passive beat three, then 
an active and larger beat four. All three movements together in the gesture depicted fast, 
staccato, and soft as Sousa’s description indicated. Sousa’s gesture description in this 
case was a combination of several different musical elements for students to describe, 
making it nearly impossible to match every component, so I made the determination if 
students verbalized at least one of the descriptors of the beat, the response was coded as a 




the gesture description of “fast,” “staccato,” “soft,” supporting evidence for Preparations 
A-1 to be an emblem. There were no secondary majority themes that emerged from the 
non-match responses. Of the responses that I judged as non-matched, none were related 
to each other by category. In the video segment portraying Preparations A-3, the 
conductor attempted to communicate to the performers to begin playing on beat four of 
the measure. This description proved to be difficult for student participants to observe 
and articulate without any additional background information besides knowing they were 
looking at a preparation. Only three respondents mentioned the gesture as either beat four 
or a pickup note, netting only a 3.75% recognition rate out of 80 interviewees. However, 
students were mostly accurate (55% of the population) in describing the other 
characteristics of the gestures, such as “legato” and “slow.”  
Table 20  
Preparations A-1 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 76 (95.00%) Staccato and soft 
Light  
Short  





Somewhat Accented  
Little Attack  
Non-Matching Responses  
Deep Breath/Quick Attack Quick 
Mezzo Forte Mezzo Forte 




Table 21  
Preparations A-1 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Staccato and Soft  76 (95.00) 
Note. Of the four other responses, none were similar to each other to build another theme. 
Table 22  
Preparations A-3 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 3 (3.75%) Enter on beat 4 
Pick up  
Non-Matching Responses  
Legato But Fuller Legato/Slur 
Legato, Close to Mezzo Forte Legato/Slur 
Legato Legato/Slur 
Mezzo Piano/Mezzo Forte, Soft Tongue Mezzo Forte/Forte, Legato/Slur 
Smooth, Continuum Legato/Slur 
Quietly, Not Aggressive Articulation Quiet, Legato/Slur 
Legato With More Motion  Legato/Slur 
Smooth/Clear Entrance, Round Tone Legato/Slur 
Heavy Mezzo Forte, Legato Mezzo Forte/Forte, Legato/Slur 
Slow Section, Legato Legato/Slur 
Smooth, Tongue on Front, “Thu” Sound Legato/Slur 
Mezzo Piano/Mezzo Forte, Legato Mezzo Forte/Forte, Legato/Slur 
Medium Dynamic, Not Standing Out Mezzo Forte/Forte 
Play With More Flow Flow 
Legato, Slurs in Opening Legato/Slur 
Graceful, But Loud Dynamic Mezzo Forte/Forte 
Louder, But Still Legato Mezzo Forte/Forte, Legato/Slur 
Not as Strong, Not Impact Yet Light 
More Moving, Still Light, Ballad-Like Light 
Little Louder Mezzo Forte/Forte 
No Start of Playing No Entrance 
Legato Feel Legato/Slur 
Fluid/Connected Legato/Slur, Flow 
Direction, Crescendo Crescendo 





Big Bouncy, Full Air Prep Full Air 
Not as Restrained Full Air 
Smooth, But Mezzo Forte Mezzo Forte/Forte, Legato/Slur 
Smooth But Louder, Freer Mezzo Forte/Forte, Legato/Slur 
Bigger Lead in, Some Growth Mezzo Forte/Forte, Crescendo 
Legato, Start From String Legato/Slur 
Legato But Larger Gestures Legato/Slur 
A Little Louder, Same With Head Motion Mezzo Forte/Forte 
Downbeat More Flowy and Legato Flow, Legato/Slur 
Smooth Entrance, Mezzo Piano, Soft Legato/Slur, Quiet 
Delicately With More Fulness Light 
Long Breath, Start With More Volume Full Air, Mezzo Forte/Forte 
Softer Notes, But Full Quiet, Full Air 
Legato Tongue, Very Smooth Air Legato/Slur 
Emphasizing the And Accent 
Pretty Legato, Not Too Quiet, Smooth Mezzo Forte/Forte, Legato/Slur 
Slow Tune, But With Energy Slow, Energy 
Slowly, Legato “dah-um” Slow, Legato/Slur 
Slow, More Grand, a Little Stronger Slow, Mezzo Forte/Forte 
Leads Into Gentle Feel Without Extra Beats Light 
Legato and Full Legato/Slur, Full Air 
Passage Smooth and Not Over-Blow Legato/Slur 
Mezzo Forte/Mezzo Piano, Connected/Smooth Mezzo Forte/Forte, Legato/Slur 
Normal, Light Normal, Light 
Normal Start Normal 
Mezzo Forte, Growing, Soft Articulation Mezzo Forte/Forte, Legato/Slur 
Add a Little More Articulation to First Note Accent 
Wide, Free, Still Light Full Air, Light 
Slow, Sustained Slow, Full Air 
Somber, Pretty-Sounding Quiet 
Swelling a Lot of Air, Dynamic Crescendo, Full Air 
Enter Together, Moving Breath Support Full Air, Moving 
Not Too Much Attack, A Little Louder Mezzo Forte/Forte, Legato/Slur 
Full Length, More Full in Character Full Air, Tenuto 
Open and Mezzo Forte Mezzo Forte/Forte 
Smoother, Legato Feel Legato/Slur 
Open First Not Present With Round Quality Round 
Entrance From Low Brass Then Flutes Entrance 
Very Gentle, But Louder/Fuller Light, Mezzo Forte/Forte 
Started Slow, Soft Tongue Slow, Legato/Slur 





Relax Into it and Play Relax 
Legato, Really Legato Legato/Slur 
Slow Piece, Really Lyrical Slow, Legato/Slur 
Soft and Slow Slow, Legato/Slur 
A Little More Flow to it Flow 
Legato, but Larger Start Legato/Slur 
Legato Phrasing Legato/Slur 
Slow Piece, Smooth Slow, Legato/Slur 
Table 23  
Preparations A-3 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Enter on beat 4  3 (15.00) 
Legato/Slur  38 (37.50) 
Mezzo Forte/Forte  20 (25.00) 
Full of Air  10 (12.25) 
Slow  8 (10.00) 
Light  7 (8.75) 
Flow  4 (5.00) 
Quite  4 (5.00) 
Crescendo  3 (3.75) 
Normal   2 (2.50) 
Note. 33/80 participants mentioned legato, 47.5%. 
Releases 
Each of the three gestures included in the releases category of the video were 
recognized by greater than 70% of the population and were coded as emblems. Releases 
A was portrayed by the conductor showing a long note ended by a small circular release 
with the baton in the right hand. The gesture description provided in this case was very 
general and simply worded, making it easy for students to identify the movements, 




specific character of the cutoff, from dynamics to note length, and many described what 
to do with the breath. Releases B depicted a downward motion of the baton in a quick 
release gesture, meant to show a final note. Of the sample population, 93.75% of the 
students recognized the release and described the sudden-stop character of the release. 
Interviewees also commented on intensity, accent, and volume solicitation of the gesture. 
Without the benefit of sound in the video clip, it was unclear for respondents to decipher 
whether there was a final note at the end of the gesture or just a sudden release following 
a hold. Both responses in that case were coded as a match. The conductor displayed 
Releases C with a diminuendo release centered in the left-hand fingertips with 92.5% of 
respondents correctly interpreting the intended message in the cutoff. Most participants 
described the tapering character of the release, and many mentioned the pyramid of sound 
cutoff with higher timbre instruments releasing first, leaving the lower instruments to 




Table 24  
Releases A Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 79 (98.75%) Small release 
Soft Cutoff  
Light Release  




Fade Out  
Wanted Ring  
Hold Out  
Drawn Out  
Unaccented/Resonant       
Release  
High to Low Voice  
Release  
Lyrical  
Drug Out  
Push Until End  
Gradual Release  
Full Length  
Smooth  
Non-Matching Response  
Crescendo Crescendo 
Table 25  
Releases B Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 75 (93.75%) Small release 
No Fade Out  













Sharp Release  
Sudden/Short  
Cease Air After  
Forceful  
Aggressive  
No Taper  
Beats Down  
Hard Stop  
No Ring  
Stop Ring  
Quick/Accurate Release  
“Baaaah, Bah”  
Ending Muffle  
Halloween Ending  
Loud Release  
Sforzando Into End of Note  
Crisp/Strict Cut Off  
Button Cutoff  
Cleanly End  
Punch  
Firm  
Uniform Stop  
Forte-Piano Release  
Distinct/Clear  
Non-Matching Responses  
Strong Attack Attack 
Another Note- Forte Forte 
No Growth No Crescendo 
Forte, Then Fermata Forte 




Table 26  
Releases B Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Final Note  75 (93.75) 
Forte  2 (2.50) 
Table 27  
Releases C Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 74 (92.50%) Small release 
Release From Bottom Up  
Dissipates  
Soft/Lifted/Controlled Ending  
Pyramid of Sound  
Vague  
Light  
Let it Die Away  
Disappearance of Playing  
Fading Out  
Arpeggio Ending  




Elongated/Slow Release  
Dying Away  
Linger  
Gentle Release  




Ending Muffle  
Halloween Ending  
Loud Release  
Sforzando Into End of Note  





Button Cutoff  
Cleanly End  
Punch  
Firm  
Uniform Stop  
Forte-Piano Release  
Distinct/Clear  
Non-Matching Responses  
Gentle, Legato Legato, Soft 
Slow, Quiet, Smooth End, No Taper Soft, No Taper 
Holding Fermata, Cuts Off Fermata 
Hold Last Note With Fermata Fermata 
Finale, Grand Grand 
Long Phrase, Release and Relief Long Phrase, Relief 
No Tongue on Release, No Fade Out No Taper 
Slow Section, Legato Legato 
Table 28  
Releases C Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Diminuendo Release  94 (92.50) 
Fermata  2 (2.50) 
No Taper  2 (2.50) 
Soft  2 (2.50) 
Fermatas 
Two different fermatas were shown to student participants. Neither received high 
enough rates of recognition to be classified as an emblem in this study. Fermata A-1 was 
the portrayal by the conductor to keep the right hand in motion during the fermata. Only 
66.25% of the surveyed population positively responded with a verbal description 
matching Sousa’s definition. In my analysis and judgement of this gesture description, I 




some form to make a match. Some of the synonyms used were stretch, glide, elongate, 
and continue. Responses not coded as matches were those that made no mention of 
staying in motion, such as static or no change. Fermata A-2 featured a fermata 
maintaining motion from the conductor, but this time in the left hand. This gesture only 
received a 37.5% recognition rate in the student population interviewed. In his 1988 
multiple-choice test, Sousa utilized this potential emblem to study a viewer’s discernment 
between right- and left-hand stimuli, but only two students in the present study mentioned 
the fact that the gesture specifically took place in the left hand. For Fermata A-2, I 
utilized the same practice for coding from Fermata A-1 using “motion” as the necessary 
principle of the gesture in deciphering student responses for matches. Those answers that 
were matched had similar phraseology to Fermata A-1: “full-length,” “stretch,” “sustain,” 
while the non-match responses generally fixated on dynamics or a lack of motion and/or 
character of the gesture.   
Table 29  
Fermata A-1 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 53 (66.25%) Motion 
Sustain  
Stretch  
Held Out  
Longer Than Written  
Steady  
Glides  
Note Lengths  
Become Long  















Drawn Out  
Leading  
Resonant  
Ending Muffle  
Halloween Ending  
Loud Release  
Sforzando Into End of Note  
Crisp/Strict Cut Off  
Button Cutoff  
Cleanly End  
Punch  
Firm  
Uniform Stop  
Forte-Piano Release  
Distinct/Clear  
Non-Matching Responses  
Static Movement, No Expression Static 
Ending, Smooth, Even, No Character Smooth/Even, Ending 
Ending to Something Ending 
Quiet, Soft Blend, No Dynamic Change Soft, Static 
Quiet, Getting Softer Soft, Diminuendo 
Calm, Piano Soft 
No Dynamic Change Static 
Piano/Mezzo Forte, Delicate Soft 
Airy, Light Sound Light 
Slowly go Slower Slowing 
Directionless Static 
Level, Gentle, No Change in Volume Soft, Static 
Quiet, No Growth Static 
Prepping For Breath Prep 
Not Rolling Through Static 
Solemn, Full-Length, Soft Soft 





Slow Down, Soft Soft, Slowing 
Beat 3, Lightly 4, Then Back to 1 Beat Pattern, Light 
Soft Soft 
Time to Pull Out Until Cutoff  Ending 
Table 30  
Fermata A-1 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Motion  53 (66.25) 
Soft  8 (10.00) 
Static  6 (7.50) 
Slowing  3 (3.75) 
Light  2 (2.50) 
Ending  2 (2.50) 
 
Table 31  
Fermata A-2 Responses 
Response Category 












Non-Matching Responses  
Light-Hearted Light 
Quieter Dynamic, Smooth Ending Soft, Smooth 
Immediate Stop, Ending Movement Ending 






Slows Into Fermata, Not Accented Slowing, Smooth 
Mezzo Piano Soft 
More Instruments Playing, No Pianissimo Ensemble 
Certain People Emphasize, Bring Out Emphasis 
No Dynamic Change, Softer Cut Off Static 
Quieter, One Plane, Didn’t Change Soft, Static 
Calm Static 
Get Quieter Smooth, Soft 
Tame Soft, Smooth 
Quieter Soft 
More Smooth Bow Lift Smooth 
Slows Slowing 
Softer Fermata Soft 
Part of Band Continue Others Hold Ensemble 
Not Much Dynamic Growth Static 
Two Different Fermatas, Two Groups Ensemble 
Very Flat, No Energy, Gentle, Unclear Static, Soft 
Play Soft, Release Before Arrival Soft 
Hold at Same Dynamic Static 
Some People Hold Ensemble 
Subtle, Played Out Note Reserved 
Long Tone Release, Some Instruments Stop Ensemble 
Smooth, Maybe Stop Smooth 
Staying Same Level of Dynamic Static 
No Crescendo, But Anticipate Note Static, Anticipate 
Table 32  
Fermata A-2 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Motion  30 (37.50) 
Soft  10 (12.50) 
Static  7 (7.50) 
Ensemble  5 (6.25) 
Smooth  4 (5.00) 
Reserved  2 (2.50) 





Two ritardandos were tested for student recognition. Both were classified as 
emblems. A third tempo change, an accelerando gesture video clip, was eliminated by the 
judges prior to the student interviews for lack of clarity. Tempo Changes A-2 was a 
ritardando demonstrated by the conductor through decreasing speed and increasing the 
size of the pattern. The ritardando from the video clip was identified by 83.75% of the 
students surveyed. Tempo Changes A-2 was a gradual rather than sudden ritard, so most 
of the non-matched responses mentioned slow, but not slowing of the tempo. Tempo 
Changes B-1 was a more pronounced and dramatic ritardando demonstrated by the 
conductor showing a slowing tempo by adding style characterization of beat pattern with 
a “tenuto style.” The recognition of this gesture from the population was almost identical 
to Tempo Changes A-2, this time 82.5%. Responses that were not matched to the Sousa’s 
description mostly stated other characteristics of the gesture, such as the buildup in 




Table 33  
Tempo Changes A-2 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 67 (83.75%) Ritardando 
Slowing  
Non-Matching Responses  
No Accelerando, Pattern Got Smaller No Accelerando, L’istesso 
Smooth Tempo, Moderate Moderate 
Same Tempo L’istesso 
Ballad Ballad 
Fermata at End Fermata 
Largo to Andante Accelerando 
Moderate Pace, Not Too Slow Moderate 
Generally Slow, a Little Happier, Not Solemn Slow 
Playing With Tempo, Bringing Out Counts Beat Emphasis 
In Slow 4, 80 Beats Per Minute Slow 
On the Slower Side, Not Too Serious Slow 
Clear Pattern, Slow Slow 
Table 34  
Tempo Changes A-2 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Ritardando  67 (83.75) 
Slow  4 (5.00) 
L’istesso  2 (2.50) 




Table 35  
Tempo Changes B-1 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 66 (82.50%) Ritardando/Tenuto 
Slower  
Spread Out  
Rubato  
Heavier and Longer  
Exaggerated Movements  
Non-Matching Responses  
Piece was Ending, Big Finish Ending 
Heavy, Allegro, Slower Heavy, Slow 
Accented, Heavy, Slow Accented, Heavy, Slow 
Slow Getting Louder, Accented Accented, Crescendo, Slow 
Play on Beat, No Tempo Change L’istesso 
Building to Something Intense Crescendo 
Abrupt Tempo Change Subito 
Accelerando Accelerando 
Decrescendo, Pesante Decrescendo, Heavy 
Note Towards End of Tune Ending 
Fast Pace, Allegro Allegro 
Slow, Powerful, Dramatic Slow, Dramatic, Loud 
Table 36  
Tempo Changes B-1 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Ritardando/Tenuto  66 (82.50) 
Slow  3 (3.75) 
Crescendo  2 (2.50) 
Ending  2 (2.50) 
Heavy  2 (2.50) 
Phrasing 
Two gestures were tested for students’ ability to interpret the conductor’s 




interviewees. Phrasing A-1 showed a phrase of two short notes followed by one long note 
(two standard beats then one continuous motion). Of student observers, 80% positively 
identified and described the message of the phrase that was depicted by the conductor. 
Wording of descriptions differed from person to person, but the main response was 
“short, short, long” or some mention of distinction between staccato then legato playing. 
Other responses such as “play through the measure” were not necessarily incorrect but 
lacked the most obvious characterizations of the beat and musical line and were not 
counted as a matched response. Phrasing A-2 consisted of a phrase beginning on beat 
four of a four-beat measure that exhibited a decrease of motion on beat three and increase 
of motion preparing beat four. Myriad terms were received from participants with the 
majority of responses being matched positively to Sousa’s description for this gesture, 
amounting to a 92.5% recognition rate. Synonyms and similar responses that captured the 
effect of the description included “swell,” “build intensity,” “push through,” and others. 
Non-matched responses mentioned tempo or a dynamic, but no volume change.   
Table 37  
Phrasing A-1 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 72 (80.00%) Short–Short–Long 
Stretch the One Beat/Longer Notes  
Slur End of Phrase  
Emphasize Beats  
Accent on 3  
Heavy/Light  
Light/Stretch/Light  








Disconnect Notes/Slur and Connect  
Long Note Sweep  
Connected/Fast, Hand Wave Ends 
Phrase 
 
Gestures for Important Parts  
Tongue/Lean Into  
Pronounced/Slur  





“Bom Bom Bee”  
Pushing on Pushing Movements  
Detached/Connected  
Whole Note on Beat 3  
Playful/Legato  
Sweep/Normal Playing  
Short/Pick up Build to Climax  
Attack/Stretch  
Gentle/Firm Dictation  
Non-Matching Responses  
Play Through Bar Crescendo, Sustain 
Smaller Phrases, Cut Short Fragmented 
Looked Right Then Left for Phrasing Eye Contact 
Not Cutting Off, Want One Phrase Sustain, Connect 
Stay Moving/Flow Without Detaching Connect 
Distinct Beginning and End Form 
Table 38  
Phrasing A-1 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Short–Short–Long  72 (80.00) 
Connect  2 (2.50) 




Table 39  
Phrasing A-2 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 74 (92.50%) Decrease then Increase motion 
Crescendo  
No Breath  
Emphasis Into Phrase  
Connected  
Swell  
No Pause for Breath  
Direction  
Moderate to Big Dynamic  
Small Rise  
Pickup Wanted Oompf Forward  
Flowing Into Downbeat  
Stretched  
4 to 1 Arrival  
Fourth Bar Really Into Next Phrase  
Punch Gesture Play Bigger  
Push Air Through Phrase  
Direction-Driving Force  
Accent Fourth Beat  
Surge of Sound  
Worked Its Way Up  
Subdued, Pickup to Phrase  
Accompany, Bring Melody Out  
Digs In  
Build to Next Thing  
Big Impact  
More Energy  
Big Warm Sound Comes In  
Long Stroke Crescendo  
Climax  
Non-Matching Responses  
Accelerando Into Next Phrase Accelerando 
Legato, Soft Tongue Smooth/Legato 
End of Phrase with Wave of Hand Ending 
Standard Phrase, Breath for Entrance Breath Entrance 
Very Full/Legato Legato, Loud 




Table 40  
Phrasing A-2 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Decrease then Increase Motion  74 (92.50) 
Smooth/Legato  2 (2.50) 
Ending  2 (2.50) 
Judges’ Description 
This category was the culmination of additional gestures outside of the labels and 
descriptions of other conducting movements. The gestures originally became a part of 
Sousa’s (1988) list as suggestions from the pool of judges who tested the reliability of his 
study. I tested four gestures within this category in the present study. Aligning closely 
with the style category, Judges’ Description 1 was the conductor’s portrayal of a soft but 
full and sustained tone by demonstrating a small downbeat combined with large linear 
beats. This gesture left many of the participants confused in both the current study, 
garnering only 66.25%, as well as Sousa’s (1988) study. Because the description of the 
gesture seemingly contradicts itself in the exhibition of styles between “soft” and “full,” 
it was difficult for students to provide consistent responses that would match the intent. 
Some replied with “soft” and “connected,” others “fast” or “mysterious.”  Because of the 
challenge for students to match the description with their interpretations, Judges 
Description 1 was not recognized highly enough to be determined to be an emblem. For 
Judges Description 3, observers were told to look for dynamics again as the conductor 
attempted to show a sudden dynamic change to forte by a decrescendo into the ictus 




“sforzando,” “accent,” “pop,” verbalizing “bah,” or another term of similar effect. The 
very few non-matched answers for Judges Description 3 were those failing to mention 
any dynamic change. Judges Description 5 was connected to the dynamics and phrasing 
categories as the conductor attempted to communicate musical direction or crescendo 
through the use of successive preparatory gestures. Of the surveyed population, 83.75% 
of interviewees recognized and verbalized a response similar to Sousa’s gesture 
description, most referring to successive “accents” or “sfzorandos,” and building the 
dynamic and intensity of the musical line. Some of the non-match responses mentioned 
emphasized notes but failed to verbalize the crescendo demonstrated by the conductor’s 
movements. Judges’ Description 6 was unique because it was an attempt to depict an 
instrumentalist’s tone, specifically communicating vibrato or vibrancy of tone by 
imitating the vibrato hand of a string player. Though several players replied they had 
never seen the gesture used in performance, 72.5% of observers correctly interpreted the 
movement as soliciting vibrato. A few students mentioned that the gesture was being 
aimed at a soloist and would not be conducive to a musical note played on their 
instrument. “Trill” and “tremolo” were common matched responses. Non-match 
responses, though not necessarily inaccurate for the music happening yet not matching 





Table 41  
Judges’ Description 1 Responses 
Response Category 








Notes Linked Together  
Slurred  
Not Short or Long/Normal  
Soft But Building  
Like a Wave  
Quick/Easy  
Non-Accented/Non-Legato  
Tenuto Staccato  
Fast/Quiet/Aggressive  




Less Separation  
Bouncy/Not-Staccato  
Quiet/Kept Phrase Moving  
Non-Matching Responses  
Sticky Sticky 
Fast/Soft Allegro, Soft 
Everything a Little Short Detached 
March-Feel, Not as Big March-Feel 
Really Short, Soft Detached, Soft 
Short Detached 
Quick Allegro 
Keep at Low Level Soft 
March Style March-Feel 
Expressive/Quiet Soft, Expressive 
Marching Band, Keep Track of Beat Tempo 





Importance, Flat-Lined, Set up Melody Static, Anticipatory 
Small, Different Sizes, Quieter Soft 
Quick Entrance, Dies Down Cue, Decrescendo 
Light Horizontal Prep Preparation 
Slight Decrescendo, Missed Entry Decrescendo, Anticipatory 
Low Profile, Quiet Soft 
Note Gets Louder Crescendo 
Small, Quiet, Quick Tempo Soft, Allegro 
Very Low, Soft Piece Soft 
Table 42  
Judges’ Description 1 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Soft but full  53 (66.25) 
Soft  9 (11.25) 
Allegro  3 (3.75) 
Detached  3 (3.75) 
Anticipatory  2 (2.50) 
Crescendo  2 (2.50) 
Decrescendo  2 (2.50) 




Table 43  
Judges’ Description 3 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 77 (96.25) Subito forte 
Surprise Forte  
Abrupt  
Loud Pop  
Big Jump  
Sudden “Bah”  
Large Hit  
Brought Up With Arms  
Big Stinger  
Accent  
Power Suddenly  
Impact  
Mezzo Forte Into Attack  
Big “Dah”  
Quieter, Then Blow  
Non-Matching Responses  
Decrescendo, Clear Abrupt Cutoff Decrescendo, Cutoff 
Rock-Skip Motion Separation 
Crescendo, Then Cutoff Crescendo, Accent 
Table 44  
Judges’ Description 3 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Subito Forte  77 (96.25) 




Table 45  
Judges’ Description 5 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 67 (83.75) Crescendo 
Forward Push Energy  
Ramps Up  
Building  
Non-Matching Responses  
Sforzando and Forte-Pianos Accent 
Forte Throughout Forte 
Forte-Pianos and Sforzandos Accent 
Accent Notes Accent 
Mixed Meter, Emphasize Accents Mixed Meter, Accent 
Strong Downbeat, First and Third Beats Emphasize Beats 
Emphasize 4, then 2, 2, 2, 2 Emphasize Beats 
Giving Which Notes to Dig/Accent on Emphasize Beats 
Mezzo Forte Decrescendo, then Sudden Power Decrescendo, Subito Forte 
Mezzo Forte, Then Forte Forte 
Mezzo Piano, Sforzandos on and off Soft, Accent 
Brisk March Allegro, March-Like 
Strict in Time, Then Accent With Volume Accent, Strict Tempo 
Table 46  
Judges’ Description 5 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Crescendo  67 (83.75) 
Accent  6 (7.50) 
Emphasize Beats  3 (3.75) 




Table 47  
Judges’ Description 6 Responses 
Response Category 
Matching Responses n = 58 (72.5%)  
Trill Vibrato 
Tremolo  
Imitate String Players  
Non-Matching Responses  
Want Full note Values, Resonate Full/Tenuto, Resonate 
Well-Centered Tone, Strength Centered Forte 
Smooth, Separate Phrase, Crescendo Smooth, Crescendo 
Soft, Energetic Soft, Energy 
Smoothly Smooth 
More From Strings, Strong Fermata Strings, Forte, Fermata 
Thinking About Tone Tone 
Wants Firm, Less Tone, Strong Firm, Forte 
Open, Stressed, But Open Throat Stressed, Open 
Resonate More, Bring Out Resonate, Bring Out 
Full, Round Heavy Accents, Not Edgy/Sharp Round, Full, Heavy 
Big Phrases, Smooth, Connected Smooth, Forte 
Violin Thing Strings 
Play Full Sound, Focused on Soloist Forte, Full, Soloist 
More Expression, Hold Out, Graceful Express/Grace, Sustain 
Darker But Strong Forte, Dark 
More of Beats at Points Emphasis 
Bring it Out More, Smooth, Open Smooth, Bring Out, Open 
Rubato on Sustained, More Shape Rubato, Sustain, Shape 
Table 48  
Judges' Description 6 Response Frequency by Theme 
Theme n (%) 
Vibrato  58 (72.5) 
Forte  7 (8.6) 
Smooth  4 (5.0) 
Full  3  (3.8) 
Bring out  2  (2.5) 
Open  2  (2.5) 
Strings  2  (2.5) 




Affect Display Results 
After watching all the gesture excerpts, ten affect displays were demonstrated in 
the final segments of the conducting video to all of the 80 student participants. Like the 
video featuring conducting gestures, there was no sound on any of the clips. Students 
viewed an average of three to five seconds of video of the director’s face while 
conducting a musical passage. Each video segment was followed by a subsequent still 
frame of the facial expression in question on the video as a reminder to the student of the 
primary emotion or most defining point of the affect display. Participants were asked 
from the script how they interpreted the facial expression of the conductor and how they 
would respond on their instrument. Verbal responses of the students were gathered 
through handwritten notes and catalogued based on the emotion and/or musical message 
communicated per clip. Students utilized a variety of musical and nonmusical terms as 
they described the facial expressions they watched on the screen. In compiling the data, I 
connected synonyms and closely related terms or emotions into collective themes. I 
tallied the top three themes for each affect display by number of responses from 




Table 49  
Affect Displays- Top Three Response Themes 
Facial Expression Primary Response Secondary Response Tertiary Response 
1 Attention/Anticipation Light/Airy Happy/Cheerful 
2 Strong/Loud Heavy/Dig In Marcato/Accented 
3 Light/Graceful Smooth/Connected Soft/Ballad 
4 Staccato/Separated Aggressive/Strong Accent/Emphasis 
5 Quiet/Withheld Warm Breath/Support Connecting/Lyrical 
6 Crescendo/Building Confident/Focused Forte/Full 
7 Attention/Anticipation Quiet/Held Back Nervous/Cautious 
8 Forte/Powerful Serious/Angry Accent/Marcato 
9 Loud/Strong Climax/Arrival Crescendo/Build Up 
10 Joyful/Playful Bouncy/Dance-like Light/Grazioso 
When recording the video segments, the conductor utilized natural and unplanned 
facial expressions throughout the process. Student responses were therefore intended to 
be useful for conductors’ awareness of messages being conveyed to and interpreted by 
ensemble members, but not in reference or comparison to the conductor’s intended 
message at the time of performance in any particular affect display. Tables 49 through 58 
show the resulting themes of student responses. Themes were derived from the data based 
on similarity between at least two responses. 
Facial Expression 1 
In the video segment for Facial Expression 1, some of the characteristics the 
conductor depicted with his face were highly raised eyebrows, a slightly closed-mouth 
smile, and steady direct eye contact with ensemble members. The number one response 
of interviewees as the interpretation of this affect display with 27.5% of students 
responding was a combination of soliciting ensemble members’ attention and awareness, 




mentioned by 22.5% of students. The third most prevalent theme mentioned by 18.75% 
of students was happy, cheerful, inviting, joyful, or courteous.   
Figure 1  
Facial Expression 1 
 
Table 50  
Facial Expression 1 Themes 



















Facial Expression 2 
This affect display consisted of a lowering of the conductor’s chin and head, 
accompanied by a downward pointing of the corners of the mouth. The mouth depicted 
an overall frown expression. The conductor’s eyebrows were furrowed during the display 
and his eyes connected with one particular section in the ensemble before and after the 
facial expression. The highest rated theme of this affect display by 32% of respondents 
was strong and loud, and another 30% mentioned “heavy” or “dig in” as the message of 
the conductor’s face. An additional 30% of the interviewees centered their interpretation 
on articulation and note length responding specifically with “marcato,” “accented,” and 
“separated.” Connecting the top three majority responses, this facial gesture connoted 
heavy volume and attack, with much depth of sound, and was likely aimed at the bass end 
of the ensemble.  
Figure 2  





Table 51  
Facial Expression 2 Themes 
Responses by Theme n 
Strong/Loud/Forte/Fortissimo/Oompf/Big/Power/Full 26 
Heavy/Dig in/Concentrated 24 
Marcato/Punchy/Fat/Accented/Separated/March/Stab/Staccato/Bouncy 24 
Aggressive/Harsh/Fierce/Forceful/Authoritative/Angry/Gritty/Intense 20 
To Brass/Bass/Lower Voices/Timpani 16 
Regal/Stately/Confident/Bold/Wagner-Style/Gusto 9 
Dark/Serious 8 
Not Angry/Not Mean 3 
Whole/Rounded/Open 2 
Facial Expression 3 
Facial Expression 3 depicted raised eyebrows in a mournful expression. The 
conductor’s mouth was closed in a slight frown, jaw slightly open, and eyes slightly 
closed and fixed on the ensemble. The video segment began with more intense and wide 
eyes in the conductor that then relaxed into a more soulful expression over one or two 
seconds. The number one response by 41.25% of the student population was light and 
graceful, with 28.75% answering smooth and connected. Another 17.5% of respondents 
mentioned a soft dynamic in the form of a ballad. The lift in eyebrows with eyes more 
relaxed and closed was seen by the majority of the student responses as attributes of 




Figure 3  
Facial Expression 3 
 
Table 52  
Facial Expression 3 Themes 






Arc/Direction/Peak/End of Phrase 7 
Crescendo/Rising/Leading/Drawing Sound/Lifting 5 
Slow  5 
Sustain/Suspension 4 
Expressive 3 
Movement/Phrase Moving/Flowing 3 
Diminuendo 2 
Open 2 
Facial Expression 4 
In this expression, the conductor portrayed in an intense, focused display, 
characterized by furrowed eyebrows a straight and serious mouth in a slight frown, flat 




the affect display of the face, but movement of the head and eyes toward different 
sections of the ensemble in quick, sharp movements that further demonstrated intensity as 
part of the emotional and musical message. Results showed 47.5% of interviewees 
responded with “staccato,” “separated,” or another synonym as the primary message of 
the affect display supporting the picture. From the participants, 30% remarked that face 
expression displayed intensity, concentration, and energy, while 25% centered responses 
on accents and downbeat emphasis.   
Figure 4  
Facial Expression 4 
 
Table 53  
Facial Expression 4 Themes 
Responses by Theme n 
Staccato/Articulated/Separated/Detached/Bouncy/Short/Pointed 38 
Intense/Precise/Concentrated/Energetic/Focused/Agitated/Direct 24 
Accent/Punch/Downbeat Emphasis/March/Marcato/Jabby/Strong 20 
Mysterious/Curious/Creeping/Dangerous/Spooky/Cautious/Dark/Scary 18 
Attention/Anticipating/Attentive/Alert/Awareness 7 







Volume/Building Volume 3 
Not Loud/Piano 2 
Facial Expression 5 
During this portion of the video clip, the conductor depicted high eyebrows with 
the eyes mostly closed in a soft glance toward ensemble members. The conductor’s lips 
began in the video with an open breath, then closed into a neutral mouth expression. The 
jaw remained very open but with the lips shut and the cheeks flattened. “Quiet,” 
“withheld,” and other similar terms contributed to the number one theme by 31.25% of 
the student population. Descriptions of the breath, such as “breath support,” “deep 
breath,” or “warm air” were the second-most-popular theme mentioned by 28.75% of 
students. Finally, 18.75% of students interpreted “lyrical” and “connected” as their 
responses to this affect display.   
Figure 5  





Table 54  
Facial Expression 5 Themes 
Responses by Theme n 
Quiet/Low/Soft/Sneaky/Not Overplayed/Mellow/Withheld/Medium 25 
Warm Breath/Breath Entrance/Use More Air/Deep Breath/Warm Air 23 
Continuous/Connected/Long Notes/Smooth/Legato/Lyrical/Little Attack 15 
Chordal/Singing/Operatic/Lovely/Rich/Resonant/Expressive/Melodic 15 
Somber/Sorrowful/Solemn/Longing/Sad/Dark/Submission 14 
Open/Mouth Shape/Throat Open/Round/Open Tone/Whole/Oh Shape 12 
Calm/Peaceful/Delicate/Sensitive/Gentle/Sweet 10 
Light/Not Much Weight/Bare 6 
Fluid/Lifting Off Notes/Phrasing 4 
Thinking/Pensive/Inward/Cautious/Tentative 5 
Slow/Settling Down 3 
Full 2 
Facial Expression 6 
During this excerpt the conductor displayed a shifting of the mouth dramatically 
to one side of the face with the corner of the lips leading in an upwards direction.  The 
lips were neither smiling or frowning, the chin was slightly bunched, and one cheek was 
slightly inflated with air. The conductor’s stare was direct with furrowed eyebrows and 
eyes slightly squinted. In the movement of the face leading into the affect display, the 
eyebrows ascended into a climactic arrival point. This affect display had a wider response 
rate than others and smaller coalescing around central themes. Of the student observers, 
26.25% stated that the face depicted the message to grow or crescendo, with 13.75% 
saying confident or focused. As the third-most-prevalent theme, 12.5% mentioned loud, 




Figure 6  
Facial Expression 6 
 
Table 55  
Facial Expression 6 Themes 
Responses by Theme n 
Crescendo/Builds/Swelling/Growing/Stretching/Accentuating/Ramp Up 21 
Confident/Strong Emotion/Male/Grandiose/Festive/Focused/Energy 11 
Wide Tone/Forte/Deep/Full/Heaving/Brassy/Push From Low/Bright 10 
Smug/Cauky/Attitude/Personality/Character/Sly/Pride/Tricky/Quirky 9 
Heavy Emphasis on Beat/Add Weight/Dig/Digging in 8 
Tension/Angst/Build up Intensity 8 
Finale/Climax/Big Impact 6 
Decrescendo/Backed Off/Back to Normal/Becomes Soft 5 
Playful/Not Serious/Mischievous/Not Rigid/Silly/Whimsical 5 
Resolve/Release/Back to Normal 5 
Wrong Note/Wonky Chord/Error/Bad Note 5 
Connected/Slur/Not Much Attack/Tenuto 4 
Minor Chord/Twisted Chord/Crunchy Chord 3 
Facial Expression 7 
In Facial Expression 7, the conductor exhibited extremely high eyebrows with 
very wide eyes open. Most of the rest of the face was neutral; the lips of the mouth were 




affect display, the conductor was laterally moving his head side to side from section to 
section. The highest response of the population (30%) to this facial expression mentioned 
the affect display solicited “attention” or “anticipation.” The second-highest-response 
with 17.5% of participants, described the affect display as a “quiet” or “held back.” The 
third-greatest response generated by 15% of interviewees was a general nervousness or 
cautiousness on the part of the conductor that was passed on to the ensemble.   
Figure 7  





Table 56  
Facial Expression 7 Themes 
Responses by Theme n 
Attention/Anticipation/Awareness/Listening/Careful/Leading/Focused 24 
Quiet/Held Back/Piano/Subdued 14 
Nervous/Cautious/Fear/Timid/Anxiety/Hesitant/Exposed/On-Edge 12 
Mysterious/Timid/Dissonance/Drama/Daunting/Secrecy/Haunting 11 
Incorrect Notes/Something Wrong/Missed Cue/Problem/People Lost 10 
Building up/Crescendo Slightly/Grow in Sound 9 
Tone/Intonation/Out of Tune 8 
Light/Ghosty/Airy 6 
Flute/Clarinet/Cue/Soloist/Passing Melody 5 
Slow/Less Movement/Little Motion/Suspended/Longer/Slow Entrances 5 
Displeasure/Death Stare/Provoking/Too Loud/Serious 4 
Wonder/Amazement/Surprise 4 
Intense/Quiet Tension 4 
Not Stressed/Legato/Lyrical 3 
Resolution 2 
Facial Expression 8  
The conductor exhibited a stern mouth with lips flat, corners back slightly, and 
the chin raised in Facial Expression 8.  His stare was straight and focused into the 
ensemble, and his eyebrows were furrowed forward with a little wrinkling of skin in 
between.  Of the observers, 46.25% associated the affect display with a forte sound and 
powerful. Another 33.75% described the message they received as “serious,” “angry,” or 
“aggressive,” while 20% focused on the articulations of notes being played from that face 




Figure 8  
Facial Expression 8 
 
Table 57  
Facial Expression 8 Themes 
Responses by Theme n 
Forte/Powerful/Strong/Full/Energy/Bold/Firm/Big/Bombastic/Umpf 37 
Serious/Stern/Militaristic/Marching/Royal/Angry/Fierce/Determined 27 
Accent/Marcato/Strong Attacks/Harsh Attacks/Jabby/Emphasis 16 
Confident/Gusto/Bravado/Pompous/Grandioso/Smug/Stately/Impactful 14 
Heavy/Dig in/Anchored/Weight 12 
Separated/Short/Articulated/Beat/Bounce 7 
Attention/Cuing/Unity/Together 4 




Facial Expression 9 
This facial expression occurred musically at the very end of a loud climax of the 
third movement of Holst’s Second Suite in F, The Hammersmith. The conductor’s face 
was fully animated with raised eyebrows, intensely wide eyes, open mouth as if he were 




response for this gesture was 38.75% of participants describing the display as “loud,” 
“strong,” “full” or another synonym thereof. The second highest theme received 25% and 
detailed the facial expression as “showing finality,” “arrival,” or “resolution.” An 
additional 20% specified the face showed a dynamic build to the finish.   
Figure 9  
Facial Expression 9 
 
Table 58  
Facial Expression 9 Themes 
Responses by Theme n 
Forte/Loud/Strong/Shout/Big Notes/Rips/Full Sound/Bring Out 31 
Finality/Last Notes/Arrival/Stinger/Strong Cutoff/Climax/Resolution 20 
Crescendo/More Sound/Build up/Grow 16 
Excited/Energy/Enthusiasm/Exploding/Angry/Bright/Intensity/Pushing 15 
Accent/Forte-Piano/Pronounce Note/Emphasis/Heavy Attack/Sforzando 12 




Long Notes/Sustained Chords/Resonance 3 
Surprise/Sudden Loud/Abrupt 3 
Demanding/Expressing Intent 2 




Facial Expression 10 
The final affect display was taken from the last movement of Holst’s Second Suite 
in F, “Fantasia on the Dargason” as the conductor portrayed the beginning Clarinet solo 
in 6/8 time. The conductor’s eyebrows were raised with the eyes wide and centered into 
the Clarinet section, but his glance was more relaxed than focused or direct. The mouth 
was closed in a half-smile with the corners of the lips pulled back. The video also 
portrayed some bouncing head movement from right to left that influenced and enhanced 
the message broadcast by the face. The majority of participants (55%) remarked how the 
expression appeared to be “joyful” and “playful,” while 37.5% commented that the style 
by recognizing a “bouncy” and “dance-like” expression. Another 35% of respondents 
mentioned the face depicted “lightness” or “buoyancy” in the musical line.   
Figure 10  





Table 59  
Facial Expression 10 Themes 




Fast/Runs/Moving Forward/Quick/Lively/Free-Flowing 11 
Short/Spiccato/Separated/Staccato 10 
Informal/Not Serious/Nonchalant 5 
March/Accented 3 
Passionate/Expressive/Pretty 3 
Quietly/Not Too Loud 2 
Serious 2 
Considerations and Limitations 
Soliciting short-answer verbal descriptions from student observers was 
illuminating and ultimately more naturalistic than a multiple-choice test, but the method 
involved some limitations that affected a portion of the data being recorded. Because the 
students had the extra step of verbalizing a response after seeing a gesture in lieu seeing 
the gesture or facial expression and immediately applying the message to performance 
physically, their responses may have been impeded or even misrepresented, based on 
their searching for the correct term to speak. Even though a verbal response may not have 
coded as a match to the description of a potential emblem, for example, the student’s 
reception and interpretation might have been identical to the description if they were to 
perform it directly on their instruments.   
In the testing of potential emblems, despite instructions provided to give an open-
ended but short-answer response, most of the observers ended up giving full descriptions 




category. In some instances, students would over-describe five or six things about the 
movement, forgetting about the most obvious and intended gesture, even after being 
given the musical element for which to look. Some of the non-matched responses I 
suspect were not the result of students not understanding the conductor’s intent, but that 
they forgot to mention the primary message amidst all the other descriptions they 
provided.   
In another regard, the students’ verbal responses were sometimes short of what 
they were trying to explain from the thoughts in their heads. For instance, I could tell 
from their body language and expressions that a student meant to say “crescendo,” but 
could not find the right words to describe it. Some students were very articulate, easily 
describing what they saw while others struggled. It was tempting to stray from the 
interview protocol in order to assist students who struggled to articulate their thoughts. 
However, to maintain accuracy in reporting, the results of the study indicate what 
students actually said, not what may have been inferred by their body language. Another 
trend I noticed was students would often quote musical or rehearsal instruction they had 
heard repeatedly from their instrumental teachers and professors. Again, because the 
student was activating a verbal response to the stimuli, their brains would recall pre-
loaded responses from what they have heard in rehearsals from conductors, such as 
“pyramid of sound” or “warm breath” which may or may not directly reflect what the 
conductor was portraying.   
Regarding affect displays, given just a few seconds of video, many respondents 




exhaustive list of facial expressions, I attempted to capture an individual frame when the 
conductor was particularly expressive so that students could center their focus after they 
saw the brief video. Undoubtedly, there were many other emotions, messages, and 
observations depicted by the conductor that were not reported by students during the 
describing of his affect displays. I believe I have made the best scholarly attempt to 
capture as much interpretation as possible in isolating one moment of each of the ten 
depictions.   
Upon reflection regarding the wide variety of responses received, it might have 
been more prudent for me to give more refined classification for observers to anticipate 
gestural meaning, for example, the subcategories of articulations or note lengths could be 
derived out of the style category. Furthermore, in the categories of preparations and 
fermatas, instead of just asking them what they thought of the gesture, I could have asked 
more specifically about the characteristics of the beat pattern, dynamics, or other stylistic 
elements.  
Summary 
Overall, collegiate musicians were able to positively identify the majority of 21 
gestures commonly taught in conducting textbooks (76%). In the process of identifying 
the primary message in a conductor’s gesture, students used diverse terms and analogies 
showing the rich description and variety possible. Participants in the study repeated 
terminology they had heard from their conductors’ verbal instruction as well as other 
references from their own musical experiences. Additionally, while watching one gesture 




subjects. For instance, while describing phrasing, students commented on dynamics, 
tempo, and other topics as part of the same response. In their feedback from the 
conductor’s affect displays, students perceived both musical and emotional information 
about the musical passage. Data retrieved from student responses support research on the 
importance of direct eye contact from the conductor (Dan, 2005). In the results, there 
were some movements of the conductor’s body and face that left the observer confused 
and guessing about the intent. In these occurrences, the resulting themes covered a 







Nonverbal communication is a relevant topic in many subjects and fields of study. 
While the principal purpose of music performance is the creation and combination of 
sounds and aural interplay, nonverbal communication can be a key contributor and 
effective means for portraying musical concepts and ideas from conductor to 
instrumentalist (Byo & Austin, 1994; Trevino, 2008). People inside and outside of music 
performance wonder about the role of the conductor, and researchers in past studies have 
sought to analyze the meaning and effectiveness of gestures. Wis (2008) described the 
role of conductor as a conduit meant to serve musicians, the music itself, and the 
listeners. As a music educator, the conductor has the ability to show the musicians 
“where to ‘go’ musically and expressively speaking. They teach through their words, 
their gesture, their passion and their pedagogy” (p. 71). Conducting gestures and 
techniques vary from individual to individual in music institutions across the world based 
on physical characteristics and stylistic approach, but also by how conductors are trained 
to use nonverbal communication.  
In Ekman and Friesen’s (1978) study of emblems, culture, and context were 
identified as indisputable contributors to the encoding and decoding of emblems. Sousa 
(1988) concluded the musical conducting emblems he discovered were not universally 
understood or interpreted on sight but were recognizable amongst the culture or group of 
people with a common background. In this instance, the shared culture was the music 




conductor. In the field of instrumental music ensemble performance, while 
demographics, tradition, practice, and performance conditions differ location to location, 
there is a shared musical culture of nonverbal communication. It is common for 
conducting students to emerge from their educational experiences utilizing gestures 
learned through modeling their professors. Not only might their movements look the 
same as their mentors, but students probably share their teacher’s philosophies and 
imitate their modalities of rehearsing. Even within this shared culture, though, there are 
differences in how nonverbal movements are understood by performers in an ensemble. 
Based on the results of the current study, I will provide analysis of the perspectives of 
what people think of commonly taught conducting gestures and naturally occurring facial 
expressions, to the enlightenment and betterment of conducting education. This 
knowledge will help music educators understand how conducting can be a tool for greater 
empowerment, engagement, passion, and individual fulfillment for the performers of all 
backgrounds they have the opportunity and responsibility to lead. 
Emblems Analysis by Category 
Of the pool of 21 gestures tested in the present study, 16 were determined to be 
emblems (76%), compared to Sousa (1988), who determined 15 (71%). Through the 
interview method of data collection in the present study, it was my experience in listening 
to their responses that participants would sometimes completely bypass mentioning the 
most obvious message of the gesture because they were too busy listing off all of the 
characteristics of what they saw, despite having been given the category from which they 




showed the conductor give a very dramatic ritardando. The majority of observers noted 
the ritard, but several others replied heavy, crescendo, slow, or the ending of a piece but 
failed to mention any kind of slowing of the tempo. Regardless of whether a student 
response was coded as a match, the data provided were informative reflections of what 
musicians think and feel from a conductor’s gestures.  
The individual gestures identified as emblems were not identical between the 
present study and Sousa’s (1988). Only 12 of the 21 gestures (57%) were positively 
identified in both studies as emblems. Possible explanations for variance of which 
gestures were recognized highly enough to be emblems include the differences in how 
the conductor on each video portrayed the individual gestures as well as differences in the 
methods for gathering the responses from students. In Sousa’s study, the observers were 
allowed to use the process of elimination to come up with the correct response on a 
multiple-choice test while students in the present study verbalized the thoughts from their 
own interpretations with only the category of musical element provided for assistance. 
Dynamics 
Each of the four gestures within the category of dynamics were correctly 
interpreted by more than 70% recognition the participants. These results coincided with 
the combined results of two of the introductory questions where 30 out of 80 students 
(37.5%) stated the conductor’s portrayal of dynamics was their primary role and most 
appreciated movement. In Hunsberger and Ernst’s (1983) The Art of Conducting, 
instructions for expressing dynamics begin in chapter two, showing dynamics as one of 




Consequently, I believe the high rates of recognition in this category by respondents are 
indicative of that simplicity to perform and ease of interpreting dynamic gestures. The 
essential messages of Sousa’s (1988) descriptions of the four gestures were loud, soft, 
decrescendo, and suddenly loud, making it simple for students to anticipate, recognize, 
decipher, and describe. Dynamics are a frequent topic of direct instruction covered by 
band directors, so the responses were likely easy to access in the students’ minds based 
upon their rehearsal experiences.   
Though the match rates were high for this category (98.75%, 92.5%, 86.25%, and 
90%), several students at the interview sites did not provide the correct description for 
each of the dynamic gestures. Non-matched responses to the gesture description typically 
mentioned other musical elements but ignored the overall dynamic or dynamic change. 
Style, articulation, and tempo were some of the responses students provided in lieu of the 
dynamic or dynamic movement. Part of this explanation may be that some students 
expected to see a dynamic displayed in another way. 
There are many more methods and techniques that show dynamics. I chose simple 
gestures to use in this study. The gesture descriptions utilized in this study mentioned 
nothing about openness of the chest, use of the fingers, height of vertical plane, or use of 
the horizontal and sagittal plane, not to mention the effects any displays and gaze of the 
face would encourage. However, the high rates of recognition in this study corroborate 
Sousa’s (1988) findings that student musicians are likely to be able to interpret a 





Two out of three gestures within the style category were determined to be 
emblems, corresponded with recognition rates of Sousa’s (1988) descriptions. In 
demonstrating a staccato with small rebound, Style C-2 was recognized and articulated 
correctly by 75% of the student observers.  Surprisingly, there were 13 students who said 
the exact opposite of the intended meaning of the gesture. Instead of “detached,” the 
students reported “tenuto,” “gentle,” or “sustained.” In considering the reasons why this 
gesture solicited several responses of the exact opposite intention of the gesture, it must 
be considered how musical terms and definitions do not necessarily line up with what an 
observer decodes. It may seem unusual for a student to interpret a musical passage as 
legato when watching a conductor exhibit small rebound staccato gesture. However, in 
the case such as this of an interpretation that is opposite to the conductor’s intended 
message, this is an example of a contrary reading from Stuart Hall’s reception theory 
(Cook, 2009). As the participants played the role of producer watching the stimuli, they 
created their own version and impact of what they observed based on their own 
judgements. They may have ignored the dominant reading of what others thought as short 
and separated or focused on another facet of the video which they interpreted as sustained 
and connected. In either case, observers created their own interpretation which varied 
greatly from the dominant or expected reading.   
In Style D-1 results supported this gesture as another emblem, receiving 77.5% 
recognition by the students. The challenge when deciphering the results of this gesture 




“heavy” but did not denote anything about the front end of the note specifically. Marcato 
is defined by terminology such as marked, emphasized, or stressed. The word “heavy” 
implies weight and note-length but not necessarily accented or marked. To have solicited 
more of a marcato response in this particular video clip, I think the conductor could have 
added greater clarity by adding more momentum into movements leading to each of the 
downbeats. Overall, students recognized the gesture and likely would have been able to 
uniformly perform repeated accented attacks with a lot of body of sound in the note 
lengths based on what they perceived from the conductor.    
Style F-4 was an example of a gesture creating confusion in the observers where 
what they saw did not equal the gesture description the conductor intended. In theory, 
heavy and legato demonstrated in a low plane should have been more readily recognized 
by the population. In both the present study and Sousa’s (1988) study, though, only 14% 
and 15% of the respective populations recognized and matched up the description to the 
video. In the current study, if I were to eliminate legato as part of the description, 87.5% 
of the students recognized it as heavy, and it would have been coded as an emblem. 
However, it would appear that the combination of heavy and legato is not as easy to 
depict as conductors may have previously thought. To exaggerate the legato component 
of the gesture, one solution might be to widen the gesture on the horizontal plane to show 
more length in addition to the weight. Another consideration in the low recognition rates 
was the quick tempo of the clip portrayed to demonstrate the gesture. A slower passage 
may have been more conducive to demonstrate heavy and legato in retrospect. Since Style 




the population that did not clearly describe one side of the gesture before or after the 
change. For example, some students mentioned marcato, but made no mention of light 
style that preceded it in the clip.  
Another consideration of the non-match responses in all the style gestures was the 
broadness of the category itself. Style encompasses articulations, note lengths, rhythm, 
and other elements. If a student in this particular exercise had one stylistic idea in mind 
but saw something demonstrating a different element of style, they may not have 
recognized or articulated the intended message of the conductor. As with Hall’s reception 
theory (Cook, 2009), this interpretation indicated either a negotiated or contrary reading 
of the conductor’s movements based on the participants’ personalized response and 
variance from what the conductor was intending to depict. This assessment has practical 
implications as well. With so many musical elements that can be demonstrated visually to 
affect a soundscape, musicians may occasionally or often miss the primary message of a 
conductor’s intended gesture in favor of another element they perceive in the movements.  
Preparations 
The success of a preparatory gesture is a combination of speed, direction, and 
position of the hands as well as a conductor’s breath and eye contact giving performers 
confidence to begin playing. Though Preparations A-1 and A-3 did not test students’ 
reactions to the face and breath specifically, the results show students were cognizant and 
watched how the conductor breathed to help them begin playing. Students also showed 
the ability to recognize stylistic characteristics of the preparatory beats and describe how 




the stylistic features of the gestures. Preparations A-3 would have had a higher 
recognition rate, but the description specified the identification of beat 4, and students 
were not prompted to watch for a specific beat. Students instead identified the 
preparatory gesture as slow legato, which was also accurate, but not a match to the 
conductor’s primary message. 
Releases 
Participants in the study were instructed to watch for releases of a note prior to 
viewing the three potential emblems. Due to the simplified nature of the descriptions in 
this category, each of the three gestures were recognized and coded as emblems. In 
response to each of the gestures, students gave deeper descriptions from what they 
observed of the character of each release, including volume, crescendo or diminuendo, 
and length.  The conductor demonstrated Releases A (97.5% recognition) with exact, 
smooth, and small movements to demonstrate the small circular release. The results of 
student interpretations in this instance show that observers of a conductor are sensitive 
even to the smallest movements of the baton and are overwhelming able to decode “soft” 
and “light” from a release in this fashion.   
The conductor exhibited the opposite form of stimulus in Releases B, showing 
very strong and marked beats, then an accented and sustained note, followed by a very 
quick and sharp release. Sousa’s gesture description was not that specific, however, with 
quick release and downward motion being the key descriptors. Because of the many ways 
to describe a strong, abrupt release, this gesture received the highest amount of matched 




phraseology of the responses was diverse, the results to this clip show the vast majority of 
students clearly understood the intent of the conductor’s message of the quick cutoff. 
Surprisingly, only 73% of the population in Sousa’s study recognized the gesture. In the 
present study, perhaps the ability for observers to openly describe their interpretation 
helped them work their way to explain the intent of the conductor, whereas in a multiple-
choice test, the categories and definitions were much narrower.   
During the Releases C portion of the video, the conductor demonstrated a 
diminuendo release with the fingertips of the left hand, but also invoked other musical 
themes, such as balance and blend in the release. Seven students specifically mentioned 
the pyramid of sound in the release, with the bass instruments being the last sounds 
lingering. The interpretation of this gesture shows one example of how a visual stimulus 
can trigger a previously received verbal instruction (staggered release of instruments) 
from past music directors in the students’ minds, preparing them to respond to this form 
of release. It is unlikely a student would have known to do a tapered ensemble release 
simply by watching fingers on a hand close without some prior association. Two 
observers said the opposite, mentioning specifically they witnessed no taper or fade, 
again showing there is not a universal understanding still of gestures that appear to be 
prevalent across a collegiate music student population.   
Fermatas 
Neither of the fermata gestures were recognized at a high enough rate to be 
deemed an emblem in the present study. One peculiarity I noticed in both these gestures 




demonstrations of the fermatas, yet in both instances, at least six students described the 
gestures as static. Both Green (1981) and Rudolph (1950) recommended keeping the 
baton or opposite hand in motion to sustain the sound during a fermata in most instances. 
Green provided one exception, saying it was sometimes appropriate to show a complete 
“freeze” on a silent fermata. However, when wind players are performing a fermata and 
watching a conductor pull the baton through space, that generally is considered helpful in 
showing performers to keep air flowing and a sustained note moving dynamically in one 
direction or another. It is curious some students chose the word static, possibly meaning 
no dynamic change was intended on part of the conductor.   
In Sousa’s (1988) study, both fermata gestures were coded as emblems. Since the 
students were able at that time to choose the descriptions of the fermatas from a multiple-
choice test, there was no opportunity to focus on other facets of the conductor’s 
movements, such as dynamics, tempo, or ensemble synchronization. Going beyond the 
analysis of whether the responses matched the gesture description, it was informative to 
hear how many different musical elements were mentioned in response to the visual 
stimulus of a fermata. Responses for both fermata gestures ranged from breathing, to 
energy, dynamics, articulation, tone, phrasing, and emotion behind the music. This shows 
that in a gesture such as fermata, the conductor consciously or unconsciously uses 
subcategories to give a visual representation of the various aspects of the music.   
Tempo Changes 
I tested two ritardandos for emblematic properties in the present study. Student 




however, neither of these gestures were positively tested to be emblems, receiving only 
43.6% and 33% recognition. I am not sure the reason for the disparity in results in this 
particular category without having seen the conducting video for these two segments at 
the time of the study. In Sousa’s study, the most common alternative responses for the 
ritardandos were either a crescendo or showing of “legato style.” In the case of the 
current study, I provided the category description of Tempo Changes before each video 
clip so students might have had a greater chance of anticipating some kind of slowing or 
accelerando in the beat pattern. Both of the gestures tested in the present study had only 
13 to 14 non-match responses, generally mentioning slow but not slowing, or dynamics 
and heaviness. The majority of instrumentalists were cognizant of the conductor’s tempo 
from watching the beat pattern and were able to recognize and follow slowing 
movements. 
Phrasing 
The category of phrasing included subcategories of dynamics, style, articulation, 
note length, and other descriptors in the portrayal of a musical line. Student observers 
were successful mostly in discerning “short, short, long” of Phrasing A-1, showing 
evidence as an emblem; however, the combining of musical elements in this form showed 
responses that were more disparate. For example, some students mentioned “sustain” but 
nothing about shortness or detached notes. In the non-matched responses, students likely 
fixated on one singular aspect of the gesture in the video without seeing the overall 
picture of the line. Similarly, in Phrasing A-2, students watched the conductor combine 




gave accurate and comprehensive descriptions, many saying not to breathe in the phrase, 
but several commented simply about smoothness in the line. This finding supports that 
while collegiate performers may recognize direction of a musical phrase, they may not 
interpret the entirety of a conductor’s musical message, focusing on only one or two 
musical aspects.  
Judges’ Descriptions 
The Judges’ Descriptions category garnered a mix of informative results on 
several musical elements in the present study. Notably, Judges’ Description 1, 
characterized by soft but full movements by the conductor with small downbeat but large 
linear beats, was a challenge to demonstrate and also proved difficult also for student 
observers to decipher in application. The 66.25% reception rate showed that a gesture can 
be interpreted as a mixed message, causing confusion to performers. On the other hand, 
in Judges’ Description 3, the conductor demonstrated a subito forte with a decrescendo 
into the ictus point followed by a large gesture. A 96.25% recognition rate provided 
evidence that student observers are able to readily follow and decipher the momentum of 
the baton and the contrasts between big and small movements, including sudden changes 
from soft to loud.   
The conductor demonstrated a crescendo through successive preparatory gesture 
during Judges’ Description 5. After viewing this excerpt, 83.75% of the participants 
successfully decoded the intended phrase shape and crescendo. Not only did the 
observers know to respond with more volume, but also greater emphasis and articulation 




mirrored the ictus which helped build intensity.  
The final potential emblem tested was Judges’ Description 6, the communication 
of vibrato or vibrancy of tone, like that of the hand of a string player. Only 72.5% of 
students recognized the meaning of the conductor’s message, and within that population, 
several mentioned that kind of movement would not be meant for them on their particular 
instrument.  Though not a match to Sousa’s gesture description and the conductor’s 
message to perform vibrato, I would argue this gesture does have the potential effect of 
inspiring energy, passion, and resonance from wind players. From the responses 
gathered, I believe if a conductor utilized the gesture in a meaningful part of the music to 
the appropriate players in the ensemble, it would be understood well and could enhance 
performance. This gesture might also have a higher rate of interpretation if applied in an 
orchestra, where string players would be drawn to mimic the movement of the conductor 
in their left hands with their own vibrato in a musical passage.   
Summary 
The results of this study identified three additional emblems that were not 
previously designated in Sousa’s (1988) research. The participants in this study 
successfully identified both Tempo Changes A-2 (gradual ritardando) and Tempo 
Changes B-1 (dramatic ritardando), In his analysis, Sousa pointed out students largely 
misinterpreted the tempo changes for dynamic changes because both changed the size of 
the beat pattern. Since the participants in the present study knew the category beforehand, 
that helped guide their perceptions to tempo rather than dynamics. Only two participants 




Changes A-2. I would agree with Sousa’s conclusion there is potential for ambiguity 
between tempo and dynamics, but there are definitely methods of refining the messages 
of either element without solely adjusting the size of the beat pattern. Also, in the act of 
performing, if a player noticed a change in dynamic from a larger or smaller beat pattern, 
they most likely would be able to simultaneously witness a change in tempo. It would not 
have to be either/or in live music-making context. 
The third emblem discovered from the results of the current study was Judges 
Description 6 (Vibrato). Though not as familiar with the gesture in a wind band setting, 
the majority of respondents recognized the gesture and the effect desired. Several 
participants remarked the gesture would not be for their particular instrument, but would 
be appropriate for a soloist, and especially for a string player. Several other observers 
used the terms tremolo or trill also to describe what they saw as the conductor’s intent. 
Though the sample population was not as familiar with seeing the gesture for their 
instrument, there might still be merit in utilizing the gesture for a desired musical effect. 
There were three gestures from Sousa’s (1988) study that did not receive high 
enough recognition to be considered an emblem during this research. Preparation A-3 
(showing preparation on beat four) was only recognized by 3.75% of the population I 
interviewed. Without any extra instruction for them to look for the specific beat, it was 
simply too difficult for most to articulate. Observers chose instead to describe the style 
and other characteristics of the preparation. Both Fermata A-1 (right hand) and Fermata 
A-2 (left hand) failed to achieve at least 70% recognition as well. Similarly, if I had 




of the gesture descriptions, I think the results would have been closer to Sousa’s results. 
In a real performance context, students probably would not be concerned or confused by 
which hand executes each function, similar to a fermata.   
Affect Display Analysis 
Sousa (1988) recommended that researchers study facial expressions and their 
effect on performers. Similar to the results of the potential emblems, I was surprised at 
the sheer amount of diversity in responses received. All the descriptions were coded into 
themes based on relevance. There were anywhere between 10 to 15 themes extracted 
from each facial expression. Students often gave multiple answers to one facial 
expression that counted across multiple themes. For all the video segments, I analyzed 
the top three themes from the number of responses acquired by each. 
In Facial Expression 1, the conductor depicted high eyebrows, a closed-mouth 
smile, and direct eye contact with the ensemble. Students reported their attention was 
solicited to prepare for coming events and entrances in the music as the highest resulting 
theme. From the high rate of responses regarding eye contact and the conductor’s 
entreaties for entrances and attention, this evidence supported Chapman’s (2008) 
assertion that consistent eye contact increases the interaction and trust between encoder to 
decoder. The results of the number one theme also lined up with the results of the 
informal questions at the start of the interview where students reported cues as the second 
most appreciated gesture from conductors and eye contact as the third. The second-
highest theme of Facial Expression 1 was lightness and airiness in the sound. Students 




effect. Through these responses of musical terms, it was apparent that though the face 
does not show an ictus or have any movement across planes like the arms, affect displays 
can have an effect on the style of the musical line. Two observers specifically mentioned 
how the conductor’s lifted eyebrows would have affected pitch or warned the ensemble 
to keep the pitch up throughout the passage. In the third most frequent response to this 
facial expression, students described emotions they saw in the face that affected them: 
happiness, joy, cheer, courtesy, and invitation. The descriptions of participants from this 
facial expression reflected how emotions inform and inspire their own emotional state 
while playing, as well as their musical interpretation of the music from that stimuli.   
Facial Expression 2 featured a lowering of the head into the chest, eyes looking 
down and frown. All the resulting themes from the responses were related: strong/loud, 
heavy/dig, and marcato/accented, aggressive/harsh, regal/stately, dark/serious, and 
references that the face would be directed to specific instruments, especially low brass 
and timpani. Though Facial Expression 2 only lasted for one beat, respondents readily 
described their interpretations of the face with clarity. The similarities between responses 
in this affect display showed a high level of recognition and confidence in the 
conductor’s intent to portray a loud, heavy, accented sound. 
The conductor depicted Facial Expression 3 through a mournful and longing 
expression with a closed mouth frown, raised eyebrows, and eyes slightly closed moving 
across sections of the ensemble. Similar to responses in Facial Expression 1, observers 
noted the raised eyebrows, and chose “light and graceful” as the number one theme, 




Expression 1, none of the participants mentioned influencing of the pitch from the face in 
this instance, suggesting the mouth shape makes a difference. In describing Facial 
Expression 3, observers mentioned smooth/lyrical and soft as the next two highest 
themes. Of the 80 participants, 22 detailed emotional descriptions of the face, with half 
saying some form of sadness and the other half noting relaxation, reflection, or wonder. 
My initial impression of the face after viewing the affect display was a depiction of 
sadness and thought that would have higher response rate. But, the results show students 
still primarily thought more about the character of the musical line (70 mentions) than the 
emotion displayed (22 mentions). This finding shows that when responding specifically 
to a conductor’s face, performers focused on the stimuli for specific musical information, 
as opposed to just emotional or contextual information.  
The video clip of Facial Expression 4 showed not only facial expression but 
captured head movement that affected respondents’ interpretation. The conductor had a 
furrowed brow, intense expression with straight and serious mouth in a slight frown, flat 
chin, and a laser-direct stare from the eyes into members of the ensemble. The primary 
theme that diverged from the observations was staccato, separated, or bouncy. A possible 
explanation of this result was due to the quick side to side movements of the head in time, 
which amplified the pulse. If there were no video, and students made their interpretation 
exclusively from the still frame, the results might have been different in this instance due 
to the interference from the motion of the head. For this affect display, the results had a 
variety of terms but were mostly similar in sentiment and effect, and there were no 




judgements from the character and expressions of the conductor’s face as well as stylistic 
descriptions of the conductor’s communicated message. 
From the attributes of high eyebrows with a softer glance towards the ensemble in 
Facial Expression 5, student observers judged this affect display primarily as soft and 
withheld.  However, the responses to this facial expression revealed several secondary 
themes that were much more unique from one another than other affect displays captured 
in this study. The video displayed the conductor showing an entrance by taking an open 
mouth breath with the ensemble. This feature of the clip solicited the second greatest 
response from participants and was directly related to the air stream: volume and 
temperature of air, and entrances of the breathing specifically. Observers also interpreted 
a vocal or singing connection from the face, mentioning the conductor showed resonance, 
richness, and even an operatic depiction. Participants described the mouth shape as open, 
round, whole, “oh shape,” as well as mentioning an open throat. Greater space in the oral 
cavity gave the visual image not only of the shape of the breath but of the depth of sound, 
and even served as a physical representation to a player of how to produce that sound on 
a brass instrument, for example. Some students thought the face evoked sadness, sorrow, 
or longing, while others concentrated on the mouth shape and how that affected the 
sound. Another 10 observers saw the raised eyebrows and softer eyes as indicators of 
calmness, peace, sensitivity, and sweetness. In total, these seven themes, combined with 
four others for Facial Expression 5, show the complexity of the movements and 
interpretation capable from the human face. None of the themes in this case seem to 




emotional attributes affecting how the players would produce the sound.   
Facial Expression 6 proved to be one of the least understood and widely 
interpreted affect displays in the present study. In the video, the conductor was directing 
the ensemble through a large crescendo in which he intended to show a build of intensity 
to a musical arrival point. Supporting the gesture in the hands, the conductor shifted the 
lips to one side of the face, furrowed his eyebrows, and bunched the chin. During the 
video clip, the eyes were intensely wide, then receded when the tension resolved. Most of 
the responses for the top three themes align closely including crescendo, confidence, 
smugness or cockiness, heavy emphasis, tension, or the depiction of the finale of a piece. 
But, other responses with fewer responses varied significantly. Five observers thought 
overall that the affect display depicted a decrescendo or backing off, directly 
contradicting the number one theme from the facial expression. These observers may 
have waited to make any comment until the very end of the clip when the tension began 
to resolve, though, and simply forgot to mention the growth at the beginning. Contrary to 
those who interpreted this affect display as confident and strong, five observers said the 
face looked playful and silly. Another five respondents thought the face reflected a 
dissonance, wrong note, or some kind of error happening in the ensemble. Four other 
observers reported they had no idea what the face was trying to convey. From the high 
level of variance in the themes in this facial expression, there was evidence showing that 
though a conductor may have a specific musical intention in mind which the face 
naturally reflects, their affect display (or series of affect displays) may not support the 




the potential to send a message contradicting the conductor’s intent, be a source of 
confusion, or at least make the overall message from the podium less clear. However, it 
must be said that these responses reflect observations of just those brief moments of 
video and one still frame. The responses to these facial expressions were limited to the 
context of the moment the observers saw on the screen. In a scenario where the ensemble 
members were able to watch the musical phrase in its totality, this particular affect 
display might have made more sense as part of a series of other facial expressions and as 
an amplification of gestures of the body, which were unseen.  
Facial Expression 7 had 16 overall themes, showing significant variance of topic 
and interpretation. Many subjects were covered in the array of interpretations of the 
observers from emotional and physical states, to musical descriptors such as tempo, 
dynamics, tone, pitch, articulation, and direction to individual instruments. The highest 
response with 30% of the population was the interpretation that the conductor was 
soliciting attention, listening, and anticipation. Considering Kendon’s (1967) categories 
of gaze of the eyes, this affect display could be considered as both monitoring and 
regulating. The conductor showed intense monitoring of the sections while listening, but 
also conveyed a sense of demanding their attention from the relentless stare with little 
blinking. This response also corresponded with the physical features of the affect display 
the conductor exhibited with extremely wide eyes directed laterally to different players in 
the ensemble, very high eyebrows, and closed lips. Other interpretations included quiet, 
nervous, mysterious, along with awareness of wrong notes or intonation in the group. The 




and amazement versus the twelve others who expressed anxiety and hesitancy. Though 
the results of the responses may appear disparate with 16 themes, the interconnectedness 
of the interpretations actually mostly work together to support a desired musical effect, 
emotion, and outcome from the ensemble as a whole. 
Nearly half of the respondents (46.25%) for Facial Expression 8 saw the 
conductor’s furrowed brow, stern expression in the mouth, and raised chin as an affect 
display meaning forte and powerful. Student observers who interpreted “accent” or 
“articulation” as their primary reaction to this face may have been influenced in the video 
by the head and shoulder movement that was captured in the video clip, showing 
significant weight and energy in the delivery of each beat by the conductor. As was the 
case in Facial Expression 4, students associated a furrowed brow with intensity, focus, as 
well as anger, and for Facial Expression 8, loud and full volume. Conversely, Facial 
Expressions 1, 3, and 5 depicted raised eyebrows that tended to stimulate a response of 
lightness and softer volume. Similarly, a straight-lipped mouth or a frown, as exhibited in 
Facial Expression 8, was interpreted unsurprisingly to denote seriousness, sternness, and 
anger. The smile in Facial Expression 1 was interpreted as sweetness and happiness from 
conductor to player.   
In Facial Expression 9, the conductor portrayed the crescendo and buildup of 
momentum into the release of a final note in the music of Holst’s third movement of 
Second Suite in F. The affect display was only about one second long on the total video, 
but viewers saw the buildup of momentum from facial and head movement supporting 




observers in the study interpreted “forte” (38.75%), “finality” or “climax” (25%), with 
another 20% mentioning “crescendo” or “growth” in some form. “Excitement,” “accent,” 
and “surprise” were other interpretations, as well as “long notes.” A helpful aspect in the 
recognition of this affect display was that in the location of the music at the end of the 
movement, performers are usually watching the conductor directly for style, dynamics, 
and time. The combination of the facial features painted a picture that loud and excited 
sounds were needed. 
Facial Expression 10 (high eyebrows, a half-smile, lips closed, and corners of the 
mouth pulled back) occurred during the clarinet solo in the final movement of the Second 
Suite in F. A variable in this segment was the movement of the head back and forth and 
in a circular motion while the face was fixed in the half-smile. Three students mentioned 
head movement as a factor for their interpretation of the conductor. Compared to the 
other affect display videos, Facial Expression 10 had the fewest number of themes 
derived from the responses by the student population. The responses coalesced into larger 
categories more than any of the other affect displays. The number one theme for Facial 
Expression 10 also had the highest number of student responses into one theme than any 
other displays in all of the facial expressions with 44 students (55%) describing the face 
as joyful, happy, childish, or joking. Some students specified the bouncy movement of 
the head in the first and second most prominent themes influenced their ideas and 
interpretations. The eyes and eyebrows suggested a lightness that could be interpreted 
also as playful and bouncy, but the head movement was a decisive factor for depicting the 




tempo, and soft dynamics. In general, results showed the combination of head movement 
with the high eyebrows and gentle smile helped depict happiness, lightness, and 
playfulness.   
Results of the present study support Ekman and Friesen’s (1978) descriptions of 
the face as a multi-message and multi-signal semiotic system. The results correspond 
with previous studies that the face is important communicative tool (Durrant, 2009; 
Mathers, 2009) and is relevant in a variety of music contexts including school-music 
education, conductor-preparation programs, and community-music organizations. With 
more than 10 diverging themes gathered for the displays of each affect, evidence supports 
that collegiate musicians can perceive a large variety of musical and emotional messages. 
Unlike the depiction of emblems that are communicated with a singular message and a 
direct verbal translation, communication with the face is much more dynamic, creating 
sometimes major swings or changes in the message or messages the receiver decodes. For 
example, in the video clip of Facial Expression 2, the conductor portrayed the dropped 
jaw, frown face to the bass instruments to bring out a deep note. In the few seconds 
leading to that affect display and the moments after, though, he showed several other 
communicative features from the face. He widened the eyes to demand attention of the 
performers for the affect display coming, then after the apex of the moment immediately 
relaxed the face into a gentle smile of gratitude and recognition for the members playing 
the sound he depicted.   
Results of the interviews also support that the conductor’s eyes are powerful for 




of gaze and eye contact from conductor to ensemble members and vice versa could be an 
entire study or series of future studies. From the 10 displays testing participants’ 
perceptions, results reflected all three of Kendon’s (1967) functions of gaze: monitoring, 
regulating, and expressing. The conductor in Facial Expression 7 was especially 
demonstrative of monitoring with the intense concentration on the players and lateral 
movement of the eyes. Analyzing the meaning of this display from student responses, the 
conductor was communicating a message that he was listening and anticipating the 
players to perform with temporal exactness and good intonation across the ensemble. In 
the video of Facial Expression 10, the conductor used gaze and other movements to 
regulate the movement and music of the observers. This proved to be a useful invitation 
and encouragement of performers to perform the musical passage. Facial Expression 7 
showed important monitoring and attentive listening to the sound of the players, but 
might have gone too far, reflecting less trust or nervousness. In application, that effect is 
not necessarily all negative if the affect display helps players be more aware of their 
individual contributions to the group sound in a particular section. Facial Expression 2 
was one example of Kendon’s description of expressing through gaze. The gaze itself 
was softer, with the eyelids more closed, and the eyes staying much more stationary on 
one section of the ensemble. With all these physical features of the face combining to 
show a mournful depiction, the conductor set an expressive picture standard from which 
instrumentalists could interpret and reflect into the sounds of their instruments. While it 
was not measured in this study, it must be noted that a conductor’s affect displays are 




moments to come. Performers would interpret facial content and responses also from a 
past tense series of events either from the entire group, section, or individual. And, those 
reactions from the conductor would then inform the thinking and planning of performers 
for future moments in the music. 
Based upon the results of Facial Expression 1 and Facial Expression 4, there 
appears to be a connection and effect from a conductor’s affect displays on the musical 
line. Although the conductor’s body was mostly not visible to the observers, students 
were able to interpret style, articulations, dynamics, and other musical features of Holst’s 
Second Suite in F. Also, from Facial Expression 3, musical information from a conductor 
can be displayed simultaneous with and interwoven into emotional message, such as light 
and airy with elegant and sensitive. 
Movement of the head is a factor to be considered for future studies of facial 
expressions in a live context. It was a challenge to capture live video footage of the face 
in a natural rehearsal and conducting environment without having some influence from 
movement of the conductor’s head. Similar to the relationship between the face and the 
hands or arms, the head can either complement or contradict the message portrayed in the 
face.   
Reception Theory 
When the participants did not recognize the conductor’s message, either in the 
arms and body, or in the face, they surmised their own message, which in many cases 
was completely different than the intended message. This coincides with Hall’s reception 




become the producers of the reality they create in their interpretations. Results from the 
present study show in almost every gesture, despite a majority of observers correctly 
interpreting the gesture, some students still interpreted the opposite response than the 
conductor intended. Students with a contrary reading might have ignored the gesture or 
actively played the music opposite to the conductor’s intended effect. In this case, a 
contrary reading could have harmed or blurred the soundscape the conductor attempted to 
create. From these realities, it becomes paramount for a conductor to strive for feedback, 
continuous evaluation, and maximum clarity to ensure ensemble members do not produce 
opposite meanings to what was intended.   
From a different perspective, having an entirely uniform interpretation of a 
conductor’s nonverbal communication may not result in the most beautiful or musical 
sounds, or inspire the most joyful experiences for performers and audiences. There might 
in fact be joy in the human ambiguity from the communication between conductor and 
performers. Ideally, a music director ought to strive for clarity in the communication of 
musical ideas with the understanding that the diversity of thoughts in the performing 
musicians will interpret those ideas in distinct, yet complementary ways across the 
ensemble, and stimulate meaningful musical experiences. In other words, there is 
probably a desired balance between harnessing the individually unique interpretations of 
performers from a conductor’s movements and the need to unify the group’s sound into 
one clearly cohesive unit. 
Gestural Modes and Expression 




were prevalent in different portions of present study. Some students focused their 
comments on the correction mode or performance accuracy in Tempo A-2, where the 
conductor overtly slowed the beat and in Facial Expression 7, where he exhibited 
characteristics of attenuated listening, heightening students’ awareness of their own 
sounds. Both of these stimuli from the conductor were readily recognized by ensemble 
members. The conductor was successful in Facial Expression 9 demonstrating great 
energy and intensity of the ending of a climatic point in the music that students positively 
interpreted as loud and strong. This combination of eye contact, precision, style, and 
energy delivered a potent declamatory affect display, and was clearly observed by 
participants. Several gestures on the video were interpreted with characteristics of Koch’s 
(2003) narrative mode exemplifying overarching messages about the aesthetic and 
expressive meanings of the music. A significant number of observers of Releases C 
mentioned the pyramid of sound release, indicating they recognized the conductor’s 
intended expressive message regarding balance, blend, and dynamics. Participants 
reported Facial Expression 1 provided a general invitational message through the 
conductor’s uplifted eyebrows and smiling expression. Student observers felt the 
invitation to play at certain entrances in the style of lightness and liveliness, all derived 
from seeing the face exclusively. Through small gestural movements from hands to 
fingers and fingertips, as well as affect displays in the eyes, eyebrows, and smile on the 
face, the conductor demonstrated effective musical and stylistic leadership to the 
ensemble. 




Two, was affirmed by the responses of students to both verbal questions and the video 
clips. Expression was the number two highest response (23 students) to the questions of 
what ensemble members see as the role of the conductor and the gestures they appreciate 
the most. Of those responses, 14 students specified they appreciated and expected 
expression from the conductor’s face. In the responses to the video, there were a large 
number of themes and specific responses identifying the conductor’s use of expressive 
techniques in both the body and the face. Even in the responses to Preparations A-1, 
where students simply articulated how the music began, most the responses reflected 
some expressive elements such as light, short, or separated. Facial Expression 5 was an 
example of several expressive ideas of intensity, accent, and separation depicted through 
the conductor’s furrowed eyebrows, stern mouth, and intense stare. The results of student 
recognition to the video stimuli of this study and their spoken expectations for a 
conductor to utilize expressive techniques support Morrison et al.’s (2009) assertion that 
expressive conductors positively affect musical performance quality. When practiced and 
performed with clarity, expressive gestures save time in rehearsal and can unify the 
ensemble’s interpretation of a musical work.   
Conclusions 
In the gathering and assessment of both the emblems and affect displays of this 
study, one of the most powerful overall discoveries was the amount of diversity available 
in the interpretation and explanation of conducting gestures. Many concepts were clearly 
communicated nonverbally and interpreted in a fairly uniform way across the population, 




one gesture, Releases B, there were 34 synonyms compiled for one description. It was 
also surprising how some of the respondents interpreted very different meanings from the 
intended message, and in several instances the exact opposite meaning was decoded. In 
some of the gestures that were confusing or unclear to students, the categories of terms 
from responses were broad. For example, Preparations A-3, which only garnered 3.75% 
recognition, there were nine categories of non-match responses. With so much 
information being transmitted from the podium in so many different musical (and non-
musical) categories, evidence supports it is possible for students to interpret a message 
through another musical element instead of the intended element from the conductor. 
These conclusions support Ekman and Friesen’s (1977) categorization of emblems and 
determination there are no universal emblems, though there are similarities recognized 
from population to population. Findings also support Sousa’s (1988) premise that a 
common music conducting sign language does exist, but observers must be taught to 
recognize the messages through performance experience.   
Likewise, the responses to the conductor’s affect displays each were coded into 
10 to 15 themes that additionally broke down into multiple terms. This finding shows the 
diversity of interpretation possible from a person’s face while directing music. Despite 
the breadth of terms and musical elements, though, some results of affect displays 
coalesced into one larger effects or messages. In Facial Expression 7, for example, over 
50% of the descriptions were related in some form the message of caution or quiet from 





Students were able to accurately decode and respond to all four dynamic gestures 
tested with recognition rates of 98.75%, 92.5%, 86.25%, and 90%. In fact, Sousa (1988) 
previously tested 14 other gestures of dynamics all proving to be emblems as well. This 
finding and trend correspond with the student responses to verbal questions where the 
majority said they expect a conductor to demonstrate dynamics and expression. In 
categories with more than one musical element besides dynamics, such as Judges 
Description 5, observers proved successful also in interpreting successive ictus gestures 
to build intensity and volume of sound. It was clear from student responses they were 
prepared to recognize and respond to a conductor’s messages of general volume and 
dynamic contrasts.  Stylistically, performers also generally described small movements in 
beat patterns, preparations, and releases as soft and light.  
The results of the current study offer some distinctive observations regarding a 
conductor’s preparatory movements. Though preparation gestures were all recognized by 
the collegiate population in the Sousa study, the identification of the exact starting beat 
was not evident to students in the current study (Preparations A-2). Observers may have 
understood where the conductor was in the beat pattern but chose to verbalize other 
characteristics of the preparation. Another interesting aspect regarding the responses to 
the preparation gestures was the commentary about the conductor’s breath. In Sousa’s 
descriptions of preparations, he made no mention of the conductor’s breath, just the 
physical movements of the arms. However, in the interviews in the present study, at least 




entrance. Wind and choral conductors generally recognize the importance of the breath in 
synchronizing entrances and empowering the ensemble’s sound. It is a common teaching 
topic in musical ensembles as well, so it is understandable students would naturally 
associate and mention the breath while watching a preparatory gesture.  
The presentation of a conductor’s gesture often acted as a stimulus in bringing 
forward pre-associations from students’ minds of musical concepts and instruction. In 
seeing the slow and gradual release of sound in Releases C, students described the 
pyramid of sound ending to a musical chord. Students also saw the buildup of energy of 
Phrasing A-2, intrinsically associating that the conductor wanted no breath between the 
beats, leading to the phrase arrival. In these and other instances students clearly 
interpreted the verbal message of the emblem that inspired another closely related 
message previously received through a non-visual mode. This finding supports 
Montemayor and Silvey’s (2019) observation and research that students freely associate 
and interchange musical ideas from instruction both verbal and nonverbal. If questioned 
whether the music instruction they received in a particular moment was spoken or visual, 
they may not distinguish between the two in their memory.  
Some categories of gestures were more obvious and easier to follow and identify 
than others, such as dynamics and tempo where students had high levels of interpretation. 
Combined with the category of Beat Patterns from Sousa’s (1988) study, these three 
categories showed the highest chance of success when portrayed with clarity by a 
practiced conductor. Other categories such as style and the judges’ descriptions with 




occasionally when one or more movements or concepts were combined into one gesture, 
the recognition rates were lower and the overall message became blurry. The results in 
the present study and Sousa’s (1988) from Judges Description 1, for example, show the 
majority of students were not able to see both soft and full in a single gesture 
demonstrated by the conductor.  
Another factor that can blur what happens in a gesture is the face. Though the face 
and body were tested autonomously in this study, the responses to Facial Expression 6 
showed more confusion than what would have been the interpretation of a crescendo 
from the conductor’s arms and chest alone. Again, the more information a conductor can 
garner about the totality of their body movements will help avoid sending blurred or 
mixed messages from the podium.   
In the evaluation of performers’ interpretations, if a verbalized description was 
not matched with what the conductor intended does not necessarily mean they would not 
have interpreted it correctly in performance. Gesture descriptions are singular forecasts of 
one message in a fluid multi-message environment covering many musical and non-
musical topics. In the observation of a particular gesture, students may have paid 
attention to and verbalized other musical elements rather than specific focus of the 
conductor. There are multiple conducting techniques to demonstrate each gesture, 
contributing to the range and variety of interpretations.  
When communicating musical concepts, it may be wise for conductors to be 
cognizant when mixing autonomous elements together. For example, heavy and legato 




the potential for interpretations to be more disparate. It is important for conductors to 
utilize gestures that can depict multiple musical elements, but caution must be used, so as 
not to compromise clarity of intent.   
Affect Displays 
Eye contact is a powerful tool for the conductor when administering cues, 
soliciting attention, and inspiring trust. This finding coincides with previous research that 
found eye contact from conductor to ensemble is a powerful and indispensable 
communication tool (Chapman, 2008; DeLong, 2006; Harden, 2000; Mathers, 2009; 
Whitaker, 2011). During this study, the eyes of the conductor were shown to affect the 
musical line of an ensemble. Respondents in Facial Expression 3 saw more musical and 
stylistic information from the conductor’s eyes than emotional messages.   
Lifted eyebrows from the conductor in multiple scenarios communicated 
lightness, softness, and buoyancy. The opposite was true with a furrowed brow denoting 
loud, heavy, and intense (Facial Expressions 8 & 9). Raised eyebrows also had the ability 
to communicate information about instrumental pitch, entreating players to lift the pitch 
or not let is sag (Facial Expression 1).   
A smile on the lips communicated happy while a straight-lipped mouth or frown 
communicated seriousness or anger. Observers of Facial Expression 5 remarked how an 
open mouth positively affects sound production as a physical model of breath entrances, 
tone warmth, and singing quality. A frown with lowered chin showed a message of 
heaviness that was most uniform in responses to Facial Expression 2. The very small and 




observers. Overall, the multi-message capabilities of the face were seen in the results to 
provide a detailed picture of the characteristics and emotions behind a musical moment. 
The opposite is also true, that the face can blur, confuse, or counteract the effect of a 
conductor’s intended message from the rest of the body. 
Summary 
There are far more conducting gestures with emblematic properties being utilized 
across the world that were not included or considered in this study. This study utilized an 
American conductor who demonstrated movements to an American collegiate wind 
ensemble. Since meaning is contextually situated, it should be noted that the results 
would be different among different world populations, musical ensembles, and 
demographics.   
Even though certain gestures were concluded to be emblems in this study, this 
does not support the premise that the nonverbal movements are universally understood. 
After listening to the students’ feedback, it was clear that a majority of their responses 
were the result of conditioning from not only watching but also listening to conductors’ 
instructions during rehearsals throughout their lives. Though conducting pedagogy and 
practice varies location to location and person to person, there is still a common body of 
conducting vocabulary that has been taught either formally or informally to instrumental 
(and choral) students across long distances.   
Vũ (2020) emphasized the unique power of music education to affirm our 
humanity. As he stated, the educator has the ability to help students “carry their bags, to 




music-making life where each of us can grieve, laugh, give back, and celebrate our lives 
well-lived both alone and together” (p. 43). I submit that instructors of student teachers 
and conducting can do more to guide curriculum over the preservice education lifecycle 
that will best prepare future conductors to be informed, inclusive, and effective in their 
craft.  
Recommendations for Conducting Pedagogy 
Ultimately, I am hopeful this study will help support positive change and 
modernization in collegiate conducting pedagogy. The development of a conductor is a 
long-term process. However, given that many undergraduate conducting programs are 
relegated to two semesters of training or less, students are often shortchanged, leaving 
them underprepared for pre-service and first-year teaching. Greater development can and 
should be done for individual student conductors in undergraduate programs by 
incorporating more authentic learning experiences and applying rehearsal strategies in 
working with live ensembles (Wimmer, 2018).  
Conducting is an art form that is best practiced and developed with live 
musicians. A classroom environment is helpful for rudimentary technical instruction and 
demonstration, but I would argue student growth reaches a ceiling earlier on than 
undergraduate conducting instructors might want to admit. Musical leadership, including 
nonverbal communication from the podium, should begin to be developed from the 
earliest point possible in a future conductor’s education. The practicing of gestures, the 
leading of tempos, the portrayal of cues and becoming accustomed to listening while 




(not recordings). Also, the beginning of incorporating expressive gestures in an 
experimental setting would be helpful over the long term. Based on the results of this 
study, I recommend to professors of conducting to grow and maximize opportunities for 
students to conduct one another in large and small ensembles to further the development 
of pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1986) in not just nonverbal communication 
but all rehearsal and performance practices for music educators.  
The following recommendations are based on the results of this study’s verbal 
questions as well as responses to the visual stimuli of gestures and affect displays. From 
the verbal questions, students overwhelming communicated a desire to see expression in 
the conductor’s eyes, face, and body. When deciphering the messages of even the more 
basic gestures of dynamics and style, there was still not 100% recognition in the 
collegiate sample population. Future music educators who conduct would benefit from a 
learning environment with targeted feedback to practice and develop their gestural 
vocabularies. Knowledge and experience gained in these settings are critical for 
undergraduate music education to help preservice teachers in their first steps on the 
podium and understanding the habits to avoid over one’s career. Students need time with 
the ensemble to practice and work out any mixed or blurry messages occurring in their 
conducting. Realizing the constraints on resources and time in undergraduate music 
programs, I submit the following ideas. 
1. Create a conducting laboratory autonomous to technical instruction class 
where students can practice nonverbal communication on live performers and 




twice per week to build repetition and consistency. 
2. Solicit conducting experiences in fellow instrumental or choral studios and 
ensembles within the university music program for students to practice. For 
example, conducting the university Trombone choir, Flute choir, or other 
groups. 
3. Require or encourage students to form their own chamber ensembles outside 
of conducting class to develop experience and critique one another. 
4. Encourage undergraduate students to attend conducting symposia with 
professional instructors at institutions that offer time on the podium and 
intensive feedback.  
5. Require repeated observation and critical analysis of the nonverbal 
communication of live conductors and notable practitioners in the field. 
6. Utilize diverse methods for student personal practice including video 
recording technology, score study, singing, mirrors, and movement techniques 
such as Laban or mime. 
7. Make expression a priority. Provide opportunities to develop, discuss, and 
experience expression in conducting. Specifically, help students avoid 
developing tension in the body and joints (Snyder, 2016).   
8. Increase emphasis and awareness of students’ facial expressions. Provide 
opportunities for listening and practicing facial expression, and do the same 
while students perform on their individual instruments. Teach students to 




conducting music. Practice facial expressions in a rehearsal environment on 
the podium at first without any other movements in the body, then 
reincorporate the rest of the body with the natural movements of the face. 
9. In the pre-service education process, students should receive guidance and 
practice in identifying and addressing any personal biases. This needs to be 
part of the lifecycle of a teacher’s education from college years into their 
careers. Whether it is in language or conducting gestures, teachers need to 
strive for the best and equal interactions with student performers, no matter 
their appearance, background, or other differences. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
During this study, specific gestures were identified as highly likely to be 
recognized by collegiate performers. A logical next step for researchers might be an 
inquiry into the best way to prepare those gestures. How does the student conductor 
physically and mentally prepare to deliver messages to an ensemble? More study of the 
interpretations of performers would be helpful to decipher the ways a conductor can be 
more effective in the transmission of nonverbal messages. If I were to replicate this study, 
I would make the performance environment even more naturalistic. Rather than showing 
a video of gestures to students, I would ask the participants to provide feedback in a live 
performance setting while playing instruments in an ensemble. Students in that scenario 
could play the sounds as a reflection of the emblems or affect displays exhibited by the 
conductor. It would be fruitful also to hear the thoughts and feelings of the conductor in 




in real-time. Another facet of conducting responses not covered in this study was student 
reaction to the temporal display of the ictus. Not all musicians play exactly where the 
conductor’s beat pattern shows, and not all conductors conduct exactly where the 
musicians are playing. Professional ensembles generally play behind the beat as a matter 
of practice, but it would be interesting to see how, when, and why that phenomenon 
occurs. The synchronization between conductor and performer has been tested by Luck 
and Toiviainen (2006) and others through quantitative methods, but I believe future study 
of temporal perception of the beat from the description of ensemble performers directly 
in a narrative form would be informative. The gesture of syncopation was also not 
explored in the present study, nor in Sousa’s (1988). Future research is necessary to 
measure how gestures of syncopation prepare performers in both metric and stylistic 
interpretation of the music. 
Much more research can be done also in the study of the conductor’s face in 
performance. Incorporating more than just one conductor for comparison, along with 
different styles of music, and analyzing their own perspective from their experience 
delivering them would be valuable sources of information. Without restricting the 
conductor too much, it would be helpful also to isolate the face, so head movement does 
not become a factor as much as possible when considering specific influence from the 
facial expressions. With so many movements possible in the human face from so many 
thought processes and emotions, there is much yet to study and learn how conductors 
affect musical ensembles.   




19, but in light of the far-reaching effects of the global pandemic, there is much study to 
be done on the role of aerosol and the music educator’s nonverbal communication with 
physical barriers such as masks, plexiglass, physical distance, and other factors. The 
performing arts and music education worlds need research not only in how to keep 
performers and audiences healthy, but also how those safety measures change the some 
of the norms we have become accustomed to in ensemble playing. For example, if a 
conductor is forced to don a mask, that greatly changes their abilities to communicate the 
breath, affect displays, and other information through the face. 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, social justice movements are prevalent in the world 
today confronting racial disparity, as well as conscious and unconscious bias. It is critical 
for the leader of a large music ensemble to consider the thoughts and actions of people 
towards one another, and what motivates that process—for instance, the thinking and 
experiences that help inform a person’s interpretation of a conductor. More study should 
be done on how race, gender, sexual orientation, religion, socio-economic background, 
and other factors influence the interpretations of a music director’s nonverbal 
movements. Additionally, it should be studied how the demographics of the ensemble 
population affect the gestures and other displays of the conductor. As a companion to 
verbal rehearsal instruction, nonverbal communication is a mode where teachers interact 
and empower students. As future educators develop and refine their skillsets of effective 
and nonbiased communication, they will be the best equipped to facilitate meaningful and 
memorable musical experiences, leveraging the experiences and diversity from the 





In the study of human behavior, anthropologist, Clifford Geertz (1973) noted the 
deeper the research he embarked upon and the more information accrued, the further he 
realized how incomplete were his findings. In the present study, I set out to discover new 
information regarding the interpretations of specific gestures and facial expressions 
communicated by conductors, hoping to find clarity regarding specific, individual 
movements. The farther I pursued this process, the more I observed the diverse volume of 
thoughts, experiences, feelings, and other motivations that inform performers’ 
interpretations and reactions to a conductor’s nonverbal movements. As Geertz pointed 
out, so was my experience, there was much left undiscovered. However, in this process, I 
have uncovered important principles of facilitating positive musical communication in an 
ensemble and specific ways to pursue and refine nonverbal techniques through 
movements of the body and facial expression. These findings include how movements of 
certain parts of the body can be perceived, as well as the motivation, expectations, and 
understandings ensemble members experience in real time while watching a conductor.  
The conductor can lead and inspire performers to harness their individual talents 
to work together to fulfill a composer’s intent and give meaningful experiences for 
audience and participants alike. Wis (2008) encapsulated the unique way conductors 
serve the lives of those with whom they interact: 
We save lives from a one-dimensional existence; we protect lives from 
insensitivity and coldness and we prolong lives by providing a means to know 
ourselves and others in a deep way and to experience indescribable joy. As 
conductors we have the opportunity to create rich futures for so many, to teach 
others so their understanding and artistry grows, to foster relationships that make 




fully-functioning individual whose character drives all our leadership actions. 
Conductors add value to the lives of others. (p. 170) 
In an active and dynamic nonverbal communication environment, the successful 
conductor is one who is prepared to show clear musical language and expression that can 
unify the unique talents, intellects, and personalities of the performers into one 
overarching, aesthetically pleasing group interpretation and effect of a musical work. 
Students in any ensemble deserve the most caring, inclusive, and mindful conductor 
while they are on or off the podium. The developing educator deserves the best tools, 
knowledge, and experiences the music education profession can provide to be ready to 






Appendix A: Category and Gesture Descriptions 
Sousa (1988) researched five conducting texts recommended by a panel of 
experts, deriving 55 commonly taught gestures from eight categories. From the texts 
gathered, Sousa evaluated and condensed descriptions of each category then asked the 
panel to judge the descriptions for accuracy on a one-to-five scale. Each description that 
received a three or above and were all included in Sousa’s study. After the inter-judge 
consensus of the category descriptions was formed, Sousa utilized the category 
descriptions to inform the professional conductor to perform each of the 55 gestures on 
the video stimulus shown to student participants. For the present study, I utilized seven of 
the eight categories (Beat Patterns was not included because of the high level of 
recognition already shown in Sousa’s study). Sousa’s category descriptions and 
prescribed directions for each gesture are included below. 
Dynamics- The general level of dynamics can be indicated by the size of the beat 
pattern.   
Description (a): Dynamic levels are indicated primarily by the size of the beat 
pattern or by special motions of the left hand. At a very soft dynamic level, the movement 
should take place mostly in the wrist and hand, with little perceptible motion at either the 
elbow or shoulder.  As the size of the pattern is increased, the larger radius of the 
movement should be created by gradually transferring the main source of motion from 
the hand and wrist first to the elbow then to the shoulder.  




Dynamics A-2: Large 4-beat pattern 
Description (b): As dynamics gradually increase or decrease, your gesture 
changes size. If there is a crescendo from p to f in one measure, the 2nd beat will be 
markedly larger than the 1st, the 3rd still larger, and the 4th will indicate forte.  
Dynamic B-2: Gradually Changing Dynamic- decrescendo; 4 beat pattern 
decreasing in size from large to small 
Description (e): To signal a subito forte to piano, quickly pull back the left hand 
to your chest so the palm faces the players. Do this on the rebound preceding the beat of 
change. Then beat a small light pattern… To conduct a subito piano to forte, make a fist 
on the rebound and simultaneously enlarge the size and intensity of the right-hand beat 
pattern. 
Dynamics E-2: Sudden Dynamic Change- soft to loud by making a fist with 
the left hand on the rebound of the first beat of the measure 
Description (f): When the palm faces the players it is usually read as a caution to 
soften; when it faces the conductor, the musicians read it as a command for more power. 
Dynamics F-2: Command for more power by holding the left hand up with 
palm facing conductor 
Styles- An instrumental conductor communicates the style of the music being 
performed by specific gestures.   
Description (c): The staccato gestures are characterized by the momentary stop of 
all motion in the stick, hand, arm immediately after the reflex. The flick is performed by 




cessation of all movement… In general, the more sudden the stop in the baton, the shorter 
the resultant sound from the performers.  
Styles C-2: Staccato style- small rebound 
Description (d): The marcato beat is a heavy motion with a stop on each count. It 
is forceful, sometimes aggressive in character and medium to large in size. The gestures 
connecting the counts are slower than staccato; they are either straight or curved 
(espressivo) depending on the music.  
Styles D-1: Marcato style- no rebound 
Description (f): You can depict lightness by beating a small pattern with wrist 
only, without tension, with little rebound, and at a high level... A series of accent marks 
usually indicates marcato passage. Beat on a lower plane, with heaviness and tension. 
Styles F-2: Plane Change- Beaten on a low level to represent heavy staccato 
style  
Styles F-3: Style change by plane change- Light legato 
Styles F-4: Style change by plane change- Heavy legato 
 
Preparations- The preparatory beat or gesture communicates to the performer to 
begin playing.   
Description (a): All effective conducting involves preparation. Preparatory or 
anticipatory gestures give an inevitability to conducting that results in ensemble 
precision. Musicians cannot respond at the instant of a single gesture; they respond to a 




The preparatory beat is on the extra beat (sometimes one-half beat) that precedes the first 
beat of music. It is the breathing beat… To prepare the count of one in any meter, assume 
the preparatory position, flick a point of beat in your wrist, and breathe in as you swing 
up on the offbeat. Do not hesitate at the top but move straight down the count of one… 
As a rule, conduct in front of your body, not to one side, so that the downbeat is centered. 
Always maintain eye contact throughout the performance of the downbeat. 
Preparations A-1: Preparatory gesture communicating to begin on beat 1 in a 
fast tempo, staccato and soft 
Preparations A-2: Preparatory gesture to begin on beat one in a slow tempo, 
legato style, and loud dynamic 
Preparations A-3: Preparation to communicate to the performer to begin 
playing on beat four of a measure 
 
Releases- The release gesture is a signal to performers to cease playing. 
Description (a): Execute the release gesture with a small circular motion; the 
cutoff comes at the end of the motion in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction 
depending on the starting position required for any succeeding preparatory beat.   
Release A: Small circular release from Right Hand 
Description (b): The concluding cut-off is done by moving the baton downward 
or sidewise with a very quick gesture. In forte, it is shaper and more forceful than in 
piano. 




Description (c): When the diminuendo is of the very dramatic kind, ending only 
when complete silence has occurred, then he brings his hands slowly to center front, 
moving gradually downward and finally centering the motion in just the fingertips of one 
hand until the sound is completely gone. 
Release C: Diminuendo release centered in the left-hand fingertips of the 
conductor 
Fermata- The fermata or hold is a cessation of rhythm in the music.   
Description (a): As a general rule, either the right hand or left hand should remain 
in motion – however slowly – during a fermata to indicate that the sound is being 
sustained.  If this is indicated with the left hand, the right hand may remain in the 
approximate position of the ictus.  
Fermata A-1: Keep the right hand in motion during fermata 
Fermata A-2: Keep the left hand in motion during fermata 
 
Tempo Changes- Tempo changes are executed by increasing or decreasing the 
speed between beat points and changing the size of the beat pattern.  
Tempo Changes A-1: Accelerando by increasing the speed of the beats while 
decreasing size of the pattern 
Description (a): Beat size is relative to tempo as well as dynamics. Use smaller 
patterns for faster and softer music, and larger patterns for slower and louder music. 
Obviously, you must make adjustments to fit specific compositions. For example, put 




slower velocity between beats for soft slow compositions. As a general rule for tempo 
change, make the size of beats smaller as you speed up the tempo and make them larger 
when you slow down a tempo.   
Tempo Changes A-2: Ritardando by decreasing speed and increasing size of 
pattern 
Description (b): When it is necessary for the conductor to hold back the tempo, 
the addition of more tenuto in the gesture can accomplish it. When he wishes to urge 
ahead, the use of staccato gestures will help.   
Tempo Changes B-1: Tempo changes by added style characterization of beat 
pattern. Ritardando by adding “tenuto” style 
Phrasing- Sustaining or melded gestures are used when the length of a sound is 
stressed instead of its rhythmic content.  
Description (a): It is often more effective to indicate a long note with one 
continuous motion than to conduct all of the individual beats, because this will give a 
more accurate visual representation of the sound... The travel should be smooth to 
indicate a sustaining or supportive quality. The sustaining gesture can move in any 
direction, but it should finish in a location that will enable you to give the next beat in the 
correct direction.  
Phrasing A-1: Show a phrase of two short notes followed by one long note 
(two standard beats then one continuous motion) 
Phrasing A-2: Phrase beginning on beat 4 of a 4-beat measure- decrease of 





Description (1)- Dynamics: A soft but full and sustained tone can be 
communicated by a small downbeat combined with large linear beats.   
Judges’ Description 1: Soft by full and sustained tone by small downbeat 
combined with large linear beats 
Description (3)- Dynamics: A subito piano can be communicated by crescendoing 
into the ictus where the subito occurs. The subito is made by a drastic reduction of 
motion the rebound before (or, in fact no rebound) the subito occurs. The opposite works 
for the subito forte. Both are done advanced from the body and to the lower center.  
Judges’ Description 3: Sudden dynamic change communicated subito forte by 
decrescendoing into the ictus point 
Description (5)- Phrasing: Beats are either active or passive in function, and it is 
the arrangement of active or passive conducting movements that provides shape to a 
phrase. As well, active and passive beats can be preparatory, principal, or neutral in 
nature. Preparatory beats signal and characterize the next beat to come. Preparatories may 
follow preparatories having a cumulative effect that may result in a crescendo. Neutral 
pulsing beats are passive, and neither raise nor lower tension. 
Judges’ Description 5: Communicate phrase direction or crescendo through 
use of successive preparatory gesture 
Description (6)- Tone: Vibrato or vibrancy of tone is shown by the conductor 
imitating the “vibrato hand” of the string player. This is done with the conductor’s left 




Judges’ Description 6: Communicate vibrato or vibrancy of tone imitating the 





Appendix B: Introductory Questions 
1. What instrument do you play in your wind ensemble? 
2. How long have you played?  Have you studied privately, and for how long? 
3. What degrees have you completed, and/or what degree program are you 
currently pursuing? 
4. What experience do you have conducting musicians?  List the time period, 
ensemble, and your role. 
5. Have you ever taken a conducting class? 
6. How would you describe the role of a wind ensemble conductor? 





Appendix C: Interview and Consent Script 
Introduction: Welcome, _______________ and thank you for participation today 
in this study.  My name is Joseph Hansen, and I am a doctoral student at Boston 
University. The faculty advisor over my research is Dr. Andy Collinsworth of Sonoma 
State University. Today’s interview activities support research on understanding 
nonverbal communication between conductor and ensemble members. Your participation 
is voluntary and can conclude at any point in the 30-minute interview, if needed. Please 
know your name and responses will be kept anonymous throughout the entire research 
process. All reports and data shared externally will only refer to subject by assigned 
number and instrument. The conductor will be demonstrating common body and facial 
musical gestures designed to produce physical, mental, and even emotional responses 
from ensemble members. Though the risk is very low, if you feel uncomfortable at any 
stage of the interview by video footage, or the questions asked, you can certainly pass on 
a particular clip, or disengage from the interview completely at any point. The benefits of 
today’s interview are a greater understanding of what happens in the communicative 
movements between conductor and ensemble. The more a conductor is aware of the 
messages they send, the more effective and efficient the rehearsals may become, 
positively affecting all members of the ensemble as well. I recognize your time is 
valuable, so thank you for setting aside time in your schedule to help this research 
process. If you have any follow up concerns about this study, you can reach out to 
myself, Joseph Hansen, as the investigator, or the Boston University Institutional Review 




Instructions: Today we will attempt to recreate the performance ensemble 
experience and will collect your responses to a conductor’s gestures from 31 short video 
clips of Gustav Holst’s Second Suite in F. We will position you in the approximate 
distance you would normally be from the conductor in your performing ensemble. You 
will view each clip that isolates one specific gesture at a time. There will be no sound on 
the segments so your impression will be formed completely by sight. Prior to each clip 
you will be given the musical element the gesture describes, such as rhythm, dynamics, 
articulation, etc… Once the clip is complete, through short answer responses, verbally 
describe what you perceive as the message of the gesture and how you would respond on 
your instrument. Twenty-one video clips will focus on gestures in the hands, arms, and 
torso, and 10 will focus specifically on the face. You will have 15 seconds between 
segments for your short answer response. 
The first 21 clips focus on gestures in the hands, arms, and torso while the 
conductor depicts a neutral face. After each clip you will have 15 seconds to answer the 
following questions: 
What meaning have you received from the gesture? 
How does that affect your playing at this moment?   
Here is an example of the process. Show Clip.  
Do you have any questions? Are you ready to begin? 
The first set of clips will seek to depict a conductor’s portrayal of dynamics.  
The next set of clips will cover a variety of styles. Think about articulations, note 




The following two clips will show a conductor’s preparatory gestures. You will 
only see two beats. Watching their movement, describe how you would play the first note 
they show. 
Now we will see a few examples of releases for you to interpret and describe.   
The next set of clips feature the conductor’s portrayal of fermatas. Describe the 
character of each of the holds, and how you would respond on your instrument.  
The next set of videos will demonstrate various tempos and tempo changes.   
The next musical element to be shown is phrasing. Please describe how the 
conductor communicates the specifics of a musical phrase with his nonverbal 
communication.   
The final category is a collection of gestures from the contributions of judges of 
the dissertation this study is replicating. The first will depict style, followed by two 
examples of dynamics and one of tone.   
The final 17 segments will focus on the conductor’s face. A very brief clip will be 
shown of a few moments of a musical passage, featuring the face only. Then, a still shot 
be shown from the clip, exhibiting a portion of the conductor’s facial gesture. Using what 
you see, comment on what you think of the character of the music being described. After 
each clip you will have 15 seconds to answer the following questions: 
What meaning have you received from conductor’s facial expression? 
How does that affect your playing at this moment?   
 Clips 22 Through 32 




know we will keep all of your responses anonymous and keep any of your personal 
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Appendix E: Consent Form 
Introduction: Thank you for participation today in this study. My name is Joseph 
Hansen, and I am a doctoral student at Boston University. The faculty advisor over my 
research is Dr. Andy Collinsworth of Sonoma State University. Today’s interview 
activities support research on understanding nonverbal communication between 
conductor and ensemble members.  Your participation is voluntary and can conclude at 
any point in the 30-minute interview, if needed. Please know your name and responses 
will be kept anonymous throughout the entire research process. Your name will only be 
used on this computer. All reports and data shared externally will only refer to subject by 
assigned number and instrument. The conductor will be demonstrating common body and 
facial musical gestures designed to illicit physical, mental, and even emotional responses 
from ensemble members. Though the risk is very low, if you feel uncomfortable at any 
stage of the interview by video footage, or the questions asked, you can certainly pass on 
a particular clip, or disengage from the interview completely at any point. The benefits of 
today’s interview are a greater understanding of what happens in the communicative 
movements between conductor and ensemble. The more a conductor is aware of the 
messages they send, the more effective and efficient the rehearsals may become, 
positively affecting all members of the ensemble as well. I recognize your time is 
valuable, so thank you for setting aside time in your schedule to help this research 
process. If you have any follow up concerns about this study, you can reach out to 
myself, Joseph Hansen, as the investigator, or the Boston University Intuitional Review 




I understand this study is voluntary, and my comments and contact information 









Appendix F: Conducting Emblems Script 
Holst Second Suite Mvt 1- 
1. Run Entire Movement with facial expression 
2. Preparations A-1, Measure 1 (prep/downbeat only): Preparatory gesture 
communicating to begin on beat 1 in a fast tempo, staccato and soft 
3. Dynamics E-2, Measures 3 – B: Sudden Dynamic Change- soft to loud by making a 
fist with the left hand on the rebound of the first beat of the measure 
4. Styles C-2, Measures 3 – A: Staccato style- small rebound 
5. Styles D-1, Measures A – B: Marcato style- no rebound 
6. Dynamic B-2, Measures D – E: Gradually Changing Dynamic- decrescendo; 4 beat 
pattern decreasing in size from large to small 
7. Judges Description 6, Measures pickup to E (6 measures): Communicate vibrato or 
vibrancy of tone imitating the vibrato hand of a string player 
8. Dynamics F-2, Measures H10 – I4: Command for more power by holding the left 
hand up with palm facing conductor 
9. Releases B, Measures H first beat only (m111): quick release, downward gesture 
10. Tempo Changes B-1, Measures Last 8 bars before DC with added ritardando (m. 
103): Tempo changes by added style characterization of beat pattern. Ritardando by 





Holst Second Suite Mvt 2- 
11. Run Entire Movement with facial expression 
12. Preparations A-2, Measure 1 (prep/downbeat only): Preparatory gesture to begin 
on beat one in a slow tempo, legato style, and loud dynamic 
13. Preparations A-3, Measure pickup to 1 after A: Preparation to communicate to the 
performer to begin playing on beat four of a measure 
14. Dynamics A-1, Measure 3 – 10: Small 4- beat pattern, piano 
15. Tempo Changes A-2, Measure pick up to last 7 bars (2 measures only): 
Ritardando by decreasing speed and increasing size of pattern 
16. Fermata A-1, Measure pick up to last 7 bars (2 measures only): Keep the right 
hand in motion during fermata 
17. Fermata A-2, Measure pick up to last 7 bars (2 measures only): Keep the left hand 
in motion during fermata 
18. Release A, Final 2 measures: Small circular release from Right Hand 
19. Release C, Final 2 measures: Diminuendo release centered in the left-hand 





Holst Second Suite Mvt 3- 
20. Run Entire Movement with facial expression 
21. Styles F-2, Beginning to Measure 4: Plane Change0 Beaten on a low level to 
represent heavy staccato style  
22. Phrasing A-1, 4 measures before A: Show a phrase of two short notes followed by 
one long note (two standard beats then one continuous motion) 
23. Tempo Changes B-1, 3 bars before C with added ritardando: Tempo changes by 
added style characterization of beat pattern. Ritardando by adding “tenuto” style 
24. Dynamics A-2, m. 28 – end: Large 4-beat pattern 






Holst Second Suite Mvt 4- 
26. Run entire movement with facial expression 
27. Phrasing A-2, 11 measures after C (m. 67 – 79), brass, saxes, low reeds only: 
Phrase beginning on beat 4 of a 4-beat measure- decrease of motion on beat 3 and 
increase of motion preparing 4 
28. Styles F-4, Measures D – E: Style change by plane change- Heavy legato 
29. Styles F-3, Measures F – F8 (m116- 125): Style change by plane change- Light 
legato 
30. Tempo Changes A-1, Four measures after F (m. 129-137) with added 
accelerando: Accelerando by increasing the speed of the beats while decreasing size 
of the pattern 
31. Judges Description 1, Nine measures after F (m. 121-129): Soft by full and 
sustained tone by small downbeat combined with large linear beats 
32. Judges Description 5, Eight measures before G (8 measures): Communicate phrase 
direction or crescendo through use of successive preparatory gesture 
33. Judges Description 3, Last 11 measures: Sudden dynamic change communicated 
subito F by decrescendoing into the ictus point 





Appendix G: Invite Letter Template 
Nov 7th, 2018 
 
Greetings Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
My name is Joe Hansen, and I am working towards a doctorate in music 
education through Boston University. I am conducting dissertation research in 
universities in the local region and am gathering data this semester on instrumentalists’ 
interpretations of a conductor’s gestures. One of the premises of my dissertation is that 
conductors need to hear more from ensemble members on the effect and impact of their 
nonverbal movements from the podium, so your opinion is greatly valued!   
I have prepared a short video of a conductor’s nonverbal communication, and am 
looking for volunteers to share your reactions to the various gestures and facial 
expressions to the recording in a 30-minute interview. Each student will sign up for an 
individual 30 min slot where you will view 30 – 40 video segments of about 10 seconds, 
and verbalize what you think the conductor is communicating and how you would 
respond on their individual instrument after each clip.   
Interviews will take place on the campus of ___________ on November 15th, 
scheduled in 30-minute blocks during times student volunteers are out of class and 
available. Interviews will be scheduled through a doodle poll. 
Thank you for your consideration of being a volunteer! Your voice will help 




between performers and conductors at all levels. Please do not hesitate to contact me with 
any questions. 
         Very Respectfully, 
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